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Skilling is building a better India.
If we have to move India towards
development then Skill Development
should be our mission.
Shri Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
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About this Book
Looking at statistics of the last five years, the growth of the telecommunication sector has
firmed up as compared to the overall economic growth. In the short term, we can expect a
healthy growth rate close to 15 percent in short term during 2013– 17. This is primarily
because of the growth in organised retail, changing consumer preferences, advances in
technology and government support. With over 1000 million subscribers, India is the second
largest telecom market in the world.
The sector is expected to create over 2.1 million jobs over the next nine years with the total
employee base increasing from the present over 2.08 million to nearly 4.16 million employees
by 2022.
This Participant book is designed to impart theoretical and practical skill training to students
for becoming a Distributor Sales representative. Distributor Sales representative in the
Telecom Sector is also known as Distributor Sales Executive/Field Sales Representatives/Feet
on Street/Field Service Executive.
Individuals at this job needs to generate sales for mobile handset &related accessories, steer
sales as per organization’s target matrix, increase width &depth of distribution and work in a
specified area as per the Beat Plan & Route Plan. Individual is also responsible for
handling/escalating retailer’s complaints & queries as per the organizational policies and must
be able to handle cash related transactions.
This Trainee Manual is based on Distributor Sales Representative Qualification Pack
(TEL/Q2100) & includes the following National Occupational Standards (NOSs)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pre –planning
Manage retailer relationship to achieve sales targets
Educate retailer’s counter sales person
Process compliance for product distribution

The Key Learning Outcomes and the skills gained by the participant are defined in their
respective units. Post this training, the participant will be able to promote/sell/secure orders
from existing and prospective customers and help distributors resolve any issues.
We hope that this Trainee Manual will provide a sound learning support to our young friends
to build an attractive career in the telecom industry.
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1. Introduction and
Orientation
Unit 1.1 - Telecom Sector
Unit 1.2 - Roles and Responsibilities of a Distributor Sales
Representative
Unit 1.3 - Distributors
Unit 1.4 - Selling
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Get familiarized with Indian Telecom Sector

x

Identify and perform roles and responsibilities of a distributor sales representative

x

Identify type of distributors and their functions

x

Identify steps and key selling skills
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UNIT 1.1: Introduction to Telecom Industry
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Get familiarized with Indian Telecom Sector

1.1.1 Introduction
In the last five years, telecommunication sector has led and been faster than the overall
economic growth. In the short term, a healthy growth close to 15 percent is expected during
2013– 17.
With over 1000 million subscribers, India is the second largest telecom market in the world.
The telecom sector is expected to provide a large number of new jobs, mainly in the
supervisory and managerial roles. Key segments are:
x

Network and IT Services

x

Service providers

x

Retail and distribution

The information age is aided and propelled by the growth in telecommunication sector. The
telecom industry is considered to be the backbone of all industrial and economic
development. Human communications have been revolutionized by this industry as it delivers
voice and data services at rapidly increasing speeds.
Presently, India is the second largest telecommunications market and has consistently grown
in the last decade and a half. The Indian mobile sector has registered rapid growth and is likely
to be a substantial contributor to India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The Indian
smartphone market is expected to quadruple to 810 million users by 2021, and the
smartphone traffic is also expected to increase 15-folds, i.e., 4.5 Exabyte (EB) per month
during the same period.
India has made rapid progress in mobile penetration and now has the world's second largest
mobile subscriber base. According to Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), by
December 2015 India's total telecom subscriber base was 1.04 billion. Of these, 1.01 billion
were mobile subscribers and 25.52 million wire line subscribers. (Source: IBEF Telecom Sector
Report).
The entry of Reliance Industries’ Jio network and smartphones (under brand name LYF), has
further opened up the Indian telecom industry, which will facilitate more benefits and better
services to users.
The smartphone segment grew at an annual average rate of 32% to about 95 million in 2015
from 77 million a year ago (Source: Cyber Media Research Report)
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The top player in retail and distribution sub-sector of the telecom industry are:

Fig:1.1.1: Retail and Distribution (India) - Source NSDC-KPMG Report)

The telecom sector employs around 2.08 million people and this figure is expected to grow
to 4.16 million by 2022 (Source: NSDC-KPMG Report).

Fig:1.1.2: Workforce Growth (Source: NSDC-KPMG Report)
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Exercise
1. Name any two major handset companies in India:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. The number of people working in Telecom sector are expected to decrease by 2022. True
or False, why:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 1.2: Roles and Responsibilities of a Distributor
Sales Representative
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify and perform roles and responsibilities of a Distributor Sales Representative

1.2.1 Distributor Sales Representative - Job Description
A Distributor Sales Representative is also known as Distributor Sales Executive/Field Service
Executive/Feet on Street/Field Sales Representative. They are expected to generate sales for
mobile handset and its accessories, steer sales as per organization’s target matrix, increase
depth & width of the distribution network and work in his allocated area as per the Beat and
Route Plan.
They also handle complaints & queries of retailers and if required they escalate them to the
next level. Apart from this they are in-charge of managing the cash too.

Attributes
Some of the key attributes of a Distributor Sales Representative are:
x

Persuasion and Communication Skills

x

Negotiation skills

x

Time Management Skills

x

Flair for selling

x

Teamwork

x

Positive attitude

x

Willingness to travel

1.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities of Distributor Sales
Representative
The key roles and responsibilities of a distributor sales representative are:
x

Generating sales for mobile handset and related accessories

x

Handling/escalating retailers’ complaints and queries

x

Meeting the sales goals as per organization’s target matrix

x

Handling cash related transactions

x

Increasing width and depth of distribution network as per the Beat and Route plan

x

Being up-to-date with latest company handsets or accessories

6
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Exercise
1. Mention any two roles and responsibilities of Dealership Sales Representative are:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Dealership Sales Representative is also known as:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 1.3: Distributors
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify the function of distributors

x

Identify types of distributors

1.3.1 Distributors
Distributors are part of the sales channel. Distributors, dealers, and retail outlets embraces a
complete distributor channel. The manufacturer's products are purchased and stocked in
significant quantities by them. They purchase products from the manufacturer, or from each
other, at large discounts from the list prices. They then resell these at a higher price and the
markup price gives them the profits.
Distribution organizations buy and stock products of multiple manufacturers, including
products that directly compete with one another. The stocks can run into thousands of
products. They act as a single point of source for a wide range of products for their customers.
These companies can sell to customers located anywhere as they run their businesses
independently.

Primary Benefits of Distributors
x

Manufacturer gains access to the established customer base of distributor organizations.

x

Profitably handles small quantity orders for manufacturer’s products

Distributor's revenue flows from the profit margins at which they resell products. In the
electronics business, a typical gross margin on sales is around 20%. Most products are sold at
moderate to large margins from manufacturers’ list prices. They typically demand and obtain
discounts in excess of 30% and even as much as 50% from unit list price of manufacturers. The
sales team are typically paid commissions on the Gross Profits not by total orders. The sales
people should therefore be aware of margins and be skilled at maximizing them. Higher
margin products generate higher commissions and thus are of greater interest to the sales
people.
In most marketing systems, the key factor is distributors. They buy products from a large
variety of manufacturers and resell them to their customers. Marketing typically comprises
of selling standard products and financial benefits; technical solutions are not sold by them.
Distributors usually specialize in one group or product class, such as clothing, food,
pharmaceuticals, electronics, etc. Further specialization is also possible, for example in
“passive electronic components.” They provide convenience as products of multiple
manufacturers which are sold through them. Overall revenue generated by customers
determine the discounts they get on individual products. The distributor system ensures faster
delivery and better terms and conditions then the manufacturer, because the latter has one
track mind of only focusing on sales. Their customer list includes Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs), high-tech distributors, system integrators, retail outlets and end users.
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Common Types of Distributors
x

National Distributors: These are large businesses having a large variety of products and
annual sales running into crores of rupees. A handful of larger suppliers and customers
may pressurise and exercise influence over decisions. The rest have to accept their policies
and procedures for conducting business.

x

Regional distributors: They are medium-sized businesses who have lesser number of
customers and lesser variety of products then national distributors. Closer interaction
with customers and suppliers is the norm. However, because of lower volumes, they get
less favourable pricing and technical support. Being more approachable, they are
generally preferred by less established manufacturers.

1.3.2 Marketing System
The organization and processes that are used by any business to sell its products is called a
Marketing System. It implies identification of prospect customers, establishing business
relationships and meeting customer needs by selling solutions and not mere products. The
marketing and sales are two parts of customer organizations. It also includes third-party
organizations that are independent of any customer organization.
Operation of a marketing system is through sales channels. A sales channel connects the
business to the customer. There could be one or more sales channels commonly known
as Direct Distribution, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), System Integrator,
Manufacturers Reps, Value Added Reseller (VAR), and Retail.
A sales channel comprises of a single or multiple channel organizations that do similar work
and have similar characteristics. For example, a distribution channel comprises of distributors
who are third-party organizations and sell products obtained from the manufacturer at a
discount. On the other hand, employees of a direct channel are hired by the manufacturer
himself and they directly interact with customers.

Fig:1.3.1: The Marketing system
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Exercise
1. Distributors are not part of sales channel. True or false, why?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Mention two types of dealerships
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 1.4: Selling
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify key selling skills

x

Perform different steps of selling

1.4.1 Introduction
Selling is the art of persuading someone to buy one's product or service. In the most basic
terms, selling is giving or exchanging goods for money. Today, however, with the growth of
marketing, selling does not only mean the mere give and take, but also refers to the tending
of consumer needs. It is the way a sales representative assists a customer, identify his needs
and motivates him to buy products and services from your business. To be successful, a sales
representative needs to make the customer feel that he is getting value for money by buying
the specific product or service.

1.4.2 Selling Techniques
Common selling techniques used by businesses to fulfill customer needs are:
x

Direct selling: Involves direct face to face, customer-salesperson interaction

x

Retail selling: Involves making products available in a shop where customers can visit

x

Agency selling: The supplier hires an agent who then sells products and services on his
behalf

x

Telesales: Contact customers by telephone to sell products and services without
face-to-face contact

x

Door to door selling: Potential customers are contacted at their homes by salespeople for
direct selling

x

Business to business selling: Also known as B2B model where direct selling takes place
between businesses

x

Business to government selling: Similar to B2B, but custom-made solutions are developed
by businesses and sold to government agencies and departments instead of other
businesses

x

Mail order selling: A publication containing list of merchandise which is shown to a
customer for potential purchase without seeing the product first-hand

x

Online selling: Has become popular with increase of internet penetration. Products and
services are sold directly to customers or businesses over the internet
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1.4.3 Importance of Selling
The success of businesses depends on the ability to meet customer needs and sell their
products and services in a sustainable way. Selling effectively always results in enhanced
profitability of the business, both in the short and long term.
It is impossible for a business to stay in the market unless they make substantial amount of
sales. No matter how good the product is, till the time it does not meet the requirement of
customers, it will not generate considerable amount of sales. Hence it is important for any
business to put in necessary amount of efforts in selling their products and services.

1.4.4 Steps of Selling
Steps involved in the selling process are explained below:

Step 1: Identifying and Prospecting
Prospecting is the search for potential customers, who fit the target market or show some
interest in the company’s offerings.

Step 2: Introduction
The sales person should introduce himself in relation to the selling.
For Example:
x

“I am Ranjan, may I help you to choose a phone you are looking for”

x

“In this section, different phones are listed that suit the need of different people. I will
show you the ones that you may like.”

Step 3: Understanding Needs
Understand the exact need or expectation of the customer.
For Example:
x

“Do you want a phone mostly for clicking pictures or for business use? I will explain you
the features”

x

“Do you want a phone with or without front camera flash?”

Step 4: Presenting products
The suitable product should be introduced to the buyer. For this, the seller should have a
thorough knowledge of products he is selling. Example
x

“Yes, we have a range of mobile phones that exactly suit your requirements. The price will
range from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 45,000 and the features are…”

x

“You can opt for this phone because of its long battery back-up.”

12
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Step 5: Closing the Sale
x

Direct close: “Shall I pack this one, sir?” or “Shall I go ahead and make the bill?”

x

Test close: “Do you have all the information to make a decision of buying the phone?”

x

The suggestion close: “May I suggest that you go with the matte cover for this phone.”

x

Assume close: “How would you like to pay, cash or card?”

x

Alternative close: “What will it be sir, the blue or the white one?”

Fig:1.4.1: The sales process

1.4.5 Role of a Sales Person
The basic roles of a retail salesperson are:
x

Regular and updated knowledge of the product.

x

Patient and continuous guidance and persuasion for buying a product

x

Ensuring consumer satisfaction at all times

Besides the above three basic functions, a retail salesperson’s job includes the following
specific duties:
x

Handling cash and maintaining the cash register

x

Sorting coupons, exchange vouchers, and other items related to sales and sales
promotions

x

Accounting for cash, carrying and depositing it in a bank or some other financial institution

General activities of a retail salesperson, depending on the type of store he works for, are:
x

Greeting customers

x

Assist customers in identification of their requirements

x

Promoting products and participating in sales promotion campaigns

x

Advising customers on the use, utility, and maintenance of products

1313
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Replying to questions by customers about the store and its products:
x

Aid in processing of financial transactions

x

Assist in return and exchange of products which a customer has complained about

x

Assist in wrapping product(s) and delivery when needed

x

Clinch deals by negotiating on-the-spot pricing of products

x

Supervising, maintaining, and ordering supplies

x

Arranging merchandise on store shelves and display areas

1.4.5.1 Qualities of a Sales Person
To be successful, retail salespeople need the following skills and qualities:
x

A sociable and cheerful personality and a presentable appearance

x

Outstanding communication skills

x

Awareness of current trends, consumer tastes and fashion

x

Tact, patience and courtesy

x

Ability to handle work pressure

x

Ability to persuade and negotiate

x

Ability to make quick calculations

1.4.6 Understand Customer Behaviour
To excel in being a sales person, it is necessary that sales person understands what a customer
wants and expects. Customer expectations are not constant; they vary, which makes it more
difficult yet necessary for a salesperson to learn. Let’s see how we can match up to
customers’ expectations for better sales in the following points:
x

Firstly, the consumer tries to locate the commodities he wants to consume.

x

He will select commodities that provide more utilities.

x

Estimated spending capacity will now be decided by him.

x

Finally, the choice is based on his analysis of prevailing prices of commodities in the
market.

The expectations of different customers for the same product or service will vary under
different situations based on many factors. These situations can be explained in the points
given below:
x

Social and demographic factors: like family or geographical location

x

Economic situation: Personal influences like occupation, personality and self-concept

x

Educational standards: The education background and exposure/knowledge of various
products available

x

Competitor products: Prices, quality & features provided by the competitors

x

Experience: Personal past experience and the experience of others with whom he
interacts dictates customer expectations

14
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1.4.7 AIDA Technique
AIDA or Attention Interest Desire and Action technique is one of the commonly employed
selling techniques.

Fig:1.4.2: AIDA technique

Attention
First impression lasts long. Getting the customer's attention sets the tone for subsequent
decisions.
x
x

Ambience or the overall look and feel of the store
o Facade, store's approach, cleanliness, music and smell

Display of Merchandise
o Visibility of all products according to the season
o Open spaces to move around in the store

x

Visibility of the Merchandising (Visual Merchandising)
o Stacking of the merchandise: Density of displayed products
o Window display: An attractive display of items in display windows to get customer
attention
o Cross display: Displaying two or more different products that can logically be used
together
o Colour blocking: Pairing opposite colours together to highlight a desired feature or fill
up a store's empty wall

x

Promotion and offers

Interest
x

Sales representative has initial 5-15 seconds to generate customer’s interest. First
impression is therefore important.

x

Approach the prospective customer at a suitable time.

x

Understand the person's needs, situation, issues and empathize with him

x

Convey information in terms of their requirement

Desire
x

Identify the prospect's needs, constraints, situation and priorities and then align in
accordance with them.

x

Build rapport and trust
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x

Create an environment where the prospect's mind sees value in buying from the sales
representative

x

Have complete knowledge of the product (specification, options, features, advantages,
and benefits)

x

Present, explain and convey solutions with credibility and enthusiasm

Action
The emphasis required at this stage would be much less and depends on how well the
previous three stages were conducted.

Exercise
1. Selling is trying to make sales by persuading someone to buy one's
a. Products
b. Services
c. Both a and b
d. None of these
2. What does AIDA stand for?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. It is not important to give attention to customer behaviour. True or False.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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2. Pre-Planning
Unit 2.1 – Pre-Planning
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Organize self by grooming and maintaining personal hygiene

x

Obtain daily sales objective from TSM/area manager

x

Design an action plan to achieve sales targets

x

Split monthly target into weekly and daily targets

x

Update self about latest schemes/offers and offers for the day

x

Collect stock and merchandize from distributors

x

Proceed as per the pre-defined route and beat plan

18
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UNIT 2.1: Pre-Planning
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Organize self by grooming and maintaining personal hygiene

x

Obtain daily sales objective from TSM/area manager

x

Design an action plan to achieve sales targets

x

Split monthly target into weekly and daily targets

x

Update self about latest schemes/offers and offers for the day

x

Collect stock and merchandize from distributors

x

Proceed as per the pre-defined route and beat plan

2.1.1 Introduction
Before commencing any work, it is very important to make proper plan for carrying out the
task. Planning may be categorised as:
x

Following company dress code

x

Taking directions/targets from TSM/ASM

x

Preparing a plan for achieving the target by dividing target into monthly, weekly and daily

x

Being up-to-date about latest handsets/accessories and schemes/offers

x

Analysing previous month-to-date sales against targets

x

Collecting stock and merchandise from distributors to give to retailers

x

Prepare and follow route and beat plan

2.1.2 Grooming
As a sales representative for a distributor, he not only presents himself to the client, but also the
company. It is therefore very important to follow proper grooming and always be presentable.
Grooming involves five main aspects:

Overall Cleanliness
Overall cleanliness involves:
x

Take shower at least twice a day, if possible, otherwise once daily.

x

Give proper attention to cleanliness.

x

The clothes should be neat, tidy and odour free.

x

Should ensure due check to one’s body odour.

x

Ensure an oil free and neat look.

x

Take adequate steps for cure and prevention of skin and other diseases.
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Hair, Nails and Teeth
Hair should be washed and properly cleaned. Hair gels for styles like spikes etc. should be
avoided. Nails should always be trimmed regularly, preferably twice a week. In addition, nail
paint and fancy nail add-ons should be avoided if they conflict with the company policy.

Make-up
Males as well as females should be careful while applying make-up. Excessive make-up should
be avoided.

Accessories
Accessories like bracelet, earrings, piercings, etc., should be sober and not too flashy.

Dress Code/Uniform
A person representing an organisation should always be dressed in formal attire. If there
is any specific uniform provided by the company, it should always be worn. Some common
points to remember are:
Sr. No

For Men

For Women

1

Prescribed uniform should be clean
and ironed.

Long hair should be tied and should not
look too greasy or oiled.

2

Shoes should be clean and polished.

Avoid bright colour nail polish and long
nails as these can distract customers or
damage the merchandise on display.

3

Hair must be short, clean & tidy.

Minimum, non-flashy jewellery should
be worn.

4

One is expected to have a clean
shaven look.

Dangling earrings, noisy anklets &
bangles must not be worn on the floor

5

In case of beards/moustaches, must
be trimmed, neat & tidy.

Only very light make-up to be applied
(lip- stick of very light shades only)

6

Nails should be cut or trimmed neatly Any type of earrings studs & bracelets
at regular intervals.
are not to be worn on the floor during
official hours.
Fig:2.1.1: Dress code
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2.1.2.1 Personal Hygiene
Personal wellbeing is a set of activities performed by an individual for upkeep of his health.
The main activities comprise;

Fig:2.1.2: Personal hygiene

Things to be avoided
There are certain habits that have severe ill-effects on one’s health. Such habits should be
avoided for a healthy life.
Alcoholism: It’s the tendency in which one consumes alcohol to cope with difficulties or to
avoid feeling sad. Its effects:
x

Increases risk of heart diseases, cancer, impaired immune system, liver infection
(Cirrhosis) etc.

x

Reduces focus and performance

x

Degradation in social and economic status

x

Withdrawal symptoms are anxiety, trembling, fatigue, headache and depression etc.

Fig:2.1.3: Alcohol effects

Smoking: It’s illegal to smoke within the workplace. A smoke area for employees and visitors
is therefore earmarked by most employers outside the workplace.
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Tobacco/Ghutka: Chewing tobacco/ghutka is the second largest cause of death in the world. It
claims one death in every six seconds. Its effects:
x

It is the biggest reason for oral cancer which effects mouth, tongue, cheek, gums and lips

x

Chewing tobacco reduces a person’s sense of taste and ability to smell

x

Smokers face a greater risk of suffering from lung cancer

x

Increased sensitivity to heat, spices and cold food items

x

Inability to open the mouth due to swelling, lumps, rough spots on gums or other areas
inside the mouth

x

Unexplained bleeding in mouth

x

Difficulty in swallowing

2.1.3 Sales Objectives Planning
A company's marketing plan includes sales objectives. The marketing team, as part of sales
objectives, identifies common goals. The goals include revenue targets, profit margins,
distribution partners, advertising, and targeted demographics. To ensure a common
understanding amongst members of the sales and marketing teams the broad plans are
explained and discussed in sales meeting.
The sales objectives are usually divided in: yearly, quarterly, monthly, weekly and daily
objective. The division of objectives helps the sales teams to plan and achieve targets in a
streamlined manner. The Territory Sales Manager (TSM) or the Area Sales Manager (ASM)
has the responsibility to give targets to sales representatives.
Maximum utilization should be done of the time spent with the retailer. Therefore, to meet
the sales objectives it is very important that the sales agent have full information about the
products he intends to sell.

Fig:2.1.4: Sample Sales Target
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Sales Period Planning
x

Based on the "Cycle Plan", (the sales period documentation provided in the sales meeting)
review the scheduled activity.

x

For each outlet prepare the sales period objectives (Pre-sales) by outlet. There are clear
expectations of selling actions in different territories.

x

For each target/objective below activities should be performed:
o Sales and Pre-sales programme
o Promotion programme
o Control activities in the store
o Identify routine activities which needs to be included

x

Any possible problems that a sales representative expect to face in the
activities/objectives that the sales rep is required to achieve, should be openly discussed
with your TSM/ASM.

Weekly/Daily Planning
x

Upcoming visits should be tracked on an excel sheet or on sales planning file application
(if available) on the last working day of the previous week.

x

Before starting his daily visits, he should review and update the above plan.

x

Based on sales period activity, he should review the activities in the store and set
objectives, including:
o Achievement of pre assigned sales
o Distribution (i.e. presentation of new product)
o Placement (i.e. planogram proposal)

x

The results should be compared with the sale objectives and reviewed on a daily and
weekly basis. The visits for the period should be planned accordingly.

Another important aspect of pre-planning is that the sales representative should be always
aware about all the latest schemes/offers being given by the distributors. In addition to that
the sales representative should also be fully aware of all the existing (old and latest) phones
being distributed by them. This is very important because, if a sales representative is not
aware of these things, it reflects badly on the image of the company and may lead to negative
impression among the retailer/client.
In this regard, the sales representative should always have the latest company brochure/leaflet
with information regarding all existing phones and offers. In addition, a sales representative
should also have information brochure for upcoming models, if any.
Stock and merchandise that a sales representative needs to carry to the retailer is available at
the distributors’ office. Sales representatives need to carry the stock and merchandise from
there before commencing their daily activities. Generally, a checklist is given to all sales reps
to ensure that they are carrying the correct items.
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Ensure that the items being collected are according to the checklist.
S No

Item

Availability

1

Presenters (sales folders, samples, planogram
proposal, etc.)

2

Promotional Programme

3

Stickers ½ Price

4

Price List

5

Sticker Free Samples

6

Order Forms

7

Camera

8

POS material

9

Product Information/Merchandising Manual
Fig:2.1.5: Sample Checklist

2.1.4 Beat Plan
Beat Plan can be defined as a day wise route plan made for field sales personnel to make
visits to a number of stores at a pre-defined frequency. A beat plan defines the following:
x

Whom to visit

x

When to visit

The beat plan is based on company’s priorities on stores category/segment. These visits can
be made for the purpose of sales order collection, visual merchandising or regular follow ups.
Beat plans are planned in advance, mostly for a month, to ensure no deviation and each of
the stores get required visits from sales representatives.
The beat plan is, basically, a time table/route map for a week/fortnight. It has 2 components:
x

Schedule of clients to be visited each day

x

Route to be followed each day
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The beat plan is quite essential for a salesperson. He should carefully draft a good beat plan
and should ensure he sticks to it, to cover his sales territory effectively.

Fig:2.1.6: Sample beat plan
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Exercise
1. Grooming only refers to dressing properly. True or false.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. What does a beat plan mean?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Sales Objectives are part of a company's marketing plan. True or False
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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3. Manage Retailer
Relationships
Unit 3.1 – Managing Relation and Building Customer Base
Unit 3.2 – Basic Commercial Accounting
Unit 3.3 – Sales Techniques
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Describe probing and its importance

x

Map the potential territory to identify new business opportunities

x

Evaluate return on investment potential

x

Handle customer complaints

x

Manage promotional activities

x

Educate retailer about new promotions, special offers and schemes

x

Comply with line selling and promote range selling

x

Explain Unique Selling Proposition (USP)

x

Describe negotiation

x

Familiarize with basics of commercial accounting

x

Identify various terms associated with accounting

x

Explain the process of collection

x

Familiarize with the features, advantages and benefits (FAB) technique

x

Apply FAB technique to offer value proposition to the retailers

x

Identify the advantages of AIDA technique
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UNIT 3.1: Manage Retailer Relationships
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Describe probing and its importance

x

Map the potential territory to identify new business opportunities

x

Evaluate return on investment potential

x

Handle customer complaints

x

Manage promotional activities

x

Educate retailer about new promotions, special offers and schemes

x

Comply with line selling and promote range selling

x

Explain Unique Selling Proposition (USP)

x

Describe negotiation and closing sales

3.1.1 Important Concepts
Working in mobile distribution, one should have a clear understanding of certain important
concepts:
Mobile
A mobile is a device that uses radio frequencies to make and receive telephone calls, while
moving over any geographical area. It is also known as a cell phone, hand phone or a cellular
phone.
Product Description
Product description gives a short summary of the product on sale. To make it appealing for
potential customers, some emotive elements are used invariably, although there is no
particular way prescribed to describe it.
Brochures
Brochures are informative paper documents that introduces a company or organization’s
products and services to a target audience. They can be distributed by hand, placed on racks
or by mail.
Feature
A characteristic of a service or product (i.e., colour, size, speed, weight, technology used,
knobs and buttons, delivery, technical support etc) is called as a feature.
Benefit
The value or gain from the product or service that accrues a customer, which may or may
not be tangible (usually financial).
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FAB (Features Advantages Benefits)
FAB is one of the primary techniques used at the presentation stage of selling. It connects the
description of a product, its advantages over others and the value which customer gains.
Stock mix
It is the combination of products which a company sells or manufactures. The demand for
certain products and their profitability determine the stock mix.
Sales Target
The expected performance for an individual sales representative or sales team over a given
time period is called sales target.
Monthly Target
Monthly target lays down the specific number of sales that the management expects to be
achieved or exceeded within the specified time period of a month.
For example, for a dealership sales rep, it could be selling a total of 100 handsets every month.
Within this 100, it could mean to sell 50% from the 8000 range and the remaining from the
entire range.
Data Confidentiality
It implies how safe the information stored on a system is against unintended or unauthorized
access. It is often a measure of the system’s ability to protect its data as sensitive business
information is stored on it. In simple terms, the principles of data protection are as follows:
x

Use data for the explicit purpose specified at the time of its collection

x

The consent of the data owner is mandatory before sharing it with a third party.

x

In principle, every citizen has a legal right to access any data pertaining to them held by
any organization in most circumstances. An exception can be made only in case of
detection or prevention of a criminal activity.

x

Personal data should always be updated and kept only till it is necessary.

x

Any organisation that processes personal data must enrol itself in the register of data
controller’s database that is managed by the ICO. Only some organisations that conduct
processing of very simple forms are exempted from this rule.

x

An individual has a legal right to correct/ update any information stored pertaining to him
that is factually incorrect.

x

Adequate technical and organizational measures must be in place in any organisation that
is holding personal data for any purpose other than domestic use. These would include
organisational features like staff training and technical security features such as firewalls.

Client Confidentiality
The client places a lot of trust in the organization and in the sales reps before sharing his
information. It’s crucial for the sales reps to maintain that trust and faith by maintaining the
confidentiality of the client’s information.
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The measures taken by organizations to maintain data security are:
x

During processing of a client request any data received from the client in hard or soft copy
should be either destroyed or returned to prevent any misuse - intended or otherwise.

x

None of the employees are allowed to bring any storage devices like memory cards,
CD/DVD/ blue-ray disc, external hard disk, floppy disk, pen drive, etc.

x

At the entry and the exit points, the security guards ensure the employees don’t carry the
storage devices in or out of the working area

x

Without prior permission from authorized management personnel, any storage device
like pen drives, CDs, DVDs, disk drives, etc., are not permitted to be brought with personal
PCs and within office premises

x

Surfing and access to unauthorised internet sites is restricted by a professional firewall
system

x

Access rights of all the users in a company are restricted by a firewall as per company
policy

x

Every employee also signs a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) in writing at the time of
joining

x

Biometric scanners like iris or finger prints restrict entry to operations area as per the
privacy norms

x

Login IDs and passwords control limited access to a network.

x

Password policies and access control processes are well defined for authorized internal
persons

x

It is crucial for the DSR to ensure that he doesn’t use or access/attempt to dig
unauthorized information

3.1.2 Retailers
x

Retailers form the tail end of the supply chain and are online or offline businesses that
resell goods to consumers. They resell to end users for a profit either from a shop or a
website.

x

Retailers form one of the largest industries globally. They resell all industries products,
like food & beverages, beauty & fashion, equipment and machinery.

x

Consumable and non-consumable items are sold by retailers. Consumables products can
be unprocessed foods like, fruits and vegetables or processed foods, like canned diet,
drinks, candies etc.). Products like electrical appliances and furniture fall under hard goods
category of non-consumables items and clothing, services and software’s, falls under soft
good category of non-consumable items

x

From small independent shops to giant chains, discount retail outlets to wholesalers are
called retailers. They could also be internet stores, stocking products, or delivering them
on a ‘drop ship’ basis to third parties.

x

Retailers may be industry specific, i.e., single brand stores such as fashion retailers or
multi-brand retailers having a range of products like in supermarkets or department
stores.

x

Generally a specific demographic (budget, location, age etc.) targeted by retailers for
focused attention on sales.
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x

The primary motivation of the retail industry is profit. Profit is generated from the margins
added on the negotiated price obtained while buying on wholesale basis from distributors
or suppliers and reselling to their customers.

x

Retailers are essential and add value to the supply chain by demonstrating diverse items
under one roof. Customer services and suggestions are provided by retailers, owing to
their good knowledge of the products they sell.

x

Continuous updating of products to meet customer interest by retailers ensures customer
interest.

3.1.3 Probing
In selling, usually a probe is an action taken or an object used for the purpose of knowing the
exact reason of customers’ needs or dissatisfaction. Generally it is a bunch of questions that
are asked in sequence or in order to specify the understanding.
Why we need to do probing:
x

Build relationship with the customers & gather information

x

Understand the needs of the customer

x

Illuminate customers’ hidden needs and requirements

x

To gain and maintain control of the conversation

x

For direct conversation

x

Increase customers’ comfort zone

x

Help customers to be specific about their requirements

Sales representative can provide best solutions to clients’ problems by probing. Probing helps
to:
x

Understand the needs of the customer

x

Build rapport with the clients

x

Brings out the customer's suppressed needs

x

Gain information from clients

x

Take the conversation in defined direction

x

Increase comfort zone of the customer

How to do probing?
There are certain points which need to be followed while probing:
x

Find the right time to start probing

x

Begin with a transition phrase

x

Don’t stumble (If needed do homework)

x

Use inflection

x

Use pace, tone and melody appropriately

Example - “Mr. Sodhi, I’d like to ask you a few questions /“Ms. Mathur, in order to find out
what is best for you, may I ask you a few questions..
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3.1.4 Retail Mapping or Territory Mapping
The necessity of retail mapping can be understood only by comprehending the sales manager
territory.
For example, let us consider an imaginary territory in Bangalore city, India. The shops selling
telecom products are marked by star markers to be clearly demarcated. It is important to
know that most dealerships do not initially have a list, let alone a map, of all the retail shops.
Hence, mapping of a territory becomes important to maximise the reach of the dealership
and improve the prospects of increasing sales.
The outlets can be characterized in below ways:

Categorization of Outlets
x

Multi-brand outlets: Such outlets sells products of different brands, providers and they
are considered to be specialist in understanding the customer’s needs. They are a major
information source for competitors and also some of the biggest advisors to any sales
manager.

x

Branded retail outlets: Such channels are generally company-owned, company-operated
(COCO) and the other prevalent type is franchisee-owned, franchisee-operated (FOFO).
They are mainly found in up-market areas where more customer visits the stores.

x

Kirana stores: Commonly known as mom and pop stores in the west, they are
approachable area shops selling daily household products. Often their contribution to
the telecom business directly is negligible but the increase visibility and reach of the
telecom company.

To place products in such outlets is important for any telecom organization to carry out
business. They are the breadth and depth of a company's sales channel and act as touch point
for customers. Therefore, one of the first and critical step is to have a list of these outlets. This
activity is known as retail mapping.

3.1.4.1 Doing Retail Mapping
Some of the common, but not exhaustive, ways to do retail mapping are as under:
x

Obtaining and referring to an existing database - Often new brands are offered by channel
sales managers and distributors in likelihood of enhanced salaries or margins. As such
products would come with an existing list of customers or knowledge of the region, it can
be an "easy way out" facilitating direct access to shops. This list cannot be treated as
exhaustive, and in any case should be validated and verified.

x

Navigating the geographic areas by visiting regularly - A regular visit to the respective
territories along different routes by channel managers and the employees help in
collecting and recording information and also distribute lit and non-lit boards, danglers,
posters, streamers and other branding items.
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3.1.5 Return on Investment
The financial significance towards an investment(s), whether in terms of profit or losses, are
measured by this standard metric termed, ROI. Of several similarly named metrics, the best
known simple ROI metric is presented here.
Return on investment, mainly compares the scale and effectiveness of any investment with
the cost. If the ROI is high, that means the product has promising potential and the gains will
be higher.
To evaluate capital acquisitions in stocks and venture capital, the ROI has emerged as a popular
general purpose metric in recent decades.
In most of the cases ROI description as a unit to quantify profits is precise and useful. Although,
some businesses also refers ROI as unit for measuring efficient use of funds. This usage is
debatably less informative because the term ‘efficiency’ is used by different financial metrics,
including return on capital employed (ROCE), inventory turns, payback period and Internal rate
of return (IRR).
The ROI metric is used by decision makers and investors to compare the scale along with
time invested for expected gains against costs.

Fig:3.1.1: ROI

Profit earned for each investment is best measured by ROI. It is calculated as a percentage of
the investment in case of the profit (or returns) earned from mutual fund portfolio or bank
account. In simple terms, the ROI formula is:
(Return – Investment) * 100
Investment
The multiplication by 100 in the above formula is done because ROI is typically expressed in
percentage.
Calculating ROI for marketing campaigns can be difficult considering the variables of both
profits and investments. Although, to calculate the best conceivable outcomes one should be
familiar with the formula.
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Determining what constitutes "returns" and "true investments" is the tricky part for marketing
ROI. For example, following points can be considered by different investors in the market:
x

Entire generated revenue from the campaign

x

The difference between the total costs vs. the generated revenue for the
delivery/production of a service/product is called as gross profit.

x

Gross profit minus the expenses is simply termed as net profit

While calculating the investments, media cost can be added towards it. Other cost while
implementing a campaign, includes:
x

Creativity costs

x

Technical costs like, purchasing a domain, blog, etc.

x

Printing costs

x

Sales cost

x

Management time etc.

3.1.6 Addressing Complaint and Feedback
A sales representative need to ensure that the situation is dealt with sensitivity and
discretely. Customers should not be made to feel guilty that they have made a complaint.
It is his duty to ensure that customers are satisfied, if they are not, he should have a remedy
for the situation. Letting other people in a group know that the person has made the
complaint is insensitive and unprofessional.
An upset customer often needs an outlet for his frustration by wanting someone to ‘lend an
ear’ towards his issues. It is important to carefully listen and understand what is told without
interrupting or acting disinterested. While attending, the below points are significant:
x

Listen and comprehend

x

Keep his calm

x

Never interrupt

x

Mind the facial expressions and body language

x

Watch the tone of the speaker to understand the context

x

Make allowances for cultural differences in expression

When dealing with a customer, consider factors that may affect their behaviour. Choosing the
right approach to these situations can greatly increase the chance of a positive outcome, and
ultimately make his job more satisfying. To effectively address customer complaints, it is
important to understand the various types of customers. These are detailed below:

Angry Customer
A customer may be mad because of a slight mistake. To handle such customers a sales
representative can:
x

Use the pressure cooker method and let the customer finish talking without interruption
from his side.

x

Be polite at all times, otherwise they may not feel heard
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Demanding Customer
Such customers want more then what’s on offer. Be careful of the below points with them:
x

Be firm yet polite while interacting with them. Always act professionally.

x

Do not be rude, yet avoid being docile so that he/she doesn’t take a sales representative
for granted.

Passive Customer
Such customers tend to be quite and humble. While complaining, they may even sound
apologetic. To handle such customers, a sales representative should:
x

Pay attention to what is been said

x

Don’t ignore and be professional

x

Show sincerity towards understanding their thought process

Impulsive Customer
Such customers tend to buy on an impulse but with no specifications of the product in mind.
They are therefore difficult to advice. To handle such customers:
x

Concentrate on displaying all products to the customer

x

Share maximum possible information about the product to attract his/her attention

Need Based Customers
Such customers tend to be product-specific and buy items which they have become habituated
to or have a special need for.
How to handle such customers?
x

Handle positively by giving reasons for and ways to switch to other products

x

Identify and confirm customer expectations

Feedback is the final step in any communication. It is the response of the audience, and a
measure for evaluating the effectiveness of a message. Communication is a two-way process,
where feedback is the return process. It plays a very important role in communication
network, which may always not be verbal but also non-verbal, smiles, sighs, etc. It can also be
in form of an email.

Importance of Feedback
x

Feedback makes a communication meaningful

x

The communication process is sustained due to the feedback received

x

It informs the person whether the communication is making any sense or not to the
listener
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Types of Common Complaints
x

Lies: Being dishonest or unfair to the customer by, say, selling services that are not
required by customer or client
Example - A customer comes with a damaged bag. The sales person had told him that the
bag was water resistant. The bag got out of shape and the material peeled just after being
exposed to rain. He complains that the sales person lied to him.

x

Disrespect: Treating customers harshly. Person responsible can be a distributor/retailer
who assumes the customers to be stupid or dishonest.
Example - A customer informs the sales in-charge that a sales person of an up market
blazer section refused to cooperate with him and passed unkind remarks to his colleague
about his appearance.

x

Broken Promises: Service agents who are careless, do not visit as promised or provide
faulty services.
Example – Sarita reports to the customer help desk that she had been promised free silver
plating of costume jewellery while buying. Now that the piece has tarnished and needs
plating, the department is charging her money and denying free service.

x

Waiting: Long queues and waiting in long lines because some checkout counters are
closed.
Example – a number of customers became irritated and aggressive when two of the four
cash counters were closed on a busy day with dozens of people standing at each open
counter.

x

Automatic service: Impersonal, emotionless, no eye contact, robotic service.
Example – Rahul suffers from a problem of acne. As a young man, he is a bit confused
about cosmetics and care products. When he wanted help from a sales person, he found
the lady was not cooperating. He picked up a cream according to his understanding but it
increased his problem. He bears grudge for the lack of help.

x

Lack of information: Failure of an employee to communicate with a customer who is
anxious to hear resolution to his problem.
Example – Mita bought a lovely silk kurti. Its color faded after first wash. When she took
it back to the salesperson, she was not attended properly. Mita vows not to go to the shop
again.

x

Don’t ask attitude: Unwilling employees who do not make any extra effort to help a
customer, or appear irritated when requested for assistance.
Example – A customer reports to the customer help desk that a sales person of the hand
bag section refused to help him when he wanted some suggestions for buying a bag for
his sister.

x

Ignorance: Clueless employees who are ignorant and do not know or make efforts to
answer a common query.
Example – Shama has chosen to buy a lovely pair of earring. When she asked the sales rep
how to clean and maintain the piece, he seemed clueless.
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x

Misplaced Priorities: Employees who conduct personal business and/or are busy with
each other while the customer waits. Also employees who refuse to assist a customer
because they are on a break or off-duty.
Example – A young mom walked into the store to buy a stroller for her baby. The sales
reps were busy discussing about a cricket match India had just lost. They only gave her
information and went back to the exciting topic. She kept waiting for them to show her
the actual product, but they did not care about it. Due to lack of proper product
demonstration, the customer did not buy the product.

3.1.6.1 Identify Options to Resolve Complaints
A situation will not go away by itself. Solving any situation requires that a sales representative
first assess it. First essential step is to listen to the whole complaint.
After a sales representative have heard the customer entirely, access the gained information.
While assessing the information follow the below points:
x

As the customer has raised the issue, it must be important to him/her

x

Never blame any specific person involved but address the issue at hand

x

In all dealings remain calm, positive and follow to-do attitude

x

Try and place oneself in customer’s situation and do not judge the customer's intentions

x

Be courteous while handling the situation

x

Comfort the customer by assurance and if required, apologies on behalf of the
organization.

Select the best suited to customer and organization
After hearing the customer complaint, evaluating his inputs and confirming the nature of the
complaint, decide the best course of action to resolve the issue. A sales representative will also
need to take into account any organizational constraints, such as costs and budgets. Can the
organization afford this action, is it feasible, what policies and procedures are in place to deal
with such complaints, and do a sales representative have the authority to resolve this issue?

Action to be taken involves:
x

Identifying presently involved personnel and the ones who would be involved later

x

What is going to be done by a sales representative about the issue at hand?

x

Where and when the issue is likely to be resolved

x

How will a sales representative go about finding a solution for this issue?

Who is involved? The customer is and a sales representative are involved. There may be other
staff members involved if the customer’s complaint is directed at someone else.
Who is able to solve the situation? Hopefully in most cases it will be a sales representative
who can assist immediately, although some situations will need to be referred to a higher
authority.
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What is the situation? What are the real issues in the complaint? These need to be separated
from the whole complaint and addressed. What is he going to do about the problem? What
action will he take?
Where and when will you solve the situation? Will it be on the spot or will it be back in the
office?
How is he going to proceed on what he has decided to do?
Who can help? If he has difficulty resolving the conflict, there will be resources that can assist
him. These could include a complaints manual, i.e., a step-by-step guide on how to handle
complaints. There may be a mediator to resolve the conflict between two employees or a
manager/supervisor to help with a difficult customer.
Who is involved? The sales person and the delivery driver.
What is he going to do about it? He will need to look at the original sales and delivery docket to
see what was written in regards to the delivery and what the confusion may be.
Where and when he is going to solve this situation? This needs to be solved urgently because
customer is getting late for his work and cannot wait
How is he going to solve the situation? If the details on the original dockets are correct,
reschedule another delivery time with the customer and apologies. Ask the delivery driver to
contact customer if there is going to be a delay. If possible, he can offer customer some
vouchers for DVD rentals as a way of acknowledging and appreciating his patience and
patronage.

3.1.6.2 Taking Action to Resolve Complaints
While dealing with customer problems it is necessary to discuss all the options with the
customer before taking any action. Follow the below points:
x

Be polite and generous in any condition

x

Give details of available solutions for fixing the customer’s problem

x

Give details of procedures which will be followed while solving his problem

x

Explain what details and procedures customer has to follow for the particular option

x

Explain and give the details of time frames

Then, ask the customer what solution would be acceptable to him/her. This can be exhaustive
because it has seen that customer himself will never be sure of a good solution and proposing
more solutions may at times confuse him, so best possibly option is to own the problem and
become a partner in solving the customer's concern.

Take action and implement the solution
At this stage, he has already heard the customer, gauged the problem, explained and
conversed the situation and have decided on the action he will take. There can be many
different ways to solve any situation, he will need to sure that the customer is happy with his
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intentions and judgment, and agrees to the solution given to him. Once he has agreed on the
action, he must then implement.
When carrying out the decided course of action, ensure the following:
x

Keep customer happiness in mind.

x

Keep the customer informed at all times

x

Keep the main issue in focus

x

To speed up action take required help without hesitation

x

The issue at hand should be explained to the people assisting him

x

Use discretion – although he may request help from others, but ensure discretion and
sensitivity

x

Be positive and happy at all times while carrying out actions

Following up on complaints
He can often turn a situation of a customer complaint into a positive situation for the
organization. If he can respond to a complaint in a friendly, apologetic and efficient manner,
he can right the wrongs and sometimes improve customer’s opinion of the company.
When working on resolving a conflict situation, what occurs will need to be documented?
Documentation can include:
x

Follow-up letters to customers

x

Reports to the company

The type of documentation required will vary between organizations. Regardless of the type
of information, he will need to ensure that it is completely accurate, neat and within
designated timelines. This information can be found in organizational procedures.
Importance of follow up:
x

It will assure the customer that their problem is attended on timely basis

x

He will get a feedback on whether the problem has been fully solved or not

x

It will prevent recurrence of a similar problem with another customer

3.1.6.3 Delay in Resolving Complaints
If there is a delay in resolving the customer problem or a sales representative is not able to
resolve the problem as per customer expectation, he should keep the customer updated.
Follow the below procedure:
x

Call or email the customer

x

If there is delay in resolving the complaint, promptly explain the reason for delay

x

If solution is not going to meet customer expectations, then proactively explain the
reasons’ and limitations

x

Give an alternative solution and clearly explain how close it will to the earlier expected
resolution
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x

Take the permission of customer for opting the suggested option

x

Apologize for inconvenience

x

Explain the new time lines

3.1.7 Arranging Promotional Activities
Promotional activities are events done to promote any business. They can be external, e.g.
advertising, or in-house, e.g. special displays or sales. They may be corporate or locally based,
depending on whether it’s a franchise or not. Consultants and advertising agencies can also
be involved.
Some examples of promotions include:
x

Newspapers

x

Advertisers

x

Posters

x

Catalogues

x

Promotions from suppliers

x

Radio or TV

x

Internet offers

x

Using websites

Promotional activities should vary among organizations, and should be adapted according to
circumstances. What works in one organization may not be successful in another. Keep in
mind that promotional activities should be appropriate to the target market and target
market will vary depending on organization and products. Even the same business and
products may need to be promoted differently in different regions. Doing customer research,
identifying the target market, knowing market trends and being mindful of seasonal demands,
will decide what type of advertising will work best for any business. Trial and error may be
necessary to get the perfect mix, keeping constant change in mind. It is not necessary that same
promotional activities will work all the time, a particular promotion may be a huge success in one
year but not the same in another.

Organizing Promotional Activities
It is important to liaise with personnel in order to create a successful promotional event. Team
work is the key element. This can be the difference between a great promotion and a disaster.
Asking for input also enables to spot potential problems. Relevant personnel include:
x

Ground zero staff

x

Pertinent managers

x

Overseer

x

Leader of the team

x

Experts
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Planning Advertising
Think of the type of advertising that would work in a business. There are many options such
as electronic promotion, local radio, newspaper, television or catalogue and flyers. Consider
the impact and the type of promotion that fits in the allocated budget. A timeframe needs to
be set for the duration of the promotion, factoring in lead time and evaluation of the
promotion after it is finished.
Checklist for planning promotions
x

Select and order promotional stock and relevant brochures, pamphlets if needed.

x

Decide on the lead time.

x

Decide on the type of advertising to be used including a summary of the cost.

x

Using a calendar pencil and highlight the dates or timelines. Note special events. Ensure
all staff is aware of the calendar and are up-to-date with any changes.

x

Discuss and clarify the advertising need, book time slots and review. Note all information
to be included: time, dates, products with codes, prices, sale end date and pictures.

x

If advertising on television, create a new ad or decide on existing footage to be used.

x

If using radio, decide on the type of voice-over. Ask the workers at the radio station for
guidance.

x

Allocate tasks to staff to prepare for the promotion, e.g. making signs or preparing
displays.

x

Review the promotion and note improvements to be made for next time.

3.1.8 Sell Promotional/Associate Products to the Client
Knowing that a sales representative has done his best for the customers, and that he has been
successful in selling them the right product, which best matches their needs and expectations,
is a very satisfying and rewarding experience.
Unfortunately for a sales representative, his job does not finish there. As a professional he
needs to do few more things to ensure the business is finalized. Provide his customers with
information on additional products and services in which they may be interested. This is often
called up-selling and add-on selling.
Identifying opportunities and providing additional products/services will enhance the
customer experience. Offering a range of different products/services to the customers will
ensure they do not have to shop elsewhere. If he listens to his customers and match their
needs accordingly, it will help build rapport and trust. This will assist with the sales process.

Up-selling
This is an opportunity for a sales representative to use his extensive product knowledge to
offer products/services of greater value to the customer.
Example: A sales representative is discussing with a retailer about buying stock of the previous
version of one of the handsets, but the retailer has mentioned that the new version may draw
more customers to his store.
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To successfully up-sell he needs to be confident that:
x

The customer is likely to purchase the upgrade idea

x

They can afford it

x

He should be able to justify the upgrade to the customer.

Add-on selling
Some people call this ‘suggestive selling’ and it plays a very important part in creating valuable
income for the business and increases level of customer satisfaction.
The appropriate type of add-on benefit will vary depending on the product that has been sold
to the customers, and on their needs and expectations. Add-ons represent a return in
commission or extra income for the company and return in many other ways for the
customers.
Example: The return to the customers could be in terms of:
x

Entertainment

x

Pleasure

x

Reliability

x

Comfort

x

Economy

x

Peace of mind

x

Experiences

x

Adventure

x

Time saving

x

Excitement

Promoting in accordance with company’s focus and goals
It is important to be aware of the ‘preferred products or services’ that any organization
promotes. This ensures that both the customer and the organization will benefit. Organization
would promote these products and services because they know they are quality products and
the customers will buy because they have used the services before. This benefits the
customer, and also the organization.

3.1.9 Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
It’s a catchy phrase in one to two sentences that informs the customer that reason why any
orginasation’s product is better than their competitor.
Why should the customers buy from a particular company and not someone else? To convince
the customer the uniqueness of the product a sales representative should be able to give a
good reason and supporting services that distinguish his company from the number of other
companies in the market. His Unique Selling proposition must clearly bring out the major
benefits that will come from buying the product.
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How will the customer benefit from buying his product or service? Converting into a phrase
the best benefit that accrues to the customer will invariably give a sales representative his
USP. It is better to twist the phrase in a manner that differentiates him from his competitors.
Always remember the focus should be on unique appeal. To clarify further, a niche is used to
target one general audience, however a USP goes further and targets a specific audience
within the niche.
Therefore, the question arises what "spin" can be added to the product or service that can
result in becoming the USP. Some such sample "spins" are given below:
x

Is "value" of the product most important?

x

Or is it selection?

x

Is "quality" his standout feature?

x

Or is it "quality of service"?

x

Will it be a no-risk option to purchase it?

x

Does it come with a life-time warranty?

A combination of the above mentioned "spins" can also be used. The only thing to ensure is
to always be able to follow through on the selected "spin" to remain credible.
If anyone cannot guarantee service within 24 hours because it is not feasible due to the
difficult terrain or traffic condition or any other reason try not adding guaranties as USP.
To identify and select USP, the first step is to do a thorough research on competitor's USP,
Identify who are they targeting (i.e., fast service, quality-seekers, value-seekers etc.). Then
locate a missing component- it could be anything.
These are just a few ideas to get started on creating a profit-pulling unique selling
p roposition for a n y business.

3.1.10 Negotiations and Closing Sales
“Negotiating is the process of communicating back and forth, for the purpose of reaching
a joint agreement about differing needs or ideas.”

Features of Negotiation
x

Two or more parties are involved

x

Goals have to pre-determined

x

An outcome is always expected at the end

x

Agreement on the decided plan of action

x

If required, both the parties agree to modify their positions

x

Need of negotiation is well understood by the involved parties.

Why Do We Negotiate?
x

To come to an arrangement

x

To become peaceful about an argument

x

To make a point
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Things to keep in mind for successful negotiations
To reach a win-win situation while negotiating there are some listed strategies. But keep in
mind that reaching a fair compromise is important.
Therefore, be attentive to small details. Whether sales representative is trying to hold ground
or sales representative is working hard to get something in a transaction, sales representative
needs to know the basic skills to find solutions, which at the end is acceptable by both parties.
No matter what the stakes are, a sales representative should always remember, he has an upper
hand till the time he can leave the ground and withdraw.
Whoever is prepared for the falling through of the lead is considered to be the winner.
Do’s
Finalize the objective and
understand the end result.

Don’ts
Never use ‘between’ word in the bargain, because
then the vendors will stick to the minimum value and
sellers or employees will always like to go with the
maximum.

Forestall the requirements of
Never lose calm or use phrases like ‘I think we’re
opposition. Think amicably – consider close’, this means that the negotiator has given his
powers away and that he is tired. He should try to
the opponent as a partner.
achieve the desired goals instead of arranging an
agreement.
Examine the resources. Think, what
stakes are on both the ends.

Never get into bidding game, A negotiator should
portrait himself as a brand where customer should
pick him against his competitors. After, making an
offer wait for the opponent to answer. Avoid
questions like “why don’t you suggest a number.
Negotiating against oneself is never advised.

Choices should be measured by both A negotiator should not make them believe that he
will take the final call on this. It’s always better to let
the parties.
them release there is someone else he needs to speak
with.
If a negotiator knows the other
person from past, he should try to
recall the experience and how it can
affect the current dealing.

A negotiator should be open about his needs, he
should clarify what is wanted and expected out of the
deal.

Be smart in weighing each other’s
power in the discussion.

Don’t get into the negotiations with someone who is
not the final decider

Estimate the evident repercussions.

He should encourage the opponent to talk more. It’s
proven, anyone gets desirable results when they let
the other person talk. Opt for open ended questions
“What are your concerns about my suggestions?”
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Do’s

Don’ts

He should not overlook the opponent’s body
He should be very attentive to
language and should be able to catch the green
details, acknowledge opponents
apprehensions and should make him signals.
feel that he is interested in knowing
more about them and that he cares.
He should take the emotional
He should never get into an argument, find solutions
advantage by staying calm,
by discussing.
remember it’s important to keep eye
on the topic and not the person.
Always have a plan B, and understand Avoid form contracts instead focus on getting into an
the choices in case of a contingency. agreement which contains the negotiated points.
Always get the deal documented.

Remain prepared, as this can lead to a failed
negotiations.

Fig:3.1.2: Do’s and Don’ts for Successful Negotiations

3.1.11 Making Customers Feel Valuable
Relationship building techniques require a sales rep to use a broad range of interpersonal skills
to instil confidence and trust in the clients. It is very important for getting more business to make
the customer feel valued. Interpersonal skills that should be used while building relationships
with customers include the following:
Carefully listening to the customers
The customers provides a broad range of information related to both their personal and
professional life. In order to work successfully, a sales representative need good listening skills to
be able to understand the needs associated with their work. Make sure to listen carefully to
other information of a personal nature, e.g. customer’s wife is due to have a baby in two
months. This information can be used to increase the sales representative’s ability to develop
a relationship based on friendship. The information could enhance sales representative’s
relationship, despite their age, gender, social or cultural characteristics and their level of
existing product/service knowledge or any special needs.
Seeking clarification
This involves using effective methods of clarification and questioning to ensure a sales
representative has fully understood the information the customer is conveying. To understand
the customer, take into consideration their body language and facial expressions. If the
customer has specific needs they want him to fulfil, it is essential that he understands what
these needs are before he takes any action.
Retaining information
Customers will often present with a broad range and large quantity of information, including
work-related and personal information. It is essential that a sales representative develop the
skills required to identify and remember crucial information.
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Responding
Along with listening, understanding and remembering essential information, it is also
important that the response is appropriate. Responses may be in the form of non-verbal signals,
e.g., nodding or verbal signals, e.g., summarizing the information one has received to show
that it is clearly understood or simply verbalizing a response. Remember, the response should
not only aim to build upon and maintain a good working relationship, but should also be
professional at all times.
Interpersonal skills should be used effectively during any interaction with customers and
will be heavily relied upon, should a problem or difficult situation arise. Effective use of
interpersonal skills will assist anyone in establishing and maintaining good working
relationships and in clarifying or overcoming any potential problems that may arise.
Keep the customer informed and reassured
One method of ensuring the customer is happy with the service they have received, is to keep
them updated on information and actions which one is taking in the quest to resolve their
problem. There are often many ways to solve a difficult situation.
Once the sales representative is sure of the path will be followed to resolve the customer
problem, ensure:
x

Actions are explained clearly

x

Confirm from the customer whether he is satisfied with the plan of action

x

Reassure the customer that the company cares

x

Do not blame anyone and especially the customer

x

Apologize to the customer for the inconvenience caused

x

Act promptly

When working on resolving a conflict, what occurs will need to be documented?
Documentation can include:
x

Follow-up letters to customers.

x

Reports to the company.

The type of documentation required will vary between organizations. Regardless of the type
of information, a sales representative will need to ensure that it is completed accurately, neatly
and within designated timelines. This information can be found in organizational procedures.
Reasons why follow-up is vital:
x

It shows the customer that the company cares

x

It will provide feedback to ensure the problem has been fully resolved and will prevent its
recurrence.
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Exercise
1. What is FAB?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Retailers can only be offline. True or False.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Which of these is incorrect for probing?
a. Used for building relations
b. Used for understanding customer needs
c. Used for increasing customer comfort zone
d. To make the customer irritated
4. Retail mapping is the identification of various retail outlets in the territory. True or False.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
5. Mention the Return of Investment (ROI) formula.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 3.2: Basic Commercial Accounting
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Familiarise with basics of commercial accounting

x

Identify various terms associated with accounting

3.2.1 Introduction
A transaction is the “give & take” that invariably takes place in any business activity. It involves
transfer of money worth of goods or money itself. Thus a transaction is said to have taken
place if there is an exchange of money, goods & services between the parties. It was very
crucial to always record all transactions methodically and precisely tin order to understand
the business relationship among the individuals.
Thus the term “book-keeping” comes into picture which is simply keeping a written track of
all financial dealings. This can also be said to be the initial phase of accounting.
Accounting is the advance stage of book-keeping, it is a method which studies and clarifies the
financial records. This prepares a monetary or commercial records of all transactions.

3.2.2 Key Terms
The commonly used Accounting terms are explained below:
Assets: An asset is anything which is valuable to any origination or enterprise. E.g., currency,
goods, infrastructure, plot etc.
Equity: Equity means the value of the company’s share. It can be broadly classified into two
parts:
x

Owner Claim - Capital

x

Outsider’s Claim – Liability

Excess of assets when compared to liabilities is called capital, simple words difference
between liabilities and assets of any company. e.g., if on a given day the assets of the company
are Rs.3million and liability Rs.1 million then the capital will be Rs.2 million. Anything that an
enterprise owes is called liability e.g.: loan etc.
Revenue: Products and services when sold to the customer over a precise time period
on a financial value is called revenue.
Expense/Cost: To earn income/revenue whatever monetary amount is spend is called
expense.
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Invoice: An invoice is a bill charged for any sold product or given services. It details the items
with the date of transaction and delivery along with the total cost including taxes and
discounts (if any).
Pro forma Invoice: This is an agreement which lists a commitment by the vendor to ensure
delivery of any product/service to the purchaser. This can’t be considered as factual invoice
Balance Sheet: It represents the actual assets (right hand side) Vs. the liabilities (left hand
side). This is a financial status of a company at any given point is time. Sample of one such is
given below:

Fig:3.2.1: Balance sheet of M\S

3.2.3 Banking Records
Some commonly used terms and tools for banking transactions are:

Cheque Books
The most common way of paying is through cheques. By filling the leaflet at the end of the
cheque book religiously helps anyone to record their flow of cash. The leaflet should have
below listings:
x

Payment date

x

Payee’s name

x

Particulars of purchased possessions

x

Total amount
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Bank Deposits
A receipt which one get from the bank, usually stamped and signed by the counter officer is
called bank deposit receipts. It is advised to keep them in record as these can come handy
during reconciliation.

Bank Statements
Statements given by bank as a record of each transaction is known as bank statement. When
these are further compared to the bank statement and the cash book it’s called as bank
reconciliation.
These statements are an important part of account keeping and should be carefully stored or
recorded. Asking for a new bank statement will lead to charges.

Cash Book
A book that should record all the cash involving transactions is called cash book. It is the
rudimentary bookkeeping system. Reasons to use a cash book:
x

All receipts and payments are recorded

x

Easy way to monitor cash flow

x

One can verify / validate their bank statement with it

x

Helps business in preparing tax returns and profits

x

Ready recknor for past dated transactions

3.2.4 Collection
It’s important for any business to promptly do the collections without jeopardizing the
relationship. To what extent one can go and push the limits while doing collections is
important to understand. Certain principles listed below can prove to be important in this
field:
x

Collect the money - The key task of a collector is to collect money. There should never be
any doubt as to why the individual is engaged in this particular task. The debtor has an
obligation to pay within the terms of the agreement. It is the job of the collector is to make
sure that this obligation is met. The tone may be indulgent at first, but should be
intensified and accelerated as much as necessary to ensure payment by a debtor.

x

Maintain an orderly (systematic) follow-up - Time from the first contact with the
defaulters it is essential to follow up on the next schedule date. Take for example, the
defaulter said he will mail the cheque for the amount in few days, note the date and if the
cheque has not yet received, a collector should call and get an update, else all the previous
effort will also get wasted. Systematic follow-up is the key in collections, this should be
done for all the defaulting accounts as it emphasizes the seriousness of the situation and
the debtor also understands the criticality of the situation.
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x

Get the customer to discuss the account -. A collector should always try to reach this point
where he is able to make the defaulter talk, the idea is, that a defaulter should
acknowledge the situation and explain the reason for defaulting. After reaching here the
collector will be able to comprehend the reason for delay which can be; the debtor may
have been going through a temporary phase of fund shortage, maybe he purposely kept
a hold on the payment because of a dispute or maybe because the customer is trying to
buy sometime as he has invested this money in some of his other business. Basis the
situation, an exception can be given, but at the same time it must be conveyed that same
instance should not be repeated.

x

Preserve Goodwill - While pressing collections, goodwill should always be preserved
because a defaulter today can become a highly potential and worthy customer in near
future. This come with experience and knowledge of the industry and customer.

3.2.4.1 Points to be considered
Some important points to be considered during collection are:
x

Amount Owed--It is advised to focus on the collections of bigger debts rather than smaller
ones. Be watchful about the below two downsides of this assembly:
o Writing off small balance (which may add and become bigger in a year)
o Inflexible and indiscreet efforts (don’t hold on to a particular collection for a long time)
Both of these situations will lead to losses, the former through loss of credit and the latter
by rise in cost recovery. The time to terminate a collection effort is crucial. It is important
to understand when to terminate the efforts put in for collections, this can make
companies money or lose it. To control the cost invested in collections, outsourcing is also
recommended.

x

How long has the item been unpaid- Have a bracket system for the age of collections, if
any account has reached the last or second last stage, it becomes less likely that customer
will pay now, so examine if the collection amount is worth the time and money anymore

x

Pattern of payment- Check if the debtor has made any efforts to pay the amount, like
partial payments, etc.

x

Customer relationship- See the age on network of the customer, if he is a new
customer, then ensure that he understands the policy that payments can’t be delayed. If
the defaulter is an old customer, then see his previous history of paying, any if there was
a default did he clear it up, is this because of a particular product or service.

x

Previous dealings with the customer- In the past did he stand by his pledges? Was there
a situation when the account has to be sealed and revived again?

Collections starts within own departments and then others, like shipping, billing, sales, and
service. Before a collector starts by reaching out to the customer, he need to ensure that
internal issues are taken care of:
x

Cheques which are yet to applied

x

Disputes in stock or billing

x

Unused credits because of returns/adjustments

x

Commitment by sales rep (verbal)
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Exercise
1. Briefly explain assets.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. What is pro forma invoice
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________ shows the financial position of an organisation on a specified time.
a. Invoice
b. Balance sheet
c. Pro-forma invoice
d. None of these
4. Cash book keeps the records of all business transaction. True or False.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 3.3: Sales Techniques
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Familiarize with the features, advantages and benefits (FAB) technique

x

Apply FAB technique to offer value proposition to the retailers

x

Identify the advantages of AIDA technique

3.3.1 FAB Statements
Identifying the various features, advantages, and benefits of a product or service and is
essential for marketing effectively and sales messages. The FAB Statements can explain the
reason why the products should be bought by a particular company:
FAB stands for Features, Advantages, and Benefits. FAB statement describes the features, its
uses (the advantage), and the benefits it brings to the potential consumer.
x

The easiest things to classify are the features. They are particulars or appearances of
business/products/ services. E.g., a “phone with Gorilla glass 3” is a feature.

x

Advantages can be described as the usage of the features. These are accurate, and is not
related to the needs of prospects. For example, “screen can be protected from scratches
by gorilla glass.”

x

Benefits can be explained as the value to advantage. It connects the facts about the
product to a solution for the client. For example, “when one is traveling or have a lot of
change or keys in their pocket along with their phone, the Gorilla glass will make sure the
phone’s screen remains scratch-less and clean.”.”

3.3.2 Using FAB Statements
To start compiling a product / service into a compact marketing & sales message, we need to
first identify the various features, advantages, and benefits that will flow. The FAB Statement
method helps in connecting with possible future clients thus increasing business results.
The following steps can be followed to create FAB Statements:
x

STEP 1: List all the features of a product. Then add advantages and benefits later.

x

STEP 2: Return to the list of features and write down one or two advantages of each
feature.

x

STEP 3: Think like the prospective client, like the phrase,” Get into his shoes” and for each
advantage that exists, develop a value statement.

Some sales people are even known to start with benefits that will accrue and then go on to
explain the features and advantages that result in the said benefit. It all depends on the type
of customer one encounters.
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The FAB technique allows a salesperson to demonstrate the important features of a product
and clarify how they can be important to the buyer. To remain focused on features, a DSR
must concentrate on showing or demonstrating the major characteristics of the
product/service. The advantage of each feature will bring out why the particular feature
makes the product better or more useful. The benefit that accrues to the customer depends
on what the advantage of that feature means to the buyer, such as safety, time savings or
personal enjoyment. To generate sales, concentrate on customers need. The metallic body
parts and advanced functions may excite the sales staff, but to the customers what they get
out of buying the specific company product in comparison to the competition is more
important. The benefits to the customers should be the main point of a product-focused
sales approach.

3.3.3 AIDA Technique
AIDA, stand for: Attention, Interest, Desire and Action. In 20th century, it got launched to the
marketing and advertising world. In 1950’s it was further industrialized and formalized and
is still in partial use. AIDA defines the elementary process through which people develop
motivation and act on exterior stimulus. The AIDA process is invariably involved when we are
looking at anything within a purchasing environment like walking around a supermarket
looking at the new mobile phones on display.

Attention/Awareness
The first 30 seconds of a meeting or call are all what a sales representative has to either grab
or completely lose the attention. A sales representative will be fine if he presents himself well
during introduction and provide a good reason for them to consider giving him their precious
time. If not, expect them to avoid a sales representative by saying something like “can you mail
me some information?” or “can you ring me up a little later” and in some cases a blank not
interested “no.”

Interest
After catching the attention a sales representative must make sure to maintain their interest.
Make the customer talk about anything of his interest and show full attention. From a business
perspective, areas of interest generally pertain to, reducing costs, saving money, market share,
productivity increase, revenue increase etc.

Desire
Inciting a desire in a potential customer will make them act and at some point buy the
product. This can be done by displaying products, inducing product facts / service with an
evident benefit and testimonials from reputed companies etc.

Action
The final step when the sale gets closed. Up to this stage keep a close watch on the buying
cues. If a sales representative is not sure, he should apply trial closing with either soft sell
questions or maybe an alternative close question. Lesser emphasis is required in the action
stage provided the previous three stages have been followed correctly.
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Using AIDA Technique
This technique should be considered an interface for communications and not
decision-making, because this assists organizations to classify when the communication
should be initiated between every stage.
x

Attention/Awareness: How to make the customers aware of our goods and services, what
should be the strategy for outreaching? Campaigns for brand awareness by which tools
and platforms, and finally what should be the messages?

x

Interest: How to gain customers interest, which content to use. Do we have enough social
proofs to back reputation? Which platforms should be used to make these information
available to clients like, website, blogs, etc.?

x

Desire: What makes our product or service desirable is something we need to be aware
of at all times. How to interact on personal level, can it be through online chat or by
responding immediately to an email, call or query.

x

Action: Find out ways to see which platform is easier for the customers to connect with
us and where should it be located for the customers to access it with ease. After this
research find out the calls of action and place to put them.

Exercise
1. Tell the full form of FAB
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________ are the facts or characteristics about your business, products and services.
a. Benefits
b. Advantages
c. Features
d. None of these
3. AIDA describes the basic process by which people become motivated. True or False.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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4. Educate Retailer’s
Counter Sales Person
Unit 4.1 – Educate Retailer’s Counter Sales Person
Unit 4.2 – Product Specification
Unit 4.3 – Effective Display to Promote Sales
Unit 4.4 – Promotions and Loyalty Schemes
Unit 4.5 – Customer Relations and Improvements
Unit 4.6 – Personalised Sales
Unit 4.7 – Continuous Improvement in Service
Unit 4.8 – Maintaining Stocks for Sale
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Counter sales person’s education for better understanding of customers need

x

Ability to exhibit key feature of a handset

x

Handle customers

x

Maximize sales

x

Manage stocks

x

Familiarise with product specifications

x

Identify various technical and non-technical specifications

x

Explain product specifications to the customers

x

Set up displays effectively

x

Dismantle displays and keep display area clean

x

Familiarise with customer loyalty schemes to promote sales

x

Present or offer loyalty schemes to customers

x

Respond to customer queries

x

Identify the benefits of improving customer relations

x

Identify proper body language

x

Build rapport with customers

x

Gather customer information

x

Identify customer’s preferences

x

Respond to different customers

x

Plan improvement in customer service

x

Identify gaps and implement changes in customer service

x

Review changes made in customer service process

x

Check level of stock on sale

x

Replenish stock on sale

x

Manage movement of stocks effectively

x

Update stock records

x

Explain seasonal products
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UNIT 4.1: Educate Retailer’s Counter Sales Person
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Educating the counter sales rep

x

Handle customers

x

Maximize sales

x

Manage stocks

4.1.1 Introduction
As a distributor sales representative, his most important task is to maximise the sales of the
distributorship. One way is to sell more handsets and accessories to the retailer. Another factor
that can increase sales is by educating the counter salesperson of the retailer to effectively
analyse the customer needs and help them increase their sales. If a retailer’s sales grow, this
will in turn increase the sales of the distributors.

4.1.2 Educating Counter Sales Person
To educate the counter salesperson of the retailer, he may have to explain the process of selling
to them and stress on the importance of understanding customer needs before selling any
device to them. Selling involves addressing and catering to customers’ needs and identifying
which product/service he needs to offer him/her. Customer service is one the most important
concepts a salesperson should know.

What is Customer Service?
Customer service is an action performed by a salesperson that adds value to the overall
experience of a customer. Example: A customer want to purchase a gift for his wife. The salesgirl
will help him to make a decent choice and gift-wrap the present for him. The sales girl has
provided him with an excellent customer service.
Good customer service is a deciding matrix while evaluating performance, it is:
x

The ability to stand by a promise while delivering a product/service

x

The ability of an organization to address requirements of a customer

x

A phrase that describes the entire process of handling customers with a positive attitude

x

A commitment that we will provide value added services to the customer with:
o Attitude
o Knowledge
o Technical support

x

Quality service within a specified time frame
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Phases of Customer Service
Pre-customer service:
x

Putting products in order (on shelf, nicely stacked with similar products, cleaned regularly,
etc.)

x

Getting product knowledge (company, price, weight, volume, manufacturing date,
ingredients, user instruction, etc.)

x

Information about competitors (other companies selling similar products, their pricing,
comparative features, advantages of any company’s product over others, etc.)

Customer service:
x

Attend customers face-to-face or over the phone. (Greet, introduce product, understand
requirement, give information asked for like guarantee, features, advantages, discounts,
etc.)

x

Give product choices and information (suggest most suitable alternative products
available, give information like guarantee, features, advantages, discounts, etc.)

x

Offer the best solutions to the customer (help the customer make the best choice keeping
his/her preferences in mind to ensure a clean sale and fulfilment of the customer needs)

x

Clear doubts or queries if any (clear doubts about price, quality, features, etc.)

Post-customer service:
x

Analyse what other service can be offered (check the current service offered and plan
how the customer service can be made better, have store meetings)

x

Bring about the modifications in practice (make strategies to improve the customer
service)

Need and importance of customer service
Significance: The importance of customer service arises from the fact that it is the only contact
a customer has with the store. Customers coming to a store may spend a large amount of
money. Therefore, it is obvious that in case of an issue with the product or service, they expect
the customer service department to resolve it at the earliest.
Identification: Another importance of customer service is it can help to in distinguishing a
company from its competitor. For example, two small textile firms may not have much
difference in terms of quality or pricing. However, competitive edge may be available to one
firm if it concentrates in proving a rich customer experience through top-notch customer
service.
Function: An organization can ensure brand recall and higher probability of repeat customers
through an excellent customer service. The consequent increase in sales and profit will
directly benefit the store as compared to the stores with poor customer service which may
lose customers. It costs a lot more money to acquire a customer then to retain them.
Therefore, efforts that go into maintaining quality customer service can prove to be profitable
in the long run.
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Publicity: The quality customer service can actually act as promotion for an organization as
anyone who experiences a good service will more likely share his/her experience with friends
and associations and encourage them to visit the store and be potential customers.
Prevention/solution: Potential complaints in case of poor service is another reason for
customer service being important to an organization. A consumer might file a complaint if
he/she is not pleased with the product or service offered. If a customer finds any
discrepancies, he/she has the right to sue the company.
For a salesperson, the most important aspect of the business process is to understand
customer needs. Following points can be shared with the counter salesperson:
x

Who they are: Find the age, gender, occupation and marital status of the customer in case
of direct selling. In case of selling to businesses, gain information about the size and type
of business they are involved in. For example: Is it an MSME, a multinational, retail or
wholesale, etc.

x

What they do: If a sales agent sells directly to individuals, it is good to know their interests
and occupation. In case of businesses, it is always helpful to know their business and what
they are attempting to achieve.

x

Why they buy: The knowledge of why a customer buys particular product or service helps
in matching client expectation and offering of the business.

x

When they buy: ITime of approaching a customer is important. If a sales agent meets him
just when he is planning to buy a product or service, the probability of success is greatly
enhanced.

x

How they buy: Which mode of purchase does the customer prefer. For e.g., some people's
preference is to buy from an e-marketplace on the web whereas others may prefer a
face-to-face meeting.

x

How much money they have: Afford-ability is a very important factor. To be more
successful a sales agent need to match his offering to what the customer can afford to
pay.

x

What makes them feel good about buying: Buying fulfills a psychological need. If he can
understand what makes the customer happy, he can serve in a manner that they prefer.

x

What they expect of you: Find out about customer expectations from a service/product.
For e.g., if a sales agent meets the customer expectation of reliable delivery he greatly
increase the chance of repeat business.

x

What they think about you: The personal connection to a customer is important. If
engaging with a particular sales agent in any dealing is enjoyable to the client, they are
likely to buy more.

x

What they think about your competitors: If a sales agent is aware of the viewpoint of his
customer, about their competitors, it would help in knowing how to approach the
customer and stay ahead of the rivals.
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4.1.2.1 What Customers Need or Want
A customer buys a product or service to address a problem or satisfy need. The adjacent table
lists some of these goods and services (including the generic product). These goods and
services have been categorised in five groups, i.e., intangibles, deliverables, information,
technical support, and financial/business.

Fig:4.1.1: Customer's needs and expectations

4.1.3 Train Counter Sales Person to Offer Appropriate
Products
When a customer approaches a sales person for either a service or the possible purchase of a
product, he needs to identify exactly what it is the customer is after. How will he know what
the customer really wants?

Listen
He should listen and pay attention to the customer’s request. Ask questions to clarify the
doubts. Use positive language, appear confident and maintain direct eye contact in a relaxed
manner, showing the customer he is giving him/her full attention. This helps in establishing a
rapport, making the customer feel valued.
Taking time to actively listen to the customer is important as it can save time, reduce confusion
and strengthen the business relationship. To ensure that the customer knows a sales agent is
listening, he should give him/her the feedback and signals such as comments including: “Yes,
I understand,” “I agree,” etc., along with eye contact and nodding.

Take notes
It is often useful to take notes of the conversations especially where details such as unusual
names and numbers are involved.
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Ask questions
By asking the right questions, a sales person will ensure that his customer’s needs are fully met.
The customer may not have thought through their request fully or may have not realized some
points.
A sales person should always allow the customer to finish what they are asking/saying, before
interrupting and cross questioning. This ensures a clear picture about his/her requirement
and may save him from asking some unnecessary questions.
If a sales person realize that he will need to refer the customer to another colleague, he must
clearly explain why he is doing so. Explain that another colleague would be able to give him/her
more detailed and current information because this is their area of responsibility. Explain how
long this could take.
At the end of this interaction, a sales person must summarize the conversation and check if the
customer fully understood what was been said.

4.1.3.1 Ways to Create a Good Store Atmosphere
A customer has the freedom of choice and it’s completely unethical to force him to use his
money and time. That’s why it’s important to have a good ambience is inviting environment in
order to have recall value and a desire to revisit to the store. Too boring, bland or unpleasant
layout can lead to loss of customers. It will also make for a happier and enthusiastic set of
employees. Listed below are some useful tips for creation of a sureal atmosphere:

Figure out the personality and style of the store
The store need a serious attention if it’s going through crisis of identity. A store that has a
unique style and distinct personality is more likely to be preferred by customers. Consider the
profile of an ideal customer when one wants to decide upon the overall image of the store.
What atmosphere would they prefer - a traditional feel or modern, sleek and funky? Would
good classical or light music in the background be liked or not? Should lighting be bright or
dim? Such minor details are important to have a unique ambience.

Select fixtures that mesh with the personality of the store
After the decision on the store's ambiance, one must choose the fixtures, their colour, texture,
design, etc., that will make the atmosphere lively. Decorating the store with vintage furniture
is good to infuse a chic look in the store.
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For an upscale ambience, selecting smooth, up-to-date items are beneficial.

Fig:4.1.2: Personality of the Store

A note about music
This is a crucial and delicate topic. Music should be used in a manner where the volume is
optimum as well as the choice of songs. The safest way out can be playing soft instrumental or
jazz at the background.

Fig:4.1.3: Music

The small things matter
A sales persons can truly change atmosphere of the store by giving heeds to smaller things.
Presentation of shelf labels and price tags should not be overlooked. Preferably, unique items
should be picked. His goal should be to create an impression on the customer of being
thoughtful and discerning while setting up the store. It will invariably be appreciated.
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For example, hangers for displaying clothesline can be innovatively designed, creative
decorative pieces could be placed cleverly, designer mirrors, if required, can be considered.

Fig:4.1.4: Decorative pieces

Don’t overlook the employees
The final step in achieving great atmosphere in the store, are through the employees.
Professionalism and being courteous at all times, whether from sales department or
otherwise, is non-negotiable. The clothes they wear should also be in conformity with the
atmosphere and style being created. Uniforms are not essential, but laying down a fairly strict
dress code is. A question can come to a sales persons mind as he goes about creating a great
atmosphere, where shall he stop. The simplest answer to this is, he will automatically know
when he see the store. Something will just click when he will add a touch here and there,
whether it’s a hangar or a new soundtrack or a new light. Remarks of his customers will also
point him to the right track. An occasional change or update from time to time is absolutely
fine, but the overall appeal should be maintained for a reasonable length of time. Any loyal
customers would love the new look, and a sales person will surely get word-of-mouth business
as well.

4.1.4 Demonstration of Handset
Before starting demonstration, a sales person should ensure the work area is clean and tidy. For
good impression on customer, always clean the work area and keep all the equipment,
handsets, accessories brochures, pamphlets, advertisements and informational items handy
so that they are readily available to him while giving details and providing information to the
customer.
Before starting the demo, check the handset. A sales person need to check everything is
working properly or not. Whether his workplace is already set up and operating or about to be
designed and set up, he needs to be aware of potential hazards and risks. He should check all
equipment before, during and after usage.
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The care of equipment is an ongoing responsibility of all employees.

Fig:4.1.5: Demonstration of Handset

Demonstrating the product a sales person is presenting or showing to a customer is a vital step in
capturing his audience’s attention and creating a buying environment. When demonstrating
the product/service, a sales person focus should be on the features and benefits that the
customer will be most interested in. If he speaks for too long about features that customers do
not consider important, he increases the chances of losing their attention and potentially a sale.
In regards to a product, potential buyers are generally most interested in:
x

Which brand is it?

x

What it looks like?

x

What it can do (special features like fingerprint scanner, dual flash, etc.)?

x

How’s it better then other similar products in the market, e.g., cost, quality, RAM, camera,
style, etc.?

Few steps of demonstrating a product
Communicating effectively with your audience: As a sales person demonstrates a product, he
should maintain an effective flow of communication with his audience by:
x

Explaining what he is doing, clearly and concisely

x

Talking about key features and benefits of the product

x

Ensuring his body language is positive and open, e.g., facing the audience, standing/sitting
up tall, making regular eye contact with his audience

x

Being open to and dealing with questions immediately

In order to achieve this level of communication, a sales person will need to be well-informed
and well-rehearsed.

Practicing your demonstration
Practice using the product and any intended support aids, e.g., Virtual Reality Glasses for new
handsets or wireless earphones. There is nothing less unimpressive and embarrassing then a
demonstrator who fumbles with or cannot use his own products. This will result in loss of sale.
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Practicing in front of others will assist a sales person in developing his demonstration
skills and ensuring smooth presentation.

Preparing for audience questions
While he is demonstrating the product, it is quite likely that the customer will interrupt with
questions or comments. In order to respond promptly and appropriately, and present a
professional image, it is important that he undergoes a thorough preparation. Some
suggestions are as follows:
x

Be aware of the competitor’s offers; He must be ready to highlight the aspects of his
products which makes it compare favourably to competitors’ products.

x

He must be aware of possible objections that the customers could raise and have some
answers prepared.

x

He must have some facts and figures to support his presentation. Ensuring they are
current, accurate and relevant and that he is able to cite the source of his information.

Encouraging audience participation
During demonstration, always allow the opportunity to the customer to interact with the
product.

4.1.4.1 Tips for Effective Product Demonstration
A sales person can educate the counter salesperson to follow some important tips while giving
a product demonstration. These tips will ensure that the demonstration is done effectively
and increases the chances of sale:
1. Knowing your audience: It is important to know the people or person who they will give
demonstration to. As a salesperson, he needs to understand the customer and give the
demonstration accordingly. The customer may be someone who knows a lot about his
product or doesn’t know anything about it at all.
2. Know your products: It is not a good sight if the salesperson, the face representing the
company, is not sure about the product. This leaves a bad impression on the customers’
mind. He must ensure that he knows every detail about his product like price, screen size,
software version, RAM, internal memory, SIM card compatibility etc. (in case of a phone). A
customer can ask anything about the phone, and the salesperson should be prepared to
answer any random question.
3. Don’t hurry the demonstration: Whether a sales person thinks the customer is really going
to buy the product or is just passing time, he must give his 100% in every demonstration. As
no one knows when a customer changes his/her mind.
4. Wait for customer’s response or question: After completing the demonstration, don’t
leave the customer. Always wait for the customer to ask questions. If a sales person leave
the customer right after the demonstration, he may miss a potential sale.
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4.1.5 Explaining Products to Customers
The information that is provided about merchandise, products and services should be accurate
in order to encourage customers to buy. It also needs to be up-to-date and readily available.
A sales person must have detailed, current and accurate knowledge of his products or services.
This information will assist him in answering his customer’s questions and help reassure
customers that he has the skills and abilities required to assist them at all times. This will also
help him to feel more confident about the product/service he is selling, he must be prepared
to answer questions and deal with complaints of his customers.

Fig:4.1.6: Explaining Products to Customers

Advertising
One of the most effective ways to inform customers of the products and services is through
advertising. Advertising, be it word-of-mouth, pamphlets, posters, television commercials or
internet websites, is a powerful tool to inform the potential customers about the enterprise.
Advertising can bring awareness to customers who may not realize that they actually need
the product or service. Advertising educates the customer about products or services and how
they can be of value to them or their enterprise. Personal experiences are very important, and
people will make recommendations on the basis of service or products they received.

Product/service knowledge
A sales person may need to inform or showcase products/services to his customers. H e
m u s t b e a b l e t o e xplain the benefits, advantages, options, discounts and special offers
of newer models/products or services without becoming overbearing or insistent. The
customers may be unaware of certain situations. He must offer to provide information on
payment terms and options, costs involved in returns, payment calculations, bulk purchase
benefits, delivery options, availability, promotions, etc. Educate the customers about add-ons
and extras in following ways:
x Always ask the customers if they are interested in any related services or products in
addition to what they have already purchased. Like screen guards, covers, hands-free, etc.
x Make suggestions after closing the sale.
x Give reasons and significance for the suggestions. In other words, sell the additional item.
x He must be specific while making any suggestions.
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A sales person must ensure he have identified and met his customers’ needs by fully informing
him of the products or services. The customer may not have realized certain circumstances or
situations and it is his role to ensure they are fully aware of these situations.
A sales person must present his options to his customers in a style and format that is
appropriate to:
x

The type of customer

x

Enterprise procedures

Every customer i s different. While dealings with them, he will learn to know what type of
people and from what type of background they are. This is important when presenting them
with options. He should use an appropriate style and format that takes into account:
x

Language barriers

x

Age

x

Disabilities

He needs to present these options in a way or method set down by the company. When trying
to sell products, a sales person should be able to create a desire for them, which means using
techniques to increase their appeal to the customer. Below listed are some techniques to
assist in creating a desire and, in turn, increased profits:
x

Displaying pictures, using adjectives to describe products, e.g., succulent, crisp,
mouth-watering

x

Using props such as display tables or trolleys to present items

x

Using blackboards

4.1.5.1 Comparing and Contrasting
While it may be necessary and often appropriate to become involved in a broad range of
discussions with the customers, it is also essential that he remains professional during these
discussions. Some topics should never be discussed and other topics should be handled with
caution, e.g., if the customer is discussing a sales person’s competition, it is essential that he
must not insult or downgrade his competition. He must remain professional and never speak
badly of the competition. Instead, he should try to steer the discussion towards the areas of
products or service in which the company excels.
Tell benefits of the product over products of other brands very calmly. The benefits include:
x

Better commissions or profits

x

Better service and the ability to make informed decisions for the customer

x

A reputation for providing value for money

He must provide the customer enough space to compare and judge the product against other
products. He should never force the customer to buy a particular product. It is the customer’s
decision to buy. This must be voluntary. Give the customers space and time to think about
their decision and they will be more likely to choose the product that will suit their needs. It
may only take a few seconds or a customer may want to think about the purchase overnight.
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If a customer feels uneasy about their decision, or if a sales person have put undue pressure on
them to come to a decision, then it is quite likely that they will cancel, return the product, not
come back and/or damage the reputation of his workplace by telling others about his pushy
approach.

4.1.5.2 Answering Product Demo Queries
The customer may have queries and confusion and require further information. In sales person
role, he must answer every query, clear their confusions calmly. You should be ready and willing
to assist in any situation.
The steps involved in clearing customer queries include:
x

Listening: He must carefully listen to the information provided to him by the customer.
This means he must concentrate on what they are saying, the words they are using, the
emotions they are displaying and any other important aspects of their communication.

x

Clarifying the information: If he is not able to understand all or part of the information
conveyed to him by a customer, this information should be clarified with the use of
summarizing information or by asking further questions.

x

Identifying the key concerns: It is quite likely that the customer will provide him with a
large quantity and broad range of information. It is essential that he uses the relevant
skills and abilities to identify the key concerns from the information they are presenting.

x

Identifying what exactly your customer wants: In many instances, the customer may
simply be verbalizing or expressing his/her own emotions, opinions or thoughts. Before
moving further, it is essential for him to clarify whether the customer does in fact expect
him to take action.

x

Discussing the options that are available: If customer is still in confusion about the
purchase, provide his/her with other suitable options for purchase.

4.1.6 Maximising Sales
It’s important to have a good footfall for the brands for achieving so promotion of products is
an absolute necessity. There are a number of ways to promote a service or product,
depending on the marketing strategy. He may choose from multiple to some limited yet
different methods for the purpose of marketing. Strong promotional strategies are essential in
order to project the company in a favourable light with both current and future customers,
regardless of the company's service or product.

Contests
Contests as a promotional strategy is used frequently. Many contests do not even require
purchasing anything. In such cases, the intention is only on brand promotion and to increase
brand recall. Everyone like goodies, especially if they have won it.
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Mail order marketing
Never ignore or overlook a customer who comes for business. He/she would have already
decided to purchase the product. It is always useful to get his/her personal information. A
trade-off can be made for the information by offering a free product or service. Such
customers would already be familiar with the company and are potential target audience for
marketing new products.

Product giveaways
A more commonly used technique to introduce new food or household product to potential
customers. This can be achieved by doing promotions within the stores and through free
samples. This can give the product the initial thrust.

Point-of-sale promotion and end-cap marketing
These techniques focuses on selling a product and promoting items in the store. This strategy
is conjectured on accessibility and desire. Here the products is placed in a position where a
customer can access it easily. The technique to promote a new product in the store is called
as point-of-sale promotion.

Customer referral incentive program
The customer referral incentive program, incentivises current customers, if they refer new
customers to join the company’s store. Cash rewards, special discounts or free products could
be on offer.

Branded promotional gifts
Handing over a simple business card may be inadequate to promote the brand. Using branded
functional gifts may grab better eye balls. A branded ink pen or key chain, pen drive with
promotional material, business card on a magnet, ink are some examples.

Customer appreciation events
To draw current or potential customers to the store, it is useful to organise in-store
appreciation events that provide free refreshments with entry prizes thrown in. Do not
concentrate on any purchases in such events, but emphasise only on appreciation part of the
event. As sales person should ensure that he sets up convenient and attractive product
displays prior to launching the event. Make the products which are to be promoted, highly
visible to the customers, right from their arrival in the store.

4.1.7 Managing Stock
Learning how to manage inventory effectively is definitely one of the most challenging task in
succession of any business. It is important to meet the customers’ needs without excessive
stocking. A knowledge of how to control inventory, i.e., deciding how much, what and when
to order, accurate count of all products at all times and effective techniques to handle
shortage access the success of a business.
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As a distributor sales representative, he can explain the importance of maintaining and
updating the store inventory. Some important points that can be shared with the counter
salesperson are detailed below:
Assessing your inventory
1. First and foremost, have a profound knowledge of the key goals of Inventory Control
System (ICS) to know whether the present system is effective or needs improvement, if
so, how to achieve it. The three key goals for any system are as below:
o Let him know, at all times, what is contained or held in the inventory
o Have the capability and means to detect and update inventory changes
o Have the ability to plan for quantity to be kept, quantity to be reordered and also
when to reorder
2. Invest in inventory management software. Effective inventory control involves having
answers to questions like how much inventory exists at any given time, what is the type
of inventory available, where is it located and how does it change over time. This appears
complicated but there are a number of software that are available to do this for the
company with minimal cost and effort.
3. Spend time searching the market. Time researching what software are available in the
market is time well spent. Most available packages are reviewed and analysed extensively
- both online and offline. These will assist the company to find software that meets their
requirement. For those who just started a business, it may be desirable to go for an
inventory management software that is part of the accounting software. This will ease the
accounting as all financial information will be available at one place.
o Consider using software like Peachtree or QuickBooks. These are accounting software
with built-in inventory management features that aids in tracking inventory. An
integral central database enables the entire staff to have common and coordinated
information.
4. Create clear labels. Every item the inventory should be identified by a unique item
number. This will help in knowing what item is being referred to. For example, if you order
a packets of socks that contains six pairs of socks, the packet should have a label that
includes the unique identification like sock's item number, quantity (6), and the item
description.
o It becomes easy to track inventory as he knows what and how much quantity each
box or packet contains.
o In case of a large inventory, a bar code tracking system, which would be an alternative
to the manual system, can also be looked into. In this system, a bar code is placed on
each item containing all relevant information about the item. The store employee can
now transfer inventory information into the software with the help of a scanner to
quickly scan, identify, and transfer inventory information.
5. Do an initial count of the stock in inventory. Occasionally, it is important to resort to a
physical inventory even if using a software. This is done by carrying out an initial count of
the inventory stock. A spreadsheet can be used for the purpose by listing all items in a
column and the quantity in adjacent column.
o This will enable a sales person to simply count all the available items.
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o

o

In case of using software, such a starting inventory can be added to the software.
Related information like item number, purchase information, supplier, etc., need to
be added. Once the initial entries are done, any subsequent purchases or sales will
get automatically updated in the inventory.
To ensure the software is running efficiently, once a while count the items physically

Updating your inventory
1. By hand update the inventory. An inventory management software automatically updates
the purchases and sales once a sales person enters the same into the software. However,
it is always a good idea to have a manual system to enable cross-checking the software
accuracy or if he is not using any software.
o Depending on how fast the inventory turnover takes place a regular interval for
inventory check must be laid down.
o To carry out the inventory check for a given period, say weekly, first obtain a list of all
items purchased during the week (or any other period) and list the sales representing
inventory that occurred during the week.
o Taking the initial inventory count sheet into consideration, count the entire inventory.
The current can be obtained by adding the purchases to the last weeks count and then
subtracting the sales for the relevant period, a week in the present case.
2. Store the updated documents in an organized manner. These weekly check documents
should be properly kept in neat folders or binders organised month wise. This is useful as
purchase and sales data for any week can be easily accessed if the accountant or audit
needs it.
o Before saving inventory information, a sales person must ensure that he have
crosschecked the manual data and data from the software to ensure it matches
exactly. If this is not the case, most likely the incorrect data has been entered into
the software, or the inventory has gone missing or an error has occurred in the
process of manual count. The process needs to be redone in that case.
3. Advance to a point-of-sale (POS) inventory management method after the business
reaches the point beyond its initial phase. As the name proposes, the point-of-sale
inventory control keeps track of inventory at the point of sale, i.e., the computer or cash
register. This will help him generate all the required reports from time to time
o A point-of-sale system allows real time inventory management, especially if he has a
very large business inventory or a large number or volume of sales per day. These
systems typically come with built-in receipt printers and a cash drawer to safely keep
the collected cash. The system also updates inventory automatically with each sale or
transaction, and notifies if stock has gone below the specified level or a reorder is due.
o When shopping for a POS system, primacy should be given to ease-of-use and basic
functionality, and thereafter, look for additional features. Advanced features can be
considered as the business grows.
o He can link the POS software to the accounting or inventory management software so
that the accounting software is updated automatically for every sale.
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Maintaining the right level of inventory
1. Study the data. The ideal objective of inventory management is to run smoothly with
demand, and this means he can use historical sales data to predict approximate future
sales, if he has an adequate data. If he is new to the business, the sales forecast will
depend on the type of business, its location, performance of other similar businesses in
the region or industry, and business he has already secured (signed contracts).
o He will have to ensure that he orders adequate inventory to cover possible sales of all
types of products in a month and some more in case of a spurt in demand for any
reason.
o The extra quantity he orders will depend on the nature of the business. If the business
is susceptible to sudden increase and decrease in demand, it is necessary to be
cautious and keep a little extra inventory.
2. Decide how much stock to order and keep. The quantum of stock he keeps and reorder,
depends on the sales level, the type of stock, and availability of adequate space to store
the ordered items.
o If there is insufficient storage space or perishable items comprising the inventory, he
must look at the older sales data to make sure that he keeps stock slightly higher than
this value to meet projected demand and cater for a potential growth. Inventory
management becomes more important in case of space constraints or holding of
perishable products to ensure stocks do not run out. Closely monitor stock levels and
rely on dependable and consistent suppliers.
o If previous two constraints do not exist, take advantage of bulk discounts that are
invariably provided by suppliers. This approach is useful if it is hard to predict sales
volume, sales fluctuation is high, or market preferences do not change rapidly in the
business.
3. Choose a reorder point. The primary goal of inventory management is to always have
adequate items without carrying too much inventory, as this unnecessarily ties down
capital. To ensure the right stock level at all times, he needs to know when to reorder.
o Track the minimum stock level (MSL), the point at which to reorders. For example,
keep the automatic reorder for jeans at 250. The moment it reaches this level he
should reorder.
o This ensures the business never runs out of the items that move quickly, or have the
potential to do so by fixing a higher MSL. In case of a seasonal business, he can even
set a higher MSL for months when he sees a seasonal boost.
4. To get over sudden shortages caused by unexpected events, a sales person needs to have
safety stock. For example, if his inventory is of primarily monsoon related items, he must
carry more of the specific items needed in case of prolonged monsoons. This safety stock
(or buffer stock) will cover sales in case of any delay that may occur between placing an
order and receiving the items.
o The extent of safety stock anyone needs, depends on both - how susceptible is the
business to rapid changes in demand and, in case of a seasonal business, the time of
year.
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5. A business may also opt for using an agency for inventory management. If the business is
a large retailer or need an accurate inventory count at the yearend or at the end of a sale
season that has been very busy, it is useful to consider an outside inventory management
agency. As per a previously agreed arrangement, not only will the agency count the full
stock and write the reorder but will also remove the unwanted items that are to be sent
back to the manufacturer.

Exercise
1. What is customer service?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Why does a customer buy products?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Mention any two tips for effective product demonstration.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4. An inventory control system should accomplish ________________ key goals:
a. 5
b. 3
c. 2
d. 1
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UNIT 4.2: Product Specification
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Familiarise with product specifications

x

Identify various technical and non-technical specifications

x

Explain product specifications to the customers

4.2.1 Introduction
All products have certain specifications that are the identity of the product. Specifications may
be defined as the technical and non-technical features of the product given in detail by the
manufacturer. These specifications lay out the various components used in the product like
processor, RAM, screen, display, camera, etc.
A salesperson should be aware of specifications of all the products that they are selling, as a
customer or client may ask any question related to it.

4.2.2 Mobile Phones
Mobile phones or cell phones are wireless devices which receive signals from towers. The area
(several miles) around a tower can typically be called as cell and this is what receives the
signals. Anyone can use their cell phones for lot of purposes besides just voice call, few such
purposes are list below:
x

Store contact information

x

Send or receive email

x

Send SMS (text message)

x

Access internet to get information (news, stock quotations and entertainment)

x

Make tasks or to-do lists

x

Track appointments by setting reminders

x

Watch TV

x

Play games

x

Carry out simple math operations using the built-in calculator

x

Integrate optional devices like speakers, MP3 players, GPS receivers, PDAs, etc.

Almost everyone these days has a mobile phone. A very high proportion of these have a
high-end smartphone or device, such as an iPhone, Windows or Android phone. Smartphones
are computing devices in their own right. They commonly have touch screens, built-in dual
cameras, allow internet access while on the move and allow users to download applications
from mobile ‘App’ store.
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4.2.3 Key Terms of Mobile Specifications
Some commonly associated terms with mobile phone specifications are explained below:
1G
1st generation wireless: Cell phones and wireless telephone’s first-generation technology.
These were introduced in the 1980s and were the analogue phone standards that continued
until replaced by the 2G digital cell phones.
2G
2nd generation wireless telephone technology which was commercially launched i n 1991.
2G speech were digitally encrypted, and were efficient in spectrum usage, thus leading to a
greater penetration of the mobile phone. Data services were also introduced in mobiles, with
SMS text messages being the first such service. The previous mobile telephone systems were
dubbed 1G retrospectively, once the 2G phones were introduced. While radio signals in 1G
and 2G networks are analogue, and digital respectively, signalling to connect the radio towers
to rest of the phone system in both 1G and 2G is digital.
2.5G
2G systems that implemented the packet switching domains in addition to the traditional
circuit switched domain were called “Second and a half generation.” 2.5G is the bridge
between 2G and 3G cellular wireless technologies. Term “2.5G” was only invented for purpose of
marketing
3G
The 2.5G mobile phones were super-ceded by the 3rd generation of mobile phone standards
and technology. These were based on the ITU family of standards under the IMT-2000. 3G
networks achieved greater network capacity by improving spectral efficiency even as it
enabled a much wider range of more advanced services. They include a wide-area wireless
voice telephony, broadband data wireless and video calls all in a mobile environment.
4G
4th generation wireless (also known as beyond 3G): 4G is the next major evolution of wireless
communications. This technology allows voice, data, and streamed multimedia at “anytime,
anywhere” service. It’s not an incremental change which has happened in the previous
generational technology. It is intended to be a fully IP-based integrated system capable of
providing between 100 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s speeds with premium quality and high security.
Reliance Jio is first entrant in this space.
AMOLED
Active-Matrix OLED. AMOLED is one of the two types of OLED displays. The AM (active-matrix)
type has a transistor next to each pixel, allowing faster response time. This makes AMOLED
appropriate for demonstrating video, and is, therefore, the most common type of OLED
display for a phone display.
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Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a short-range wireless technology that creates PANs (Personal Area Networks)
among ones and other nearby devices. Bluetooth allows for hands-free operation while
engaging in a wireless conversation through a Bluetooth headset. Anyone can also exchange
contact or scheduling information with other Bluetooth-enabled nearby phones, or send such
information to a nearby Bluetooth-enabled printer.
Capacitive
Capacitive touch technology, that has enabled touch screens, works by directly sensing human
body’s electrical properties. Capacitive touch sensors can be embedded on specific points
below a surface to create individual buttons, or over a large area, which senses the exact
position of a finger.
These sensors respond only to the touch of human flesh, and because of this they are not
functionally with a stylus or glove.
CDMA2000
Code division multiple access 2000: a hybrid 2.5G/3G technology of mobile standards that use
CDMA, a multiple access scheme for digital radio, to send voice, data, and signalling data
(such as a dialled telephone number) between mobile phones and cell sites.
EDGE
It stands for Enhanced Data for Global Evolution and is an upgrade for GSM/GPRS networks that
triples data rates (speed) over standard GPRS. Although, the EDGE is faster then GPRS, it is not
as fast as 3G technologies such as HSDPA and EVDO
EVDO
1xEV-DO (EVDO) is a 3G standard for CDMA-based networks. As a 3G technology, it focuses on
bringing high- speed data to CDMA networks. EVDO provides data rates over 10 times faster
then 1xRTT, the previous data technology for CDMA networks. EVDO is not as fast as the newer
LTE 4 G standards.
Fingerprint reader
It is a piece of hardware that senses/reads a person's fingerprint. As fingerprints are unique
to a person, they verify a person's identity and can also be used in lieu of passwords, whether
for confirming financial transactions, unlocking phones, some content or service.
Flash memory
Memory chips which is practised to store information. Because these don’t need electrical
power to remain on that’s why it is a popular form of memory for removable and internal
memory cards, as the stored data can be retained even when device is turned off. Widespread,
flash memory cards include SD and microSD
Full HD
A term for 1080p, the better of the two main high-definition standards: 720p and 1080p.
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Geo-tagging
Correlating a geographic location with photos or other items is called geo-tagging. Phones with
a camera and GPS can accurately implant the location from a picture. Few online photo services
can recite that data and display a map showing where the photo was taken.
GHz
Gigahertz: It is a measure of frequency and is commonly used to describe audio and radio
frequencies. One hertz is defined as the number of cycles occurring per second and 1 GHz
is equal to one t h o u s a n d m i l l i o n Hertz.
GPRS
Short form for General Packet Radio Service, it enables data communications using packet
switched technology.
Data applications including MMS, WAP (wireless internet) and software connecting to internet
uses GPRS. Basically, any network connection that is not voice or text messaging uses a data
connection like GPRS. It offers theoretical data speeds of up to 115 Kbits/s, a tenfold increase
over previous (circuit-switched) technologies, although actual achieved in the real world is
around 30-40 Kbps.
GSM
Global System for Mobile Communication: Standard for all mobile phones. Its easy accessibility
made international roaming public between mobile phone operators, allowing user to use
phones around the world.
LTE
Long Term Evolution: 3rd Generation partnership project started in late 2004. The idea was to
notch up the mobile communications systems, which would allow it to contest with new
emerging broadband technologies, mainly WiMAX
MMS
Multimedia Messaging Service extends text messaging and includes photos, graphics, audio
and video clips or a combination of these besides longer text messages within certain size
limits. It is a descendant of SMS (Short Messaging Service).
Mobile hotspot
A device which creates a small area of Wi-Fi coverage, permitting nearby Wi-Fi devices to
connect to internet. In alternate words, a device that serves as a link between nearby Wi-Fi
devices and a cellular network.
MP3
Short form of MPEG Layer 3, the MP3 is file format for music and other audio content. Used
commonly on PCs, and portable devices.
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Multi-core processor
A quad-core or multi-core processor is like a dual-core processor, but with four cores instead
of two. Multi-core processors with more than four cores are also possible.
Multi-touch
The ability for a touch surface to respond to multiple finger touches at the same time. For
example, a common use for multi-touch is, pinch-to-zoom, where anyone can place two
fingers on a screen image (like photo, web page, or map) and spread their fingers to zoom in,
or pinch their fingers together to zoom out.
NFC
Near Field Communication: A typical technology for short range wireless connectivity which
allows quick, secure and two-way interaction among electronic devices. NFC technology
usually takes the form of a small chip fixed in a phone or a plastic card. The phone or card is
placed on a reader device to start a transaction.
Nano-SIM
Also known as 4FF SIM, the 4FF stands for 4th Form Factor. A SIM card that is physically smaller
then the traditional (2FF) SIM card or Micro-SIM (3FF) card.
OS
Operating system is the software in a computer system that permits management and
coordination of various activities and sharing of the resources of the computer. The operating
system acts as a host for applications that are run on the machine.

Fig:4.2.1: Nano-SIM

Common examples include iOS (Apple), Android, Windows, etc.
OLED
Organic Light-Emitting Diode. Sometimes called as LEP (Light-Emitting Polymer), OLED is a
next-generation display technology, made of small dots of organic polymer that emit light
when charged with electricity. OLED displays is available in single-color, multi-colour, and
full-colour varieties.
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Optical zoom
Zoom is a feature that blows up an image to make look "closer". It is commonly available in
many cameras and camera phones. Digital zoom is another type of zoom. Unlike digital zoom,
optical zoom uses moving lenses to make the subject appear closer and allows additional detail
to be visible
OTA
Short for Over-The-Air. Usually used for downloading or uploading content/software. The
term OTA is sometimes used to describe the ability to update phone firmware, which is
technically known as FOTA (Firmware Over-The-Air).
Pixel
The smallest visual unit in an electronic display or visual data file; a single "dot. Each pixel can
be turned on/off, and in case of full-colour displays, it can be dimmed. In another words each
pixels is controlled individually. Vital measure of an electronic display is through the number
of pixels. More the pixels, better the details and this called as "resolution", typically stated in
vertical and horizontal pixels (such as 240 x 320).
Proximity sensor
A device that senses when another object is close by. In a mobile phone, a proximity sensor is
most commonly used to detect when the phone is held to the face. Specifically, the sensor
detects an area of skin of a certain size, within a certain distance in front of the speaker area
at the top of the phone. The phone uses this information to temporarily power down the
display - to save battery life - and the touch screen, to prevent the face from accidentally
touching on-screen buttons and triggering unwanted actions.
RFIDs
Radio frequency identification devices: A tag that can be fused into a product, animal, or person
for identification and tracking through radio waves. It relies on data stored and retrieved
through radio frequency tags or transponders.
Resistive touch screen
This particular technology works by sensing direct pressure. Frequently used in touch-screen
displays, it is activated by pressing with a finger/stylus. A resistive touch screen has a touch
layer on top of a standard display, which contains electrical layers, separated by a small
distance. Unlike capacitive technology, resistive technology can work with a stylus and gloves.
SMS
Short Message Service: A communications protocol allowing the interchange of short text
messages between mobile telephone devices.
Stylus
A small pen-like instrument which is used for "writing" on a touch-screen device.
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UHD
Short for Ultra HD. Image (primarily video) resolutions greater then full HD/1080p. These
include 4K and 8K.
USB Type-C
A specific physical USB connector (plug and socket design). It is expected to replace micro-USB,
and can also replace full-size USB connectors in any device where a smaller connector is
advantageous (such as laptop, computers). Like most USB connectors, Type-C carries both
power and data. It can be used to charge a mobile device battery; it can also provide a wired
data connection to another device, such as a computer or TV. A Type-C connector is similar
in size to micro-USB, but includes several upgrades. Unlike micro-USB, it is reversible,
meaning it can be plugged in "either way." Type-C also supports higher data speeds and
larger amounts of power (enough to charge a laptop computer.)
VoLTE
Short for Voice over LTE (Long Term Evolution). Most LTE networks worldwide, had initially
launched networks that support only data service. A stop-gap technology known as CSFB
allows phones to use LTE for data and other 2G or 3G networks for voice. VoLTE will allow LTE
(4G) networks to completely replace 2G and 3G networks.
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi is a WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) technology. It principally offers short-range
and high- speed data connections between mobile data devices (laptop, smart phones,
etc.) and nearby Wi-Fi(router) access points.

4.2.4 Technical Specifications
Not all customers will ask about technologies like WCDMA or GSM. Most customers generally
require certain fixed information about mobile specifications. Detailed below are some
technical product specifications that a salesperson may have to inform, the customers.
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Examples, take two highest selling phone platforms in the world, iOS (Apple) and Android.
Android
OS

Android (Version 6.0.1)

RAM

2 GB

Item Weight

168 g

Product Dimensions

14.8x1.1 x 6.5 cm

Item model number

XT1562

Wireless communication technologies

Bluetooth, NFC

Special features

Single SIM. Accelerometer. Ambient light
sensor. e-Compass. Hall, effect sensor.
Magnetometer. Proximity sensor. Sensor
hub. E-mail.

Form factor

Touchscreen Phone (bar)

Weight

170 Grams

Colour

Black
Fig:4.2.2: Android

iOS (Apple)
OS

iOS 8

RAM

1 GB

Item Weight

127 Grams

Product Dimensions

13.8x6.7x0.7 cm

Item model number

I Phone 6

Wireless communication

Bluetooth, NFC

Special features

WLAN Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band, hotspot
Bluetooth v4.0, A2DP, LE GPS Yes, with A-GPS, GLONASS NFC
Yes (Apple Pay only) Radio No USB v2.0, reversible
connector

Form factor

Touchscreen (bar)

Weight

125 Grams

Colour

Space Grey
Fig:4.2.3 iOS (Apple)
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4.2.5 Form Factor
Major layouts of components, its position, style, shape and size of a phone are called as form
factor. Major three types of such factors are listed below:
x

Bar phones: A bar (also known as a slab or block) has shape of a cuboid usually with
rounded corners and/or edges. The name is given due to coarse resemblance to a
chocolate bar. Major phone providers use this form factor (like Motorola X, iPhone,
Samsung Galaxy Note, etc.) A touchscreen or slate phone is a subset of the bar forms
that has few physical buttons, instead relying upon a touchscreen and an onscreen
QWERTY keyboard. Most modern day phones fall under this category.

x

Flip phones: A flip or clamshell phone has sections which are connected by hinges,
allowing the phone to flip open and fold. These phones were very popular in 1990s and
early 2000s.

Fig:4.2.4: Flip phones

x

Sliders: A slider or slide phone has two or more sections sliding each other on rails.
Blackberry Torch is a famous example of such phones.

Fig:4.2.5: slider
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4.2.6 Mobile Operating System (OS)
Operating system is a software responsible for running the operations, controls, links the
hardware to various application programs, and resource sharing of a device.
Mobile OS capabilities and design is usually not same as OS for computers;
x

Different physical characteristic in screen size, memory, processing power, etc.

x

Battery power

x

Communication and computing capabilities

Different phones need different types of OS which rests on the capabilities they support.
Example, a PDA OS is different from a smartphone OS.
Some common mobiles OS are listed below:
x

Windows Mobile OS: Windows Mobile OS is a compact operating system designed for
mobile devices and is based on Microsoft Win32. It provides definitive interoperability.
Common examples include Lumia 520, Lumia 550, etc.

x

BlackBerry OS: BlackBerry OS has a multitasking environment. It enables heavy use of
input devices like trackball, and scroll wheel. It is an event-driven operating system. Later
BlackBerry smartphone's CPU architecture is based on ARM X-Scale. The other BlackBerry
devices have Intel-based processors.

x

iPhone OS: It is based on Mach Kernel and Darwin core Mac OS X, only used in iPhones
and iPads

x

Google Android: An operating system for mobile devices based on the Linux operating
system. Supports wide variety of connectivity such as GSM, Wi Fi, 3G, etc. This is the
highest selling, mobile operating system.
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Exercise
1. Cell phone are a type of wireless phones. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Amoled, TFT, OLED are:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Amoled, TFT, OLED are ___________________ technologies
a. Video
b. Display
c. Memory
d. None
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UNIT 4.3: Effective Display to Promote Sales
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Set up displays effectively

x

Display products to promote sales

x

Dismantle displays and keep display area clean

4.3.1 Prepare Display Area
As a distributor sales representative, he has to explain key points of effective store display to the
counter sales representative of the retailer. Visual merchandiser main purpose is to take full
advantage of the creative representation in boosting sales number. The main responsibility of
the person in this job is to enhance the look of the store which in turn gives an edge from
other competitors. There are many ways to make the store look more attractive to the
potential clients but the initial phase includes selecting the right items, mannequins and
props. After finalising such items the next step is to choose the right colour, design and
lighting. Lighting should be picked and selected carefully allowing the store to illuminate by
giving vibrant effects. The final product needs to attract walking-by customer and turn them
into buying clients.
When a sales person is setting up a store display, it is important to know these basic steps on
how to do a window display:
Learn the basics about window display
The most essential part of doing any job to its fullest is by starting to learn and mastering the
basics. The same is applicable in window display as well. Let’s learn more about the basics of
window display. The important points to remember and focus on while putting up a window
display are as below:
x

Merchandise: Star of window display, it is the most important element of window display
as money is made in the store because of the merchandise. Thus, without it, a display will
lose its meaning. Hence it is important to keep improvising different and new ways of
selling product and that is why displaying is an important aspect.

Fig:4.3.1: Window Display
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He can categorize his product into many sorts like; most excellent seller, state of the art
product, broadcasting items, desirable item, trending items, fundamental stock and problems
stocks. Among all the cataloguing, the last of the list should never be included in the display.
x

Props: Props are advocates of merchandises. These should never take centre-stage but
should always be located in a way that supports the merchandise. The customer on
entering the store should instinctively notice the merchandise as the first most visible
thing on the window display and not the props.

Cases where customer focus is more on the decoration then the merchandise; a sales person must
channelize his interest towards the product by motion and direction technique. Some of the listed
props can be:
x

Signage: These are considered to act like a reception for the customers walking in to the
store, it marginally clears doubts, answers the basic queries and distribute simple
information.

Use signage to encourage people to enter the store and make purchases.
Signage can be listed in many ways, but the most regular ones are, group, site, direction, corporate,
details and finally the price tags.
x

Lights: They are considered to be the final touch of the display make-up.

Lighting can be overall illumination like fluorescent lamps, accent lighting, like spotlights and
atmosphere lighting, like coloured lights.
x

Space: It includes the physical infrastructure having length, width and height. This is where
the merchandise showcases its glamour.

In photography, frame is considered to be the biggest asset of a photographer. He must fill
the space without overcrowding it.

Decide What Theme you are going to implement
A sales person must choose the theme, by considering special days, seasons or festivals.

Conceptualize the display
Do a concept display and make a blue print on a paper for you own reference. Use a paper
and pencil. In this step, include how big you want your display to be and how the display will
be done
Research the requisite materials that can be used in the store and meets the planned budget,
to create an exceptional and extraordinary display.

Prepare the materials for display
x

Gather the right supplies for the display. Include the right props, tools and equipment’s
like, adhesive, stepladder, lights and other items

Start setting up the display
Safety is the first essential step, any injury due to any reason can hamper setting up the
window display. Next, a sales person must keep the work area as tidy as possible, especially if
the place has large customer footfall.
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He should start by arranging everything in the right manner and if possible clean as he moves
forward. It is also recommended to cover the whole space while he is working and then have a
curtain raiser.
Here are some tips to consider on designing shelves:
Use the power words
An effective and proven advertising tool is the use of power words. The words that stimulates
and activates craving to choose and learn more about an item. Few examples these can be,
limited, finest, complimentary, special and extra.
Show parts of human body
One of the effective techniques proved by the marketers is emotional appeal. Therefore, using
pictures which show human emotions can be effective in generating desired response.
Provide a short and clear message
Use short and clear sentence or phrases in a message. In case of longer messages, highlight
the positive words and try using bigger fonts for these then the rest of the quotation.
Use the appropriate size
There is no standard size for shelves, but make sure that it is not too big to cover the displayed
products or not as small that it becomes unreadable.

4.3.1.1 Errors during Display
While displaying a sales person may come across below errors:
x

More or less merchandise

x

No listed theme

x

Use of high number of props

x

Props which are not relevant to the theme

x

Rarely changed display

x

Limited or no budget

x

No attention to detail

Issues occur while setting up display:
x

He doesn’t get proper tools and props for setting up display

x

Space available for display is less as compare to number of products

x

Display items available are defective

x

Lightning at display area is not proper

If he make such errors or such issue arise he must inform his supervisor to take immediate
action and fix the problems.
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4.3.1.2 Dismantling Displays
After completing the planning of display design, he must collect the materials, equipment and
stock for display. For this he needs to follow these steps:
x

Prepare the list of material, equipment and stock for display.

x

Submit the list to the procurement or concerned department to make the listed items
available.

x

Check the items for any damage and proper working before collecting it from the
concerned department.

x

Keep the items at a safe place and start arranging the display area as per the plan.

It is also important to follow company procedures while setting up display area. This is
important as different retailers have different policies or guidelines regarding store display.
Although certain general points should be remembered:
x

Firstly inform the supervisor

x

Prepare the list of items for display and submit the list to the store for procurement

x

Keep the display area clean and tidy

x

Check the items for any damage before setting up on the display area

x

Check all manufacturing details are labelled on the items

Exercise
1. Merchandise is the most important element of windows display. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. What are the common errors occur in display?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 4.4: Promotions and Loyalty Schemes
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Familiarise with customer loyalty schemes to promote sales

x

Present or offer loyalty schemes to customers

x

Respond to customer queries

4.4.1 Introduction
A popular method of attracting new customers
and retaining existing ones, is customer loyalty
program(s). It is a simple system of providing
rewards, incentives and credit facilities for
customers to continue purchasing goods from any
particular business.
The increase in the use of these programs reflects
the fast-changing world we now live in. With the
growing number of online shoppers and the vast
amount of information provided on the Internet,
regarding all types of products and services. Remember, customers are savvier than ever
before. Organizations are looking for ways to stand out amongst their crowd of competitors.
Loyalty programs are many and varies. They include customer reward schemes, where points
are rewarded each time goods are purchased, and these can be redeemed at a later time when
enough points are gained.
Another common type of loyalty program is the customer club, where special offers and
discounts are available only to club members, e.g. invitation to premier product launches with
attractive discounts available.
Loyalty programs are a vital part of some organization’s marketing strategy. They are designed
to attract new customers and to retain existing ones. Loyalty cards are useful to persuade
customers to keep shopping at a certain store and from shifting their allegiance to another.
This can be a win-win situation for the shopper and the store. The business benefits by having
loyal shoppers and the customer benefits by the advantages of the loyalty card.
A sales person need to be aware of the loyalty program, to be able to answer customer queries
on it. Explain the benefits of program as per the organization policies i.e.:
x

How to save or make money

x

Handiness by making the payment easy

x

Card holders are entailed to unique offers and discounts

x

Membership which integrate the belonging feeling

x

Opportunity for more financial services
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4.4.2 Explain Schemes to Customers
While approaching the customer for joining loyalty programs, a sales person needs to ensure
that he never gives any false statement about benefits, costs, validity etc. of the scheme. He
must never mislead the customer by giving false statements.
Creating a false impression, or leading the client to the wrong conclusion, are two areas of
particular importance. Statements that are found to cause misinterpretation will be
considered the fault of the organization that produced the marketing materials, not the
susceptible consumer. It is therefore important to consider:
x

How the statements may be interpreted

x

What conclusions or assumptions may lead the people to believe in

x

How particular items or points may be interpreted

x

What people may miss or fail to appreciate from the information provided.

It is very important that information about the program being provided are:
x

Accurate

x

Current

x

Reliable

The customer may have queries and confusion for which they require further information. In a
sales person’s role, he may have to answer every query of the customer, clear their confusions
in a calm way. He should be ready and willing to assist in any situation.
The procedures involved with clearing customer queries include:
x

Listening: He must carefully listen to all of the information provided to him by his
customer. This means he must concentrate on what they are saying, the words they are
using, the emotions they are displaying and any other important aspects of their
communication.

x

Clarifying the information: If a sales person does not understand all or part of the
information conveyed to him by the customer, then the information should be clarified
with the use of summarizing information or by asking further questions.

x

Identifying the key concerns: It is quite likely that the customer will provide him with a
large quantity and broad range of information. It is essential that he uses the relevant
skills and abilities to identify the key concerns from the information they are presenting.

x

Identifying what exactly your customer wants: In many instances, the customer may
simply be verbalizing or expressing their own emotions, opinions or thoughts. Before he
moves any further, it is essential for him to clarify whether the customer does in fact
expect him to take any action.

x

Discussing the options that are available: If customer is still in confusion about the
purchase, provide them with other suitable options.
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4.4.2.1 Gaining Customer Loyalty
After providing all the information about the loyalty program and clearing all the confusions
of customer, he now has the opportunity to ask him, about joining the program.
If customer is willing to join the program, then provide the joining procedure or criteria. But
if customer raise objection on joining the program, then he needs to handle the objection
properly.
It is important for him to realize that one objection should not obscure all the positive selling
points he has made during his sales dialogue. It is quite possible that the service he is selling,
closely matches in nearly every aspect, the needs and expectations of the customer. He may
strongly believe that the product or service he is selling is the best available option for the
customer. So remember, do not fold in the face of an objection!
He must have good product knowledge. He must know the benefits of his service and should be
aware that he is acting in the customers best interests. With confidence, he can reinforce the
advantages of the option he is offering and try to think of ways to minimize the difficulty or
inconvenience that has come to light.
He must concentrate on the benefits of the whole package and try to minimize the difficulty by
thinking through the problem in terms of the overall advantages.
But if customer is still raising the objection, then don’t push the customer for joining the
program, this can affect the organization rapport and image in front of customers and same
customer will say bad statements about the organization in front of others only because of the
sales persons’ pushy behavior.
If customer gets ready for joining the loyalty
program make sure to explain the below to the
customer:
x

Documents required from customer

x

How much time will company take to
deliver the loyalty card to the customer?

x

What details customer has to provide.

x

Which document or form customer has to
fill for joining the program.

After explaining the details, give the application form to the customer and explain the same to
him/her. Clarify the details which customer has to fill in the form.
Once customer fills the application form, he has to provide the proof of membership or any
receipt to the customer, if customer is paying the membership cost.
Provide pamphlets and information brochure to the customer, as a proof of benefits and
procedure of availing the benefits of loyalty program.
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After completing all the formalities of filling forms and
other procedures, re-check if all the details and
procedures are filled properly and accurately according to
organisation policies and procedures. Do check that:
x

All the details in form are filled properly and
accurately.

x

Acceptance of joining of program from the customer.

x

Documents required for joining, from the customer.

x

Payment required for joining the program

x

Handover all the documents i.e. receipt, pamphlets, loyalty card or proof etc. to the
customer.
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Exercise
1. Loyalty programs are used to sell product at lower rate. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. After explaining loyalty program details, application form is given to the customer. True or
False?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. It is very important that information about loyalty program is accurate, current and ______
a. Outdated
b. Futuristic
c. Reliable
d. None of these
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UNIT 4.5: Customer Relations and Improvements
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Explain the importance of improving customer relations

x

Identify proper body language

4.5.1 Introduction
It is very important for sales people to seek ways to continually improve the level of customer
service. One of the most important means of doing so is by seeking feedback from the
customers.
In order to gain feedback from customers, he needs to be able to communicate effectively
with them in a way that will build up their trust in him and encourage them to be honest and
open in their comments.
Using the most appropriate questioning techniques is invaluable, so it is important to learn
how to carry out effective questioning using these techniques. The best way to find out what
the customer thinks is by letting them talk. Generally, people enjoy talking about themselves,
discussing their opinions, expectations, experiences and what they do and do not like. It makes
them feel that someone values what they are saying and are interested in them, as individuals.
To gain feedback from the customers, a sales person needs to develop rapport, empathy and
trust. If he has established these with his customers they will be more likely to share their
opinions with him and give useful feedback. There are two different sorts of questions that can
be used to draw out information from a person:
1. Open questions
2. Closed questions

Open questions
Open questions begin with who, what, when, where, why or how. The benefits of open
questions are to:
x

Open up discussion

x

Promote further thought

x

Help develop rapport

x

Create interest

x

Discover buying motives

x

Uncover objections or customer concerns
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Closed questions
Closed questions are short, specific questions that require a simple yes or no. They do not
encourage further discussion. The benefits of closed questions are that they:
x

Define and clarify points

x

Demonstrate to the customer that he has been heard

x

Obtain specific information

x

Confirm/deny facts

4.5.2 Understanding Body Language
During any sales activity a sales person must remain friendly at all times. While this may
appear obvious, all of them do have days in which they feel down or simply tired. They must
make sure that their feelings do not carry over to their clients and they remain friendly and
positive during all interactions. To help them to do this, it is necessary for them to concentrate
on smiling before entering the office of any client.
They not only need to listen to what their customers are telling, you also need to observe their
non-verbal communication – in other words, body language. They must be aware of the
customer’s body language as it can assist enormously in understanding what is really being
said beyond the level of the spoken words. Many people read body language instinctively,
and there are many books which attempt to explain the significance of various gestures and
mannerisms.
Body language is, in fact, an extremely useful tool which can help to communicate and to
understand communication. If they are trying to establish a good relationship between
themselves and their customers, they need to make sure their body language is appropriate.
They must appear friendly and open to suggestions. Even a person’s facial expression can tell
them a lot about what they are thinking or feeling.
Body language can reinforce verbal communication by:
x

Backing up what they are saying, for example, you nod your head vigorously while saying,
‘oh I agree completely’, then your body language is obviously reinforcing your verbal
communication.

x

Make others familiar with what they are thinking if they are pleased, nervous, tired or
annoyed. Overall eliminating all verbal communication.

x

Replacing verbal communication altogether. A typical example of this would be a shrug of
the shoulders when they don’t know an answer, or simply shaking their head when they
wish to say no.
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Look at the table below that shows examples of body language:
Positive body language embraces:

Negative body language embraces:

Looking straight at the person

Avoiding looking at the other person at all

Eye contact

No eye contact and in extreme cases starting at
the person

Using verbal and non- verbal gestures like
nodding

Repeatedly licking the lips or clearing the
throat

Arms uncrossed

Crossed arms

Using open hands for gestures

Clinching hands together

Controlled movement of hands and fingers

Beating the table or pointing fingers at others

While standing look towards the person not Standing over a seated person
the other direction
Sitting with legs uncrossed

Sitting with legs crossed or particularly swing
one.

Leaning slightly towards the other person

Leaning away from the other person

Sitting when the other person sits, standing
when the other person stands

Walking around the room disregarding the
other person’s body language

Maintaining a relaxed posture

Fidgeting

Fig.4.5.1: Understanding Body Language

It is important that a sales person can interpret the body language given to him by his
customers so that he can respond accordingly.
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Exercise
1. Open questions begin with - who, what, when or how. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Mention any two points of positive body language.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 4.6: Personalised Sales
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Build rapport with customers

x

Gather customer information

x

Identify customer’s preferences

x

Respond to different customers

4.6.1 Building Rapport with Customer
The fundamentals of customer service includes taking the time to acknowledge the customer,
building rapport, identifying the customer needs, offering relevant solutions and expressing
their gratitude. A sales representative of the distributorship has to educate the retailer’s counter
sales person about building rapport and trust. Some key points that a distributor sales
representative can share with the counter sales person are detailed below:

Acknowledge the Customer
Within 30 seconds of entering the store, acknowledge the customer with a warm greeting to
them. It can be as simple as "Hello, welcome to (name of the store)." In case of a sales person
he should also introduce himself by saying "My name is (his name), feel free to look around, and
he will check back with them in few minutes to make sure they find what they need."

Build Rapport
The best way to build rapport is to be genuinely interested in serving the customer. Initiating a
conversation about something they are likely to be interested in will help start this process. If
the customer is wearing a Mumbai Indians t-shirt, he can ask them "Are you a Mumbai Indian
fan?" If they are wearing a particularly nice sweater he can say "That’s really is a nice sweater,
where did you get it?" The key is to be sincere.
x

Introduce yourself early on. The first step for a sales person should always be to introduce
himself and offer to shake hands

x

Ask if the customer has ever visited the store. Asking a customer, “Have you been here
before?” has been found to increase retail sales by as much as 16% as opposed to asking
"Can I help you". How this work for repeat customers: This is because “It reminds them
that they’ve been at this business before, so it’s a familiar place, familiarity means trust
and if there is trust, there is willingness to spend money.”

x

Show customers around. Its considered to be a warm gesture that a sales person walks
along with the customers to help them understands what’s in which section.

“As they give them a verbal map, most customers will come clean and tell them what they are
really looking for, or they will at least start going in the direction of what they are looking for”.
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Start a conversation. When greeting someone, they don’t have to stick to the product. The
point is to have a real conversation—they must listen and react to what the customer is saying
and start asking questions and build rapport with the customer.

4.6.2 Gather Information about Customer
For relationship building and gathering information from customer they need to start asking
questions from customers.
The other advantages of effective questioning are to:
x

Clarify meaning

x

Speed up information gathering

x

Obtain specific and relevant information

x

Open a conversation

x

Promote further discussion

x

Control and direct a discussion

Carefully listening to the customers
The information they gather could enhance their relationship. The information may include,
their age, gender, social or cultural characteristics, their level of existing product/service
knowledge or any special needs the customer might have.

Seeking clarification
This involves using effective methods of clarification and questioning to ensure they have fully
understood the information the customer is conveying to them. If the customer has specific
needs they want a sales person to fulfil, it is essential that he understands what these needs are
before he takes any action.

Retaining information
Customers will often present a sales person with a broad range and large quantity of
information, including work-related and personal information. It is essential that he develops
the skills required to identify and remember crucial information.

Responding
Along with listening, understanding and remembering essential information, it is also important
that he responds to this information appropriately. Responses may be in the form of non-verbal
signals, e.g. nodding or verbal signals, e.g. summarizing the information he have received to
show that it is clearly understood or simply verbalizing a response. Remember, his response
should not only aim to build upon and maintain a good working relationship, but should also be
professional at all times.
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4.6.3 Prepare for Consulting Customers
Just like anyone follow a routine in his/her life at home, it is also good business practice, to
be organized at work and to keep a clean and safe workplace for all the staff and also for
clients/customers.
Poor housekeeping can lead to accidents, damage to property and a variety of other problems,
including:
x

Time wasted because people are looking for equipment/material that has not been
returned to its designated area

x

Cuts to hands and fingers due to sharp objects left around, instead of keeping them in
their proper place

x

Slips and falls when things are left on floors and spills are not cleaned up

x

Injuries occurring when shelves is over-stacked

x

In some situations, poor housekeeping can even lead to death, e.g. if boxes or other items
are blocking exits and there is an evacuation

In a retail setting, there are many areas in a workplace that need to be considered when
keeping it clean, tidy and safe:
x

Point-of-sale terminals and surrounding areas

x

Counters, bench tops and working surfaces

x

Walkways/aisles

x

Displays

x

Fittings and fixtures

x

Sinks

x

Preparation areas

x

Storage and receiving areas

x

Fitting rooms

Keeping these areas clean and well organized will show people that a particular workplace is
professional.
If the store is cluttered and untidy it can be harder for customers to find what they are looking
for and they could leave the store in frustration, resulting in loss of sales.
Keeping the store clean will assist in giving the customer a positive and pleasant shopping
experience.
Before starting consultation with customer, a sales person must assure that his work area is
clean and tidy. For good impression on customer he must always clean the work area and keep
all the broachers, pamphlets, advertisements and informational items near or in handy
position, so that they are readily available, when he is presenting them to the customers.
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4.6.4 Understanding Customer Needs and Preferences
Sometimes during a sales transaction, a sales person can sense that there is resistance to buy,
but no reasons for this is offered. Why don’t some people want to reveal reasons for their
reticence? Some possible reasons (and I’m sure you could think of others) are below:
x

Those customers may still feel unsure or unable to take the plunge, they may need more
advice or just some reassurance from the sales person

x

The product or service that a sales person is offering may be well out of their price range
and the customers could lose self-esteem by admitting it to them

x

He could simply be offering the wrong product or service

x

They may be comparing the quote with other agencies

x

They may be using him for ideas and booking themselves

How can a sales person resolve an objection that hasn’t come out into the open? It is not easy
but here are some suggestions:
x

The questioning techniques. He should use open or leading questions to uncover his
customer’s real needs or the real reason for the resistance.

x

He must follow the summary approach. He must reassure the customers that they are
getting excellent value and service. Highlight all the positive sales points he has made,
stressing the benefits to the customers.

x

Reassure the customers that he is acting in their best interests and that he has their needs
and wants in mind.

x

If applicable, he must stress the importance and the advantages to the customer, of
deciding now.

x

Reinforce the trust that he has established between him and his customers.

Always remember all customers have different budgets set for things which need want to buy,
don’t judge if the customer is spending a limited amount on a particular product. Also assuming
that at this time the client is only interested in one item is also not advised, sometime many
customer don’t realize they are looking to buy different things unless they see them in front of
their eyes. There are some suggestions which can help a sales person in assuming the budget of
customer i.e.:

Understand why they shop
Once this is completed, now he will be able to learn the motivation behind customers
shopping. For example, he must consider the reasons behind their decisions:
x

Budgets restrictions

x

Needs derived from social and emotional status

x

Requirement of office

x

Preference basic the brand

x

Family needs

x

Understand the methods for shopping
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In addition to the reason for shopping learn which method they would like to use for shopping.
Think, are these customer who:
x

Shop on-line over the mobile or in stores

x

Understand their spending habits

x

Make spontaneous or carefully considered buying decisions

Find out the customer’s financial capacity and spending habits as different customers will be
willing to spend different amounts. For example, consider:
x

Their average income

x

The portion of their income they spend on the type of products or services which a sales
representatives sells.

4.6.5 Identify Suitable Products and Services
When a customer approaches a sales person for either a service to be provided or for the
possible purchase of product, he needs to identify exactly what it is the customer is after. How
will he know what the customer really wants?

Listen
He must listen and pay attention to his customer’s request. Ask questions to clarify the
request. Use positive language, appear confident and give direct eye contact in a relaxed
manner, showing the customer he is giving them his full attention. This helps establish a rapport
with the customer and also makes the customer feel valued.
Taking the time to listen actively to the customer is important as it can ultimately save time,
reduce confusion and strengthen the business relationship. To ensure the customer knows the
sales person is listening, he will need to give them feedback and signals such as comments
including: “Yes, I understand, I agree, etc.” along with eye contact and nodding, if they are face
to face.

Take notes
It is often useful to take notes of the conversations especially where details such as unusual
names and numbers are involved.

Ask questions
By asking the customer right questions, he ensure that their needs are fully met. The customer
may not have thought through their request fully or may have not realized some points. He
must always allow the customer to finish what they are asking, before interrupting them and
questioning them. This ensures that he has the ‘full picture’ and may save him from asking
some unnecessary questions.
If a sales person discovers that he needs to refer his customer on to another colleague, he must
clearly explain why he is doing this, giving full details e.g. explain that another colleague would
be able to give them more detailed and current information because this is their area of
responsibility. Explain how long this could take.
At the end of the interaction, summarize the conversation and check if the customer fully
understands.
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4.6.6 Responding Effectively to Different Customer
Behaviour
When handling customer complaints it is important for a sales person that he/she listens to
what the customer has to say and evaluate the given information.
He can then work out what the exact nature of the complaint is and how he will act on it.
Remember, ‘customers’ can be both external and internal customers.
He need to ensure that he deals with the situation sensitively and discreetly. Customers
should not be made to feel guilty that they have made a complaint. It is his duty to ensure
that customers are satisfied, and if they are not, to remedy the situation. Letting other people
in a group know that the person has made the complaint is insensitive and unprofessional.
In case of difficult and irate customer, it is advised to directly ask” what are their expectations
from him in these circumstances?” These words will do wonders, as now he has made it clear
to the customer that his intentions are to solve this completely. It is seen, that at this time
most irate customers stammer and will simply say “I just want this to be replaced with a new
one”, or, "I just want this one fixed."
In most cases the situation gets out of hands or escalates because the customer thinks that
the sales person or customer care executive were not making desired efforts to resolve his
problem. Empathizing with the customer can set the tone for the interaction, and establishes
the sales person or customer care executive as an ally who's out to fix the problem. Here are
some different ways to accomplish this:
x

Start by saying “if I was you, I would act in the same manner, but at this time I suggest lets
together find out a way to resolve this. Saying “let’s work together” tells the customer
that the the sales person or customer care executive and he are a team now and the
solution will be based on his inputs also.

x

If the customer starts by repeating the problem all over again, it’s suggested to empathize
and say “that’s exactly how I would have felt, had I been in your situation”.

x

A sales person or customer care executive must keep in mind that all this should be done
in a positive and politically way, because they can’t just promise him the sky, as they have
polices to abide to. The above mentioned lines does recast the position. Now for the
customer it’s not him against the sales person and the company, but, it’s sales person and
him versus the company.
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Exercise
1. State any two advantages of effective questioning.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Housekeeping is not required while dealing with customers. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 4.7: Continuous Improvement in Service
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Plan improvement in customer service

x

Identify gaps and implement changes in customer service

x

Review changes made in customer service process

4.7.1 Plan Improvement in Customer Service
Efforts to improve customer service are often short-lived. Companies make a big push, train
their teams, and observe the outcomes which all diminishes with time because many
companies don't believe they can sustain improved service levels over time. They are wrong
if they believe that training will do all wonders to change the level of customer service.
Below are the five ways in which they can improve and sustain the level of good service.
x

Assess your current service levels. They must get into the habit of taking regular customer
feedback, for retail businesses, mystery shopping method is advised. In case of a service
company they must have an outside agency to do customer survey for them, but they
must keep in mind that it is a detailed one.

x

Assess your staff. They can take help from external agency to interview the employees
who are at the forefront while dealing with the customers. Then analysis all strengths and
weaknesses of their employees and design an action plan for the ones who needs to be
trained and resign the ones which are not fit the role.

x

Define and disseminate specific service standards. Basis this form they can now
broadcast the new service standards and make them the major KPIs for all their
employees in this segment. These should also be the matrix for annual performance
evaluations

x

Train, train, and train again. They must always keep training as an outgoing process and
keep improvising from daily experiences and top dissatisfaction factors. Something very
crucial here is that training can never be the only depending feature for providing better
customer experience.

x

Develop and implement a sustainability strategy and tactics. To encourage continuous
personal development, they must have a multiple and ongoing certifications levels and
programs. They can let the level 1 be an online quiz which covers all the questions in
providing the new standard and improved customer service. Level II can be based on case
studies or giving real life situations and asking the rep to solve the problem.
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4.7.2 Implement Changes in Customer Service
There are several stages for implementing changes effectively for improvement of customer
service:
1. Stage One: Introduce the concept and get commitment
Involve everyone who interacts or deals with customers. Introduce the new and improved
concept and get them committed to follow the new culture.
2. Stage Two: Identify the service niche and characteristics
Classify the uniqueness and niche of the company’s services.
3. Stage Three: Seek customer feedback
The companies must be on a search for more and more customer feedback. This will help any
company understand the current levels of customer service; identify actual customer needs vs.
the ones which were assumed, how the customers perceives the origination and their specific
expectations.
4. Stage Four: Find out about service levels elsewhere
The companies should compare their standard of service with the other origination in the same
business and then set benchmarks.
5. Stage Five: Look at the role of customer service in the organization as a whole
They must do in depth analysis of current levels of customer service within the origination and
identify major organizational issues affecting the ability of their team to deliver first-rate
customer service.
6. Stage Six: Define the role of each employee
Define the role of each employee. Identify each service chain and ensure they are aligned with
the new standards and benchmarks
7. Stage Seven: Improve received service by providers
Improve received service by providers: Identity the requirements of the in-house team from the
providers and ways to improve it
8. Stage Eight: Pen down the standards for customer service
Pen down the standards for customer service. Do this primarily for two major areas: processes
and people. These will form the service levels basis.
9. Stage Nine: Implementations of the new standards
Implementations of the new standards. Bring this to life by putting an action plan with
timelines.
10. Stage Ten: Monitor and assess.
This is the final step in completing the whole cycle, source in more and more feedback from
the customers and the delivery staff
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4.7.3 Review Changes in Customer Service
After implementing changes in customer service processes, the business must review and
assess the changes from time to time. They need to review:
x

Total number of complaints lodged after implementing the changes

x

Review the efficiency of team members.

x

Review customer satisfaction level

x

Review of how many customers came back for business again after the changes

x

How it is affecting the business

Exercise
1. State any three actions to take in order to achieve and sustain great customer service.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. After implementing changes in customer service processes, nothing is to be done. True or
False?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 4.8: Maintaining Stocks for Sale
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Check level of stock on sale

x

Replenish stock on sale

x

Manage movement of stocks effectively

x

Update stock records

x

Explain seasonal products

4.8.1 Check Level of Stock on Sale
Stock control is a method of keeping track of the stock in the shop. Most of the shops today use
‘stock control systems’. While controlling the various characteristics of stock on the shelves and
in the warehouse/stockroom and how the process of re ordering works a sales person can refer
to this term. Most classic features, includes:
x

Ensuring right quantity of the products on the shelves

x

Tracking when the product was sold

x

Automated signals for adding products on the shelves from stockroom

x

Reordering stock automatically in a timely manner from warehouse

x

Getting automated sales and management reports for in-house managers or head office

These details will help in keeping a track on what has been sold, how quickly and at what price.
Reports could be used to predict when to stock up on extra products.
It’s the duty of a counter sales person to ensure stock levels are checked daily for dealing with
any shortfalls. A dealership sales representative has to educate the counter sales person about
the importance of checking and maintaining stock levels. Some important points to be
followed for stock checking are:
Regular check on stock levels to avoid stock outs
x

Stock outs

x

Stock level of most demanding item during sale

x

To save from any hassle or problem during sale time

Inform promptly when stock needs replacing
By using stock control system, he can check the expiry details of the current stock and which
items requires replacement.
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Stock to be checked for expiry date
A sales person has to check the stock control system regularly to know about the expiry status of
goods and when it needs to be replaced. This will save him by not selling expired items during
sale period which can result into legal issues. If the stock control system is showing that goods
are expired, then he has to inform the supervisor and concerned person for replacing or
changing the expired stock.

4.8.2 Replenish Stock on Sale
If he finds shortfall in stock, it’s his duty to inform the supervisor and take necessary actions
to maintain the stock level. He must contact the supplier and arrange the delivery of goods.
He may have some areas of concern in regards to the supplies or services that he may want
to bring to his suppliers’ attention. It is a good idea for him to write these concerns before, he
meets with the supplier. He should also rehearse and think of different ways, how the supplier
may respond to his questions and requests, so he should be prepared.
Questions that he can ask are:
x

Can he extend his payment terms and conditions?

x

Does the supplier have some suggestions or giveaways for slow moving lines?

x

Can the supplier pay for fixtures in the store?

x

Can the supplier provide fixtures for the store, such as bays, ends or any promotional
material?

x

How can the sales person ensure that he will always have a reasonable supply of stock to
provide effectively to customers, without holding costly high volumes?

x

How important is a sales person’s business to the supplier and is his repeat business
valued?

It is important to ensure that a sales person and his supplier keeps up with the supply
arrangements. He can do this by:
x

Ensuring the supplier is paid on time

x

Avoid, asking for rush orders – try to be prepared for those busy times

x

Being reasonable in the expectations from the suppliers, try not to be too demanding and
difficult to deal with.

x

Giving the supplier adequate time to provide goods or services to his business

x

Return damaged or faulty goods promptly, with supporting documentation explaining
what the faults are and keeping a track of original invoice numbers

x

Keeping the lines of communication open between the company and the supplier

x

Being prepared to review and negotiate the terms of trade with the suppliers from time
to time

Also, always make it a habit to keep the work area/ station clean and tidy after finishing the
work to avoid any accident or damage.
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4.8.2.1 Prepare Stock for Sale within Time Allowed
Planning of sale takes longer than just a week or two, before it is launched. Weeks or months
of preparation are often needed to ensure the promotion or sale runs smoothly and fits in
well with everything else that the business is doing. Any organization should have policies and
procedures to help a sales persons with this. He should be referring to the policies and
procedures from the very beginning of planning a promotion – which may even tell him how
often and when to plan promotions, e.g. around Christmas or New Year’s or other times that
are considered as busy days/ weeks for the business. He must check if there are procedures
for when and how to book advertising, which is often done well in advance to ensure coverage
and time to reorder print materials such as brochures and flyers, if needed. There should be
policies and procedures for tickets, pricing, advertising and displays as well as, how much extra
stock anyone will need. This is important, as customers can get very frustrated if an advertised
product is unavailable or sold out and may see the company as unreliable. He should make a
list and check, to ensure all of the necessary steps are taken and that nothing is left out or
forgotten.
Now he has to setup the display area. It is his duty to setup the display area (the same was
discussed in previous chapters) within the specified time and space for sale.
He must maintain relationship with supplier to maintain the stock level during the sale period
to avoid any shortfall in stock.

4.8.2.2 Arrange the Stock to be moved on Shop Floor
He has to arrange the stock to be available on shop floor when required during the sale. For
this he has to make following arrangement:
x

Arrange lifting equipment near to the stock room

x

Use proper stock carrying techniques to avoid any damage or loss in hurry

x

Update the stock register when moving out stock

x

Keep the stock arranged near the shop floor to avoid time delay

x

Keep the stock at safe place to avoid any theft, damage or loss

4.8.2.3 Rotate Stock Correctly Without Disturbing the
People
During the sale a sales person has to rotate the stock without disturbing the customers and
other store workers. He must make the arrangements, so that he can rotate the items correctly
and easily on the shop floor. To do this, he can follow the below instructions:
x

Plan the schedule of rotation i.e. during breaks

x

Plan the schedule of items need to rotate

x

Make prior arrangements before moving and lifting the items from stock room to floor
and floor to stock room

x

Do the calculation of quantity of stock moved correctly and update in the stock register
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4.8.2.4 Update Stock Control System Accurately and Timely
During the sale, it’s a sales person first priority to update the stock control system accurately,
completely and timely. He must mention all the details in the system i.e.:
x

Stock in and stock out time and date

x

Quantity of stock moved in and out

x

Stock tracking number

x

Value of stock

During the sale, he must always notice and identify the items which are in high demand,
average demand and are not in demand. According to this identification and analysis, he can
decide what stock levels are suitable for which item. He can than arrange the suppliers
according to his analysis. Items in high demand require maintaining high level of stock and
keeping the supplier informed to be ready for delivery of such items, anytime. Items in average
demand needs the normal level of stock and items in less demand need to maintain low level
of stock.

4.8.2.5 Seasonal Products and Festival Related Products
A sales person must keep more stock on hand during the busy times in the year. For example,
many businesses find the beginning of the winters busy, because of Christmas, Diwali and other
seasonal selling factors. It is therefore necessary to keep more stock on hand so that shelves
can restock through the week, before new orders are delivered.
Special events: Special events can make a considerable difference in consumer spending.
Valentine’s Day, Father’s Day, Mother’s Day and other set celebrations will show an increase in
the clients spending pattern.
Supplier lead time: Lead time is the time from when a company places his order with his
supplier, to the time when he receives it in his workplace. If the supplier has a short lead time,
a company can afford low stock, as they can easily reorder it. If the supplier has a long lead
time, a company may need to keep more stock in hand to avoid running out. It must be
remembered that the suppliers may also have busy times.
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Exercise
1. Stock control system include various aspects of controlling amount of stock. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Stock needs not to be checked for expiry dates. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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5. Compliance
Unit 5.1 – Compliance
Unit 5.2 – Visual Merchandising
Unit 5.3 – Prepare Product for Selling
Unit 5.4 – Provide Information and Advice to Customers
Unit 5.5 – Product Portfolio
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Execute daily reporting

x

Analyse sales data

x

Explain brand visibility and merchandising

x

Describe types of selling

x

Explain visual merchandising

x

Create brand visibility through merchandizing

x

Plan and prepare visual merchandising

x

Dress visual merchandising display

x

Evaluate and improve retail display

x

Dismantle and store visual merchandising display

x

Prepare the product for delivery

x

Follow range selling norms

x

Identify customer problems, queries and complaints

x

Communicate with customers effectively

x

Follow company guidelines in addressing customer complaints

x

Perform company procedure to process returned goods

x

Explain portfolio management

x

Identify the portfolio management tools

x

Explain BCG Matrix

x

Follow product portfolio management
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UNIT 5.1: Compliance
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Execute daily reporting

x

Analyse sales data

x

Explain brand visibility and merchandising

x

Describe types of selling

5.1.1 Daily Reporting
A report is a collection of facts and organized information, written for a specific readership,
which may be presented in oral or written form. Usually, it is kept as a record. In other words,
a report:
x

Is grounded on data and remarks

x

Explains any situations

x

Address any issue in detail

x

Is used to evaluate the performance of different verticals in a company

x

Used for searching data backed analysis. The writers who compiles the report should be
impartial in his approach.

Common types of reports:
x

Formal reports: The reports which includes all the research and analysis of all the data
points given to the company.

x

Informal reports: Also known as the person-to-person communication, its size may vary
from a set of facts on a single page to multiple pages.

x

Statutory report: A report which is shown in accordance with all the protocols and is
accurate as defined by law.

x

Non-statutory report: The reports basis which the policies and procedures are formed.

x

Periodic or routine reports: The reports which are recorded on timely basis, for example,
real time, daily basis, WTD, MTD, QTD and YTD.

x

Special reports: Ad-Hoc reports or reports which are out of the normal routine or business
as usual reports.

x

Informative reports: Reports which have data and numbers about any movement or
initiatives, ideally these never suggest any theories or proposals.

x

Interpretative reports: These reports induces decisions and commendations on the basis
of the facts provided. Example: The sales head of a company can demand an inclusive
report on decreasing sales. He might be interested in knowing reasons for the same and
ideas to revive it.
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For sales reps, maintaining daily/weekly sales reports is very important because they help in:
x

Evaluation of their performance

x

Keeping track of their daily activities and issues they face

x

Track the progress on the assigned tasks

The daily sales report compiled by the sales rep should be shared with the TSM/ASM to keep
them updated on day-to-day sales and market activities. Daily sales report is important
because:
x

It provides better insights into everyday sales trend.

x

It provides sales data to the management on a daily basis to better understand the critical
metrics.

x

It helps in understanding a company’s place in the market

x

Is helps a sales person in making regular or demanding changes in the daily key
performance matrix and also gives him a forecast if the matrix which are in place at the
time are useful or do they need modifications

Keep following steps in mind while making a daily report:
x

Step 1: Track daily sales by filling all the required fields. The categories might include data
about total products traded, the number of appointments, outward calls for updates,
inward sales calls and complete number of sales done by an individual or by the team. Fill
out the data under each category every day and week to have a consolidated report at
the end of the week and month for number comparison.

x

Step 2: Add a comment for a number that looks non-standard. For example, if a sales
persons sees no sales on a working day and he realizes it is because of a holiday, in such
cases he should always leave a note.

x

Step 3: Always mention the reasons for highs and lows of the day in a detail manner.

Fig:5.1.1: Daily sales report
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5.1.2 Analysing Sales Data
Sales reports offers an easy access to data linked to the number of products sold during a day
/week/month. However, just compiling the data does not serve the purpose. Analysing and
reviewing sales-related data, identifies the areas of improvement and to build strategies to
catalyse sales in future. In other words, sales review and analysis is the method of studying
data and reports to extract important information for improving business performance and
sales.
Sales data can help to determine opportunities as well as potential problems related to sales.
This can display performance of a particular product in terms of increased or decreased
number of sales. If sale of a product is decreasing, prompt actions like reducing price,
putting more impetus in marketing, or discontinuing the product, can be taken. Sales data also
determine sales targets/goals achievement. One can easily determine increment in annual
sales percentage. If the numbers are not met, one can focus on a product’s or location’s sales
to figure out shortcomings.
Sales analysis is generally done using tools like Microsoft Excel. Such tools help in:
x

Integrated site to assess data

x

Immediate update on the sales

x

Tools for capturing data

x

Data accessibility at all locations

x

Categorise basis place, product brand, and station

x

Examine the data on regalar basis

Fig:5.1.2: Sales analysis sheet
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5.1.3 Brand Visibility and Merchandising
Brand visibility is important to increase overall sales by virtue of extending reach to new and
potential buyers. A brand is a perception a customer has in his mind about a product or
service. Advertisement using different mediums, promotion, product quality, customer
service, etc., are part of creating a brand. Conducting events and concerts are other means
to improve brands visibility. Not to forget merchandising, which is one of the most important
and strongest tools of branding.
Strategy that helps in the brand value and the visibility of the products and services is known
as merchandising. Products like watches, caps, t-shirts, etc. are used by companies as
giveaways to create more visibility and awareness of their brand. This further helps them to
reach customers beyond economic barriers.
Merchandising on the bigger scale can be seen in global events like Cricket World Cup, FIFA,
Premier League, Olympics, Grand Slams and Formula One, etc. Another at home example of
merchandising is IPL (Indian Premier League) where fans are seen wearing t-shirts, caps, etc.
of the club or team which they support.
Another vertical of merchandising is visual merchandising, which as the name suggest
increases the visibility of the brand. This is more of a creative presentation of the products to
maximize the sales. Will learn more about this in the upcoming units.
Elements of Visual Merchandising are depicted below:

Fig:5.1.3: Visual merchandising
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Some commonly used grouping techniques for visual merchandising in handsets are:
x

The Pyramid display: This is considered to be most effective and frequently used mode
for display. As the name suggest a sales person stacks the products in a shape of a pyramid
(like a triangle)

x

A Dominant display: This method is used for displaying a particular product which is
selling as a hot cake for the day or season.

x

The Mirror display as the name suggest: ‘mirror effect’, something which is shown on one
side is mirrored on the other.

x

A Repetition style of display: Same products when grouped together is a vertical or
horizontal format.

Some leading tips for an effective visual merchandising display are:
x

Good design holds a story or a theme

x

Keep presentations simple

x

Focus on best sellers/hot items

x

Integrate graphic images and materials that aims at customer’s attention

x

Always ensure a 360 degree exposure to the purchaser

x

Mass merchandising is low end and boutique merchandising is high end, so don’t display
all the products, keep some as a inventory

x

Increase visibility by ensuring gaps (do not create a solid wall of merchandise)

x

Group products by model, form and style

x

Always make the optimum use of the display space and remember stacking more items
doesn’t mean more sales.

Fig:5.1.4: Display merchandising

5.1.4 Range Selling and Types of Selling
Up selling
It’s a sales technique in which selling extra items, upgrades and add-ons are sold to the
customer by the seller. This involves exposing the customer to more options, marketing
profitable products/services. It simples implies selling extra items with the original product
which is more profitable or lucrative for the seller (incentives).
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Cross Selling/Range Selling
Practice or action of selling among/between traditional clients, markets, traders, etc. or the
practice/action of selling a supplementary product/service to retained customer. Let’s focus
on the latter meaning here. Generally businesses define cross-selling in several diverse
methods
Main objective of cross- selling is either to increase the revenue or to protect the relations
with client/clients.
Example: When a customer buys a laptop; mouse, pen-drive or other accessories are offered
along with it.

Counter sales
These are considered to be of utmost importance to the retail entities and the sales person
who generates the revenues by selling at the counter is called as counter sales person. These
sales agents are responsible for the complete sales cycle, starting from helping the customer
to find the most suitable product as per their needs, e.g., styles, features or colour to taking
the payment of the final product. At times these jobs are based on commissions which makes
it even more important for the salesperson to find the right product for the customer.
Other job duties as a counter sale agents embraces readjusting and storing good on shelves,
constructing displays, sourcing items, keeping a track of sales and cash in the register. Apart
from this counter sales reps also helps the customers with exchange and returns.
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Exercise
1. What is a report?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. What do Daily sales reports help in:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. What is sales review and analysis?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4. _______________ can be termed as a strategy that helps in enhancing brand value and
visibility of products and services:
a. Forecasting
b. Sales Report
c. Merchandising
d. Daily Report
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UNIT 5.2: Visual Merchandising
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Explain visual merchandising

x

Create brand visibility through merchandizing

x

Plan and prepare visual merchandising

x

Dress visual merchandising display

x

Evaluate and improve retail display

x

Dismantle and store visual merchandising display

5.2.1 Visual Merchandising
It refers to any product which is visual to any customer within the store or on the display
windows. This can be achieved by designs, mannequins, beautification, and logo’s to enhance
the sale of merchandise. This can be done by improving the look of the store or any other
display area and setting it apart from the competition. Lot of measures can be taken to make
the store look attractive, which in turn will lure more customers to drop by. Start with
selecting suitable props and mannequins moving to the design, colour, lighting which ensures
brightness and vivid effects. Once all these is done carefully select the signage and wall decals/
paintings.
The major element behind visual merchandising is to promote sales and most of the
companies have listed down set guidelines for the same.

5.2.2 Identify Merchandise Goods, Props Needed
When a sales person is setting up a store display, he must follow the below fundamental steps:
1. Understand the fundamentals of window display
It is essential to have basic idea of window display before initializing the process. Basic thing
are the most important in accomplishing complicated tasks.
Here the key elements of window display:
x

Merchandise

x

Props

x

Signage

x

Lights

x

Space
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Choose a theme
While choosing a theme, a sales person must answers these questions in his mind, the theme
should be applied to a specific area or in the whole shop? Should it be according to the season
(spring, summer, fall and winter) which can last for weeks or few months? Or a holiday
(Christmas, Chinese New Year) which can last for few days or weeks? Or will it be for a special
day (Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, and Father’s Day etc.) that will last only for few days?
Once the theme is selected, he should then find the material to go along with it and set a time
limit / frame to finish his window display project.
2. Conceptualize the display
To start with, he can use a pencil and paper for making a blue print on how to use the space
for display. He can research for the different materials that can be used and which fits his
budget. He can also take help from web.
3. Arrange display material
Gather the right props, material, glue gun, lights, ladder and items to be included for visual
merchandising
4. Start setting up the display.
A sales person must keep in mind, that safety comes first, it would not be possible for him to
continue working if he has got an injury due to falling of the ladder or if he got himself pierced
by a pointed object.
He must work in an orderly fashion, keep the area clean, ensure no objects are lying on the
floor while the customers are moving around, he must try and clean each area or space behind
him and if possible cover the whole area till he has finished working.
5. Use the Power Words
Power words are considered to do wonders. The words which often educes and generates
desire of the customer to learn or understand more about a product are called as power
words. Some examples are extra, special, exclusive, premium or new.
6. Show Parts of Human Body
Photos of people showing emotions like smile, hand shake etc. are proved to get effective
responses. This is also acknowledged by marketers to be an effective strategy.
7. Provide a Short and Clear Message
Idea is to make it short, clear and straightforward. In case a sales person is using a long
message, then he must ensure he highlights the vital words by using a size or two up from the
normal font and doing the same for all highlighted words
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8. Use the Appropriate Size
There is no set dimensions for the size for the shelves, ensure that it should not be as big that
it covers all the displayed products or as small that it can’t be read. Remember the purpose of
the shelf is to draw the shopper close to products, not away

Fig:5.2.1: Show Parts of Human Body

5.2.3 Techniques for Arranging Items for Display
Combination of smaller groups with one large item is known to be as balanced display. Main
body should be formed by smaller groups overlapping each other. Heavy or hulking presence
should be avoided by not stacking too much product together. Cluttering can be reduced by
tightly grouping merchandise into stories or themes, thus creating a visually organized display.
This works predominantly fine on a large window or on a central display table. Distance from
the front to back of the display is called as depth and it is essential to have the right amount
of depth. Take watching movies or painting as an example, we adjust our view point by either
moving forward or backward from whatever it is we wish to see.
Same is in the case of displays

Fig:5.2.2: Arranging items
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5.2.3.1 Methods of Grouping
Some commonly used grouping methods are:
x

Pyramid display: The most effective and commonly used grouping method is the pyramid
method. It works by building the products from the base and up towards a point in a
triangular way. He may achieve this by placing a big item at the base and then adding
smaller ones as he moves up. Lots of creativity can be added here through colours, shapes
and sizes. This stimulates the idea” less is more’ by using the space effectively, displaying
vivid style and sending the message clearly and efficiently.

Fig:5.2.3: Pyramid display

x

Dominant display: Here the focus is on a hero product which is displayed and supported
by vivid graphics. To even the weight distribution it’s balanced by small groups related to
the stock and the dominance is expressed by weight, size, color, etc.

Fig:5.2.4: Dominant display
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x

The Mirror display: As the word suggests, what’s done on one side is mirrored on the
other. This arrangement is considered to be more effective for the big frames. For
example, a pyramid of lime dishes, saucers and bowls on a window can be shows in
different colour on the other side.

Fig:5.2.5: Mirror display

x

A Repetition style of display commonly shows the same product or grouping of products
repeated in a horizontal or vertical format. This is most comply used on a narrow window
or rows of shelves. Ideally used for stacking bulk merchandise in an arranged manner.
Grouping of products can be done by colour schemes, style or size (e.g. coordinating pencil
cases with row of notebooks recurring in different colours or prints).

Fig:5.2.6: Repetition
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5.2.3.2 Tips for Making Display Engaging
Some tips that are useful in making the display more appealing are:
x

Be visually innovative: A sales person must keep freshening the display styles and create
his own ‘signature’ look which can be re-used twice a month or so. For example, instead
of piling the cell phones on the shelves he may hang them.

x

Integrate props with graphics to create ‘art’: He can use the products to speak a graphic
language by creating a wow-factor For example, put a group of frames on with diverse
sizes on one wall and having a mixture of quotes/ messages and shadow boxes on another.

x

Think ‘eclectic’, not ordinary. ‘Mix and use’, is what this is all about, use wall morals, art
props and vivid objects to create an artistic effect. Vintage and recycled products are
never goes out of fashion so may use of them.

x

Experiment with multi-functional components. While shopping props, he must ensure
that he buys the ones which can be re-used with different products, time and again, this
will help him maintain his budget. For example, place the bucket upside down and use it
to elevate the merchandise rather than only using it as a container.

5.2.4 Arranging Merchandise
Take a thorough note of mannequin, props and materials required for setting the display.
These props are vital to charm the customers.

Mannequins
Old traditional mannequins are still in use but because of the increasing cost they are now
getting replaced by wire mannequins, soft sculptured types, stylized forms, and motorized
models.

Props and Materials
Like many other this industries this one also seems to be moving towards the natural resources
(such as tree branches, rocks, and sand) or recycled props (timeworn chairs, picture castings,
and oxidized farmhouse instrument). He can give a fresh coat of paint and new finish and the
final product will have a new set of unique and theatrically displayed items. This will come easy
on his budget and will give effective visual presentations.
He should always ask for help or suggestions if he is not sure about implementing his own
idea, once he gets experience doing this couple of times, he will be able to fly solo from there
on.
Planning plays an important role is this, arrange all the material, props and equipment’s within
the designated time.
The schedule or activities to be performed should be done by using time management
practices i.e.:
x

Prepare the list of activities

x

Plan the schedule and time for completing the activities

x

Start performing the activities.
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In case a sales person feels he is behind his desired schedule, he must follow the below steps:
x

Inform the supervisor about the delay

x

Explain the issue rising in completing the activity

x

Necessary action require to solve the issue

x

How much more time he will require to complete all the activities.

5.2.5 Dressing Visual Display
The main message of the display should be clearly visible to his customers. These are also
called as the focal points. It is vital to prioritize the message.
At times using a dramatic display also helps, because this stops the people from the tracks and
makes them curious about what’s in the shop/store.

5.2.5.1 Dressing Visual Display
Colours plays an important element of the display by creating direct impact and attention.
Colours are said to form their own energy and creates an environment. It is important to
choose the right colours as they can strengthen the message/idea. Examples can be, Yellow
pages, Samsung and also flag of the countries.
Considering the colours by the seasons are also important. Green, yellow, red or orange is for
summer. Browns and mild sunset colours are for autumn. White, greys and blues are for
winter.
Colour is also related to style. Bargain shops tend to use eye catching or perky colours (blue,
green, red, etc.), while the ‘up market’ shops are inclined towards more subtle shades like,
light brown, greys, etc. Consider colours as a strong component which can attract the
courtesy of the customer instantly. To create better impact it’s suggested to use one colour
instead of a combination of many.

5.2.5.2 Position Merchandise and Check Lighting
Keep the theme of the display window according to a season or event but remember it should
portrait, exactly what a sales person is trying to highlight.
Lighting is one of the most important aspect of the window display as this will brighten up the
area by giving life to it, remember lights to window display is like make-up to a women, which
if done properly can make you win the game.
There can be many ways to light the area, example, fluorescent lamps, spot lights and coloured
lights.
Check that applicable lighting is installed and should be in the working condition.
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After completing the display setting, check that display is meeting health and safety
requirements i.e.:
x

Don’t litter around the display area

x

No hazardous material should be used

x

Enough space for the customers to walk

5.2.5.3 Dress Window Display Based on Guidelines
Consider below steps while setting up the window display:
1. Elect a theme.
2. Opt for the display merchandise
o Pick the main item and ornament it with additional smaller items
o Use various products of different sizes
3. Props should be in accordance to the product
4. More effort and planning should go into displays that have longer exposure.
5. Remove items from display once the promotion is over
6. A sales person must use basic intelligence while spending or deciding the budget for the
props, he must ask himself, is this a long term or short term promotion and if short term,
then is it worth spending Rs.10000 or just Rs.1000
7. Define and decide the space for display
8. He should think if he need to use any items which can be sourced from his existing
supplier’s
9. Ensure to check the lights in the display area
o Swap gusted bulbs
10. Do a pre stock counting and arrange all necessary items a day before the big day.

5.2.5.4 Evaluate and Improve Retail Displays
Check all the parts of the display and ensure that it’s appropriate for the purpose and meets
standards like easy access, safety and security.
See the view from all directions and through the eyes of the customer. Plan the product
appearance by configuration and scheme techniques. The display should go along with the
wall decals. See if the space is used accurately, and check the various display elements
(product, props, backdrop) if they matches the background. This will help a sales person while
he is learning about composition and also will inspire him with new ideas for future display.
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Composition is of two main types:
Asymmetrical composition: The most commonly used compositions because it its flexible and
forms an attractive and pleasing arrangement. It is also conveys an element of. Its create an
element of excitement, playfulness and balance

Fig:5.2.7: Asymmetrical composition

Symmetrical composition: This is related directly to neatness and order but is not used
more frequently because it’s rigid, although it does create powerful geometric shapes and
structures. A sales person should ask for feedback from his counterparts after completing
display settings and implement new and suitable adjustments.

Fig:5.2.8: Symmetrical composition

If he is not authorized to do so, he must ask his peers about new suggestions and implement
them if he gets a go ahead. He should notice changes in the visual display. See how change in
visual display affects overall sales and customer queries. Monitor customer footfall and
enquiries about goods displayed.

5.2.6 Dismantle and Store Visual Merchandising Displays
A sales person should always follow company guidelines to dismantle display product, with care.
He should dismantle the display area according to organizations procedures and when the
promotion is over or his supervisor wants him to change the display products. He needs to
follow steps listed below for dismantle procedure:
x

List of items with quantity wise

x

Remove them one by one and keep them in a safe area

x

Submit the list and all items to the concerned department or person

x

Before a complete handover, recheck the list with the concerned person
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Once he dismantle procedure is over, he should store the goods in stock room carefully and
place them in the designated area. He needs to follow steps listed below for dismantle
procedure:
x

Compile a list of items in the display area

x

Start removing the items one by one and keep them in safe area

x

Submit the list and all the items to the concerned department

x

Before a complete handover, recheck the list with the concerned person

Exercise
1. Briefly explain visual merchandising.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Mention any two tips of making an effective display.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Which of these is not a method of grouping?
a. Pyramid
b. Mirror
c. Repetition
d. Wall
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UNIT 5.3: Prepare Product for Selling
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Prepare the product for delivery

x

Follow range selling norms

5.3.1 Introduction
After the sale, it’s the duty of counter salesperson to prepare and check the package carefully.
Before handing the product to the customer, perform following tasks:
x

Check if the package has all purchased products and parts as given in the invoice

x

Ensure all purchased products are working properly

x

Ensure the purchased product is not defected or damaged

Failing to adhere to the aforementioned steps can lead to negative organization image.

5.3.1.1 Remove all Unwanted Packing and Safely Get Rid
of Waste
Once the package is delivered to the customer, make sure to clean the delivery area by
trashing unwanted packing material and waste as per the organization procedures.

Fig:5.3.1: Dustbins

5.3.1.2 In Case of Courier or Parcel Orders
Packaging solutions is necessary for the protection of the goods from extreme weather
conditions and transport hazards. This is applicable for products sent via courier or parcel.
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Outer packaging of product
x

Corrugated Cartons: The most common and preferred way of packing. More the usage,
lesser the protective qualities.

Fig:5.3.2: Cartons

To reuse the box, it must be in good condition with no punctures, tears, rips or damaged
corners. Remove old markings and labels from the box. Heavy items are preferably
transported in double-wall corrugated cartons.
x

Original Manufacturer’s Packaging: Used for pallet shipment rather than single piece
consignment. Additionally, they are not meant for repetitive use.

x

Double Boxing: When original packaging is kept intact is called double boxing. All
electronic gears must be double boxed. Ensure internal foam is not tempered.

x

Padded Bags: Protective bags are recommended for shipping books, diskettes, videos, etc.
A heavy-duty outer cart with recycled paper fibres are used commonly.

x

Secure Your Package: Appropriate closing is equally important as correct cushioning.
Reinforce the box using a decent seal. Avoid using masking tape, cellophane tape, or duct
tape, instead use a strong PVC box sealing tape.

Inner Packaging
Ensure each item is boxed in a wrapped separately. Fragile articles should be carefully
boxed and left with 5cm space in between the outer container and the product. Fill this space
with cushioning. The list below talks about the most common purpose-made products:
x

Polyethylene Bubble Wrap: A plastic film which has air filled small bubbles spread in equal
gaps, ensures safety of lightweight items from impact and wear and tear. Multiple sheets
are used for protection, especially on corners and edges

x

Polyethylene Foam: Ideally suited for tangible or fragile items. With a soft, scrape-free
and cushioning material

x

Inflatable Packaging (Air Bags): Ideally used only for trivial items and these are never
recommended for the razor-edged products

x

Foam-in-Place: This remains as one of the most preferred way of packing where the box
is neatly cushioned with the foam on all the sides. It is lightweight and resilient

x

Corrugated Paper Rolls and Inserts: These are additional packaging material added to the
packages to enhance packaging

x

Crumpled Kraft Wrapping Paper or Newspaper: Mainly used for non-fragile and medium
weight items. Paper should be properly creased and there should be ample pad of it
created between the item and box
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Note: Fragile things (glass, ceramics and electronics) require superior packing.
In case of fragile items follow the below steps:
1. Item should have a return address
2. Contact details like name, telephone number and address should be clearly written
3. Securely seal with nylon or vinyl tape along all side
4. Make sure to flatten the sharp edges
5. Label it ‘FRAGILE’

5.3.1.3 Check the Products
Check all the products are packaged and assembled accordingly after the packaging is done:
x

Check that packaging is not damaged or defected from any side

x

In case of a heavy product check if the packaging is able to handle the weight of the
products

x

Ensure it is tied properly with no loose ends or gaps

After the completions of the sale and delivery to the customer perform the following tasks:
x

Check all the items are displayed in proper manner. Arrange any displaced items

x

Check the stock on the display area. If any product is less in quality inform the supervisor
and refill the same.

x

Ensure the display area is neat and tidy

x

Check for any damage on the display items

In case he finds any product or item on the display area damaged or defected he must make
sure he informs the supervisor and concerned authorities.
Give the following details while giving information:
x

Type of item

x

Damage or defect identified

x

Item number

Once he has informed the right authorities he must remove the damaged items and submit
them to the concerned department for replacement and for identifying the cause of the
damage.
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Exercise
1. After sale, customer's package should not be checked. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Fragile objects like electronics should be packed with cushioning. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 5.4: Provide Information and Advice to Customers
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify customer problems, queries and complaints

x

Communicate with customers effectively

x

Follow company guidelines in addressing customer complaints

x

Perform company procedure to process returned goods

5.4.1 Introduction
Happy customers are good for any business, but the probability is, happy customers may or
may not spread the good word about the business. On the other hand it’s for sure, that one
unhappy customer can defame the reputation by ensuring, he talks about his non satisfying
experience with at least one another individual. Although it’s also true that if a sales person is able
to satisfy a non-happy customer he will father ensure he talks about that. So a sales person should
stay calm by keeping his cool and give himself a reason to feel accomplished.
The steps involved with clearing customer queries include:
x

Listening

x

Acknowledging

x

Identifying the key concerns

x

Identifying customer needs and expected solution

x

Discussing the options that are available.

5.4.1.1 Identify Area of Concern
There are many ways in which a customer can put forward his complaint, it can be made in
person, by telephone, email, and letter or through a customer feedback form. The complaint can
be because he was not happy with the product, price or customer service. Ensure this is
handled with care to retain the customer. Complaints can be due to a faulty product,
non-satisfactory service, and delay in delivery, pricing issue or at time the customer itself if
unreasonable and demanding.
A sales person should deal with the customers sympathetically and discreetly. He must ensure
that the customer is heard and should inform him about his planned action plan towards
resolving the issue. He should always make sure he follows the code of conduct of privacy
while dealing with any customer and makes sure he never shares customer’s details with his
colleagues.
Most of the times, irate or dissatisfied customers wants to be heard, thus it is very important
that a sales person listens to the customer actively and acknowledge what he is saying. He
should assure the customer that he is understanding his point of view rather than advising
him of what was not wrong at customer’s end. He must probe to understand the situation
clearly.
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5.4.1.2 Communicate Information to Customer in Easy
Way
The most appropriate way to communicate information to customer is:

Be a good listener.
Most of the angry customers understand that mistakes can happen and it’s not possible for
any business to operate on zero percent error rate. A sales person must be patient with such
customers and must allow them to vent out their anger. Be a clam and attentive listener. He
should be watchful of his facial expression even if the customer is acting outrageously. He
must not interrupt and sustain eye contact.

Fig:5.4.1: Information To Customer

Apologize: This should come easy and sincerely to every employee, no matter what position
he/she holds. The fact that a sales person needs to apologize is because somewhere or the
other it’s either the company’s fault or its employees. Apologizing has been recorded to do
wonders in calming the customer so go ahead and take responsibility and make the
customer feel valued.
A sales person must end the interaction on a constructive note, he should appreciate
customer’s tolerance and give assurance that he will do everything in his power to resolve
the issue. For example, he can say, "thank you for remaining patient while I solve this for you.
I’ll be more than happy to personally oversee your transaction next time you are here, to
ensure all goes smoothly - please don't hesitate to ask for me directly.”

5.4.1.3 Ask for Information from Right Person
In case the sales person realizes he is not the right person for handling customer concerns,
he must refer the customer to the right person and should make it a point that he explains
the reason to customer for his actions i.e.:
x

Reason for a sales person to refer customer to other person

x

Why he is not able to meet the customer expectations
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5.4.1.4 Other Ways to Provide Information
If a sales person has difficulty resolving the conflict, there will be resources that can assist him
i.e.
x

These could include a complaints manual, i.e. a step-by-step guide on how to handle
complaints.

x

There may be a mediator available to resolve the conflict between two employees or a
manager/supervisor can be called to help in case of a difficult customer.

x

He can escalate the concern to higher level.

5.4.1.5 Identify the Nature of Complaint
The complaint could be made in person, by telephone, e-mail, letter, internet or a customer
feedback form letting a company or sales person know that they were not happy with the
product, price or customer service they received. It is vital that this complaint is treated with
care in an attempt retain the customer.
Such complaints could include problems and faults with the service or product, delays in
service or product delivery and misunderstandings regarding price. At times he may also be
faced with difficult or demanding customers.
Often when a customer is upset they just want someone to listen to them and hear their
grievances. It is essential that a sales person listens carefully and understand everything that
a customer tells him from their point of view, even if the sales person doesn’t agree on it himself.

5.4.2 Acknowledge the Customer
Once he has heard the customer, he must evaluate the information and acknowledge the
customer by explaining his actions to them by considering organizational restrictions, like
costs and budgets.
Action involves:
x

Involvement of departments

x

Action plan

x

Where and when will the situation be solved

Fig:5.4.2: Acknowledge the customer
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Who is involved? The customer and sales person.
There may be other staff members involved if the customer has made a complaint about a
specific staff member.
Who is able to solve the situation? Hopefully in most cases it will be a sales person who can
assist immediately. Though he should remember, that in some situations he will need the
customer to be referred to higher authorities.
Who can help? If he has difficulty resolving the conflict, there will be resources that can assist
him. These could include a complaints manual, i.e. a step-by-step guide on how to handle
complaints. There may be a mediator available to resolve the conflict between two employees
or a manager/supervisor called to help with a difficult customer.

5.4.3 Follow Company Policies while Dealing with
Complaints
Now a sales person has already heard the customer, evaluated the problem, clarified and
discussed the situation and decided on the action he will take. Because there are many different
ways he could solve any situation, he will now need to make sure that his customer is happy
with his intended action and agrees that this is a solution to the problem. He must keep the
company polices in mind while carrying out your actions
x

act quickly and effectively

x

follow company procedures

x

take the details from customer and fill them in organization complaint management
system

x

escalate the complaint to the correct department for sorting the complaint

x

give the estimated resolving time as per organization procedures

In case a sales person realize he is not the right person for handling the concerns and he has
to refer the customer to another department. He must now calmly explain the customer his
actions i.e.:
x

Why his is referring the other person for solving customer concern

x

Why he is not able to meet the customer’s requirements

5.4.4 Returned Goods
Returning in retail is a process when a customer takes back the already purchased item and
expects either a cash refund, exchange with the similar or with another fresh product or in
some cases a credit which can be used for future purchases. The return is accepted by the
retailer when the customer provides the sales receipt given at the time of purchase, also
called a cash memo, then authenticates if the product is in the same condition which it was
when sold and finally the return policy is checked and validated.
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Some retailer don’t provide cash refunds instead offer only exchange or a future credit and
some also charge replenishing fee for the merchandise which is returned.

The law in many states requires the retailer to put a return policy right at the cash counter or
in any place where it can is noticeable to the customers before paying for the product, as
many retailer don’t return the products once sold
Some reasons why customer wish to return product(s) are listed below:
x

Either the customer has changed his/her mind about the products of the product is
defective

x

Personal displeasure, or

x

Customer mistakenly purchased a wrong product

There are instances when a manufacturer recalls his product(s) due to a technical or
mechanical fault at the time of manufacturing. At times, gift receipts are offered to the
customer if he/she is purchasing something for a closed one, which allows the gift bearer to
exchange the product for a similar or different item.
Now, when customer wants to return goods, attend the customer calmly and politely. The
steps involved with clearing customer queries include:
x

Listening – A sales person must carefully listen to all the information provided to him by
his customer. This means he must concentrate on what they are saying, the words they
are using, the emotions they are displaying and any other important aspects of their
communication.

x

Clarifying the information - If he does not understand all or part of the information
conveyed to him by a customer, this information should be clarified with the use of
summarizing information or by asking further questions.

x

Identifying the reason of return - It is quite likely that the customer will provide him with
a large quantity and broad range of information. It is essential that he uses the relevant
skills and abilities to identify the key concerns from the information they are presenting.

5.4.4.1 Dealing with Customers with Retuned Goods
After listening to the customer’s reason for return and realizing that it’s because of the
company’s fault make sure to apologize to the customer and handle him politely.
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Follow the below steps:
x

Firstly apologize the customer for inconvenience

x

Ensure the customer that his is looking into the matter and he is sorting the customer’s
problem

x

Explain the organization policies and procedures

x

Check the details printed on the invoice carefully

Follow legal and company policy for offering replacements, refunds and explain these to
customer clearly and politely
Scenarios when a retailer in not liable to offer a return to a customer if they:
x

Customer was aware of the defectiveness of the item at the time of purchase

x

Tried to repair the product themselves and in the process damaged it (though in such
conditions, at times customer may still be entitled for repair, replacement or partial
refund)

x

Feels that he doesn’t require the item anymore (because either the size is wrong or the
colour) unless this was purchased without noticing it.

x

Tailored made products as per requirement, e.g. covers etc.

x

Unwrapped phones, accessories

Customers have the same rights of refund for the items sold on ‘sale’ as well as on full price.
Once the customer has accepted the product and later learns that it has a fault, he is still
eligible for a repair or replacement and can still further reject the item even after it was
replaced/repaired
Acceptance of an item by the customer is defined if they’ve:
x

Tell us they’ve acknowledged it (having had enough opportunity to inspect the item
before confirming they’ve received it)

x

Changed the item

Always ensure to repair/replace an item within 6 months of purchase or according to the
return policy
After identification of the reason for returning the goods, follow the company procedures and
legal requirements either for a replacement or for refund.
x

Firstly he should explain the procedures and legal requirements of company to the
customer in a calm and polite manner.

x

Then offer the refund or replacement as per the company policies according to the
situation.

x

Check the proof of purchase, warranty or returning period as mentioned on the invoice.

x

Take the details from customer and fill the details in return goods management system.

x

Do the necessary documentation as per organization policies. Refund the cash in case of
refund and replace in case of replacement and allow the customer to purchase any other
item or the same item according to his/her requirements.
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After understanding the customer issue for returning goods and once the action of refund or
replacement as per the company policies is decided, he has to explain all the details to the
customer i.e.
x

What action he is going to take for returning goods?

x

Is customer is applicable for full refund or not?

x

Item is under warranty or not?

x

Item purchase date is under the replacement or return period or not?

x

If he has to charge some cost from customer, what is the reason of charging?

x

If customer is not applicable for refund, but he/she can replace the item to other if under
the replacement period as per company policies.

Pick out accurately replacement of goods and follow company procedure for preparing them
to be sent out. After collecting the return goods from customer, a sales person must perform
certain tasks:
x

Check the goods again clearly

x

Mark the label of return and customer details on it.

x

If have to send for repair, send it to the repairing department.

x

If item is defective, send it to the store for replacement from vendor or put the item in
damaged items area.

x

Fill all the details about the item and action taken in organization management system
and update the stock control system.

In case, if customer insists on returning the goods without any fault of organization or defect
and damage, follow the below steps:
x

Check the organization policies for offering refund or replacement

x

Check if a sales person is eligible to handle this situation, if not, he must escalate to the
higher authority

x

If customer has to bear charges explain the reason for the same

x

Explain his actions and company policies accurately and clearly
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Exercise
1. Write the steps involved with clearing customer queries.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. While referring the customer to the concerned person, one should explain the reason why.
True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. In case of returned products, it’s not necessary to propose a refund if the customer
damaged it while trying to repair. True or false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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UNIT 5.5: Product Portfolio
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Explain portfolio management

x

Identify the portfolio management tools

x

Explain BCG Matrix

x

Follow product portfolio management

5.5.1 Introduction
List of all the products/services provided by a company is called a product portfolio. Working
risk, drivers of profit margins, prospects growth, contributions of income and market value or
standing is learnt under product portfolio analysis.

5.5.2 Portfolio Management
Allocation of marketing recourses is crucial. Portfolio management educates a sales person
about how much marketing recourses should be allocated to a product or group of products.
Not only this, it helps a company strategize better about its product(s) by virtue of providing
a clear picture of the market. Consistent and laborious management of portfolio helps the
company(s) to:
x

Maximise product value: It determines if the product portfolio is aligned and optimized
for a sustainable and maximum growth in the long term.

x

Identify the optimal product mix: A sales person must try and identify a combination of
multiple products/categories so that the company keeps afloat during changes in market.
Allocating an amount from the current product portfolio into future products contributes
significantly towards the company’s growth and return in the longer run.

x

Ensure internal strategic alignment: If the product portfolio doesn’t go well with future
strategies and objectives, chances of the company’s failure are inevitable.

x

Allocate resources properly: Allocating company resources intelligently helps in
immediate and significant impact on profit.

5.5.3 Analysis and Management Tools
Use of analytical models to its optimum product usage through portfolio management. Such
models predicts any company’s two-dimensional matrix: attractiveness of the product’s market
and the competitive strength.
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This discovers difference between products in terms of potential growth and market stake
which further indicates:
x

Can it produce funds for investment

x

Opportunities for investment

x

Should, perhaps, be withdrawn

The right tool for the job
The most prominent models among several, which were developed with an idea to help large
corporate manage their various divisions are listed below:
x

Boston Consulting Group’s (BCG) Growth-Share Matrix

x

McKinsey/GE Market Attractiveness-Competitive Position Matrix

x

A. D. Little Business Profile Matrix

In portfolio analysis, BCG Growth-Share Matrix is the most regularly used tool. Let’s learn
more of this tools working through below units.

5.5.4 The Boston Consulting Group’s Growth-Share Matrix
The BCG Growth-Share Matrix displays three elements of information for each product:
1. Product circle diameter specifics the volume of the sales for a particular product. The
larger the volume, the bigger the circle.
2. Product circle’s position signifies the market growth on the vertical axis. Market growth
rate characterizes the potential of the market section where the product is competing.
Formula: Market growth rate = (market segment sales for the current year – market
segment sales last year)/market segment sales last year
3. Product circle’s position signifies the relative share in the market on the horizontal axis.
Relative market share denotes the competitive strength in the market of any product.
Formula: Relative market share = the product’s sales this year / the companies leading
competitor’s product’s sales this year
The complete product portfolio can be gauged by placing each of the items on the above
mentioned matrix to give a graphic representation.
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Sample Company—Current Year
The below diagrams indicates four sections with some hypothetical data.

Fig:5.5.1: Relative market share

The quadrants
BCG labels the quadrants of the matrix: Star, Cash Cow, Question Mark, and Dog. Each
quadrant is categorized according to share in the market, opportunity to increase sales and
flow of cash flow:
x

Stars: This quadrant contains high-growth and high-share items. Because the industry is
vigorous and the product has a strong competitive spot it makes these items
tremendously attractive. Stars require substantial investment to grow and to be
maintained there, however in return they generate huge cash flow.

x

Cash Cows: This quadrant items are slow-growth but high-share. These are considered to
the core of overall business as they remain the vital source of cash flow. They remain in a
mature market category with strong competitive position, meaning after reaching this
threshold, they neither grow nor decline. They are responsible for providing funds for
different products because they generate substantial cash flow.

x

Question Marks: The items in this quadrant are high-growth but has low-share. Here,
because the growth in the market is faster than the items so such products have weak
cash flow and low market share. This is mostly in the case of fresh items where generous
investment is required in the initial stage, although if the product has been in the market
from a long time and still lies in this quadrant, then pulling the pin, should be considered.

x

Dogs: Low-growth and low-share items lie in this quadrant. They stay neutral with
requiring or generating much cash so the profit margins also stay low. Normally, older
items in older markets stay in this quadrant and eventually are the ones which become
obsolete. Exceptionally a new product, when launched, can stay in this category for a
while before moving up to either Stars or Question marks.
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The quadrant can be classified as below:
Quadrant

Profits (before
investment)

Required Investment

Net Cash Flow

Star

High

High

Modest

Cash Cow

High

Low

High

Question Mark

None or Negative

Very high (or disinvest) Very negative or barely
positive

Dog

Low or Negative

Disinvest

Positive (from
disinvestment proceeds or
savings)

Fig:5.5.2: Characteristics of quadrants

Interpreting a completed matrix
Current or future portfolio strategy of a product can be initiated once a company have put all
the products/items in the above matrix. Depending on which quadrant the product lies in,
BCG acclaims the below strategies:
Quadrant

Strategy

Star

Hold or invest

Cash Cow

Hold

Question Mark

Invest of disinvest

Dog

Invest of disinvest
Fig:5.5.3: Interpreting a completed matrix

Sample Company—Three Years Out
Basis on a financial projection of three-year while adding estimates of supplementary
management and change in market, lets apply the listed strategies to a sample company. The
arrows indicates the expected movement of an item in a particular given timeframe

Fig:5.5.4: Three Years Out
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x

Purple Star product: When the ideal market starts to mature, the market value of these
products are expected to increase. So here the approach remains simple, hold and
maintain the present levels of investment and make the best from the gain in the market
share. Eventually this star product is expected to become cash flow.

x

Red Cash Cow product: The products in this category are in such market place which is
expected to stay still (not grown, nor decline) in the approaching years, so the plan should
be to take the cash flow from here and invest in high potential products.

x

Blue Question Mark product: A new product which is expected to do very well in a fast
growing market. The plan here should be to take advantage of the situation by investing
more and attaining a substantial growth.

x

Green Question Mark product: Products here have been at a threshold from a long time
even after investing more funds and the future market predications says that it will
continue the same way for a while, in such cases, disinvestment remains the factual
strategy. However, deciding the time frame for discontinuation is the chief question,
because industry specialist says that many companies discontinue their products at a very
early stage. At this stage, soft landing strategy should be applied, which says ‘disinvest
slowly than the competitors, which will help the company gain some market share and
improve margins’.

x

Black Dog product: Products in this category are the ones which have been in the market
for a while, without giving any profits and the negative cash flow has been constant. The
predictions based on the data also confirms that they will stay the same way, so here
pulling out the money by disinvesting is the best case scenario.

x

Yellow Dog product: Here the product and the market is both new and both are
showing good potential, so continued investment is the best option and plan. This
situation remains an exception to BCG suggestions.

5.5.5 Final Approach
In view of the BCG matrix explained above, the final approach should include:
x

Strategy before allocation: Once combination of product strategies that augment the
company’s portfolio is identified, applying of resources such as human and financial
should be classified.

x

Matrix analysis isn’t enough: Final portfolio strategy along with analysis of matrix should
be finalized only after seeing the market predictions, purchaser trends, competitive strong
points and weaknesses

x

Estimates are much better than nothing: Sourcing the required information which is
needed for conducting products portfolio rarely comes handy, but is a very crucial process.
Always use educated modes to curb the gaps and improvise on timely basis.
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Exercise
1. A product portfolio is the assembly of products or services offered by a company. True or
false?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Briefly explain product portfolio analysis.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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6. Soft Skills
Unit 6.1 – Grooming
Unit 6.2 – Communication skills
Unit 6.3 – Time management
Unit 6.4 – Problem Solving
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
x

Understand and display grooming as a handset repair engineer

x

Understand the importance of grooming

x

Follow professional grooming guidelines for a handset repair engineer

x

Identify and understand the need for effective communication as a handset repair
engineer

x

Understand and demonstrate effective process of communication at the work place

x

Display different types of communication

x

Demonstrate effective listening skills in one’s day-to-day life

x

Identify and understand effective time management skills and its benefit

x

Identify time wasters as stumbling blocks

x

Improve the time management skills by using building blocks

x

Understand and demonstrate effective problem solving skills

x

Identify, understand and demonstrate benefits of problem solving

x

Demonstrate formula for solving problems effectively
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UNIT 6.1: Grooming
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Understand and display grooming as a handset repair engineer

x

Understand the importance of grooming

x

Follow professional grooming guidelines for a handset repair engineer

6.1.1 What is grooming?
Grooming means developing one’s personality in various aspects:
x

It includes the looks, body language, communication skills, table manners, personal
hygiene etc., to boost ones confidence levels and make him/her into a more sophisticated
individual.

x

Grooming means to be presentable and dressed as per accepted norms. It is important to
give a little more attention to the attire at the workplace as it can have a bearing on one’s
career graph.

x

For a handset repair engineer, grooming is also about wearing the ESD-safe clothing while
working and repairing mobile handsets and tablets.

Fig. 6.1.1: Hardware repair engineer

6.1.2 Importance of Grooming?
Appearance adds value to an individual and an organisation. It also helps is:
x

Professionalism

x

Level of sophistication

x

Intelligence (perceived)

x

Credibility or reliability (Perceived)

x

Respect
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6.1.3 Grooming Guidelines
A handset repair engineer must adhere to grooming guidelines as specified by his
organisation. The following guidelines will help him become a well-groomed professional:
x

Hair should be neatly trimmed and properly combed

x

Daily shave, bath and brush ones teeth

x

Wear neat, clean and well ironed clothes or uniform

x

Polish the shoes regularly and wear fresh pair of socks

x

Always wear the ESD-safe clothing

Fig. 6.1.2: Well-groomed handset repair engineer
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UNIT 6.2: Communication Skills
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify and understand the need for effective communication as a handset repair
engineer

x

Understand and demonstrate effective process of communication at ones work place

x

Display different types of communication

x

Demonstrate effective listening skills in day-to-day life

6.2.1 Need for Effective Communication at Work Place
All around the world people, animals and trees communicate in their own unique way.
Presenting oneself and one’s abilities is equally important for any profession today. Also, it is
beneficial at any work place, as it helps to communicate ones ideas and thought process in a
better way within his team or outside. Effective communication benefits everyone at all levels
whether it is inter departmental, intra departmental or personal.
Inter Department Communication is a process by which an individual exchange ideas,
thoughts and information with other department in organisation. It is very important for any
professional to communicate with other departments to complete his task efficiently.
Intra Department Communication is a process by which any professional exchanges ideas,
thoughts and information with his superiors and subordinates within his department. It is very
important that he communicates within his departments to complete his task efficiently.

Fig. 6.2.1: Effective communication make jobs easy

6.2.2 Process of Communication
The process of information transfer from the sender to the receiver, who understands and
shares feedback, is known as communication. Every act of communication whether it is
speaking, writing, listening or reading is more than a single isolated action.
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It is a chain of events which has certain characteristics:
x

It is a two way process

x

It has a sender and a receiver

x

A message is sent across

x

It is effective only when it gets the desired response from the receiver

x

Constant feedback ensures effective communication

The three primary steps in communication are:
x

Thought: Information first resides in a sender’s mind in the form of an idea, feeling,
knowledge or concept.

x

Encoding: Next, the message is communicated to the receiver in a mutually
understandable code, symbols or words.

x

Decoding: Lastly, the encoded message received by the receiver is again translated into a
concept or words that he can understand.

Any individual demonstrate communication in his personal as well as professional life, few
examples are:
x

While interacting with family / friends

x

Applying for a job (Interviews)

x

Product demonstration

x

Responding to a message

x

Giving instructions to working partners, contractors

x

Listening

x

Developing a new relationship

6.2.3 Types of Communication
There are multiple forms of verbal and non-verbal communications. These could be body
language, eye contact, sign language, haptic communication and chromatics.
Types of communication - Verbal communication
Language plays a significant role in verbal communication. In order to describe events, ideas
or products, a person needs words and symbols that represent thoughts in a meaningful
patterns. These are arranged as per the grammar rules of a language, put in a proper
sequence.
Following are the ways to improve verbal communication:
x

Use positive words

x

Ask the right questions

x

Think and prepare before speaking

x

Reduce usage of verbal pauses

x

Avoid careless language
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Types of Communication – Written
Written communication is important because a written message can be used as a record. A
written document is referred in the absence of the person and therefore it must be foolproof.
One can explain the product benefits to a buyer in a one-to-one conversation but in the
absence of the salesperson, written communication is the basis for discussion, thus making it
as a prime form of communication. In business written communication can be in the form of
a letter, memo and report.
Following are the ways to effective written communication:
x

Clear, coherent, concise

x

Correct with courtesy and confidence

Types of Communication – Non Verbal
This is the most common and basic form of communication. Anthropologists believe that
long before mankind started using words as means of communication, our ancestors used
various parts of the body to communicate with each other. For example, gritting teeth was to
express anger, smiling or touching each other was for affection. As per a popular research 7
percent impact is through verbal communication, 38 percent is through the tone of our voice
and 55 percent is given to the expression we have/use while communicating, thus making
expression or nonverbal communication the most important aspect.
Communication without words – Non Verbal clues
x

Body language

x

Emotion of the sender and receiver

x

Perceptions due to prior interactions

WHAT you say is not nearly as important as HOW you say it! “So Let Us Implement”.

6.2.4 Effective Listening Skills
Listening heads the list of essential skills. The ability to listen is the key in business. Any product
is meant to be sold to the consumer and a product that suits him best, is the one, which the
consumer has considered. Thus to design any new product and ensure its success, listening
effectively to the wants and needs of the consumer is of the utmost importance.
Research shows that a service man should follow the below rule: Use 9 percent time in writing,
6 percent on reading, 26 percent on speaking and 59 percent on listening. Listening is the act
of hearing attentively and making sense of what is been heard. Hearing becomes listening only
when an individual pay attention to what is said and follow it very closely.

Remember “Listening = Learning”
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UNIT 6.3: Time Management
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Identify and understand effective time management skills and its benefit

x

Identify time wasters as stumbling blocks

x

Improve time management skills by using building blocks

6.3.1 Time Management and its Benefits
Time management is the act or process of planning and exercising conscious control over the
amount of time spent on specific activities, especially to increase effectiveness, efficiency or
productivity.
Following are the benefits of effective time management:
x

Improves productivity

x

Enhances progress of goals

x

Reducing / minimizing stress

x

Achieving work-life balance

Fig. 6.3.1: Time management

6.3.2 Time Wasters as Stumbling Blocks
Following time wasters act as ‘stumbling blocks’ in completing the job on time:
x

Leaving unfinished tasks

x

Smoking, tea-breaks, etc.

x

Socialising and electronic interruptions

x

Confused responsibility or authority

x

Incomplete information and poor communication

x

Inadequate controls and progress reports
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x

Unexpected visitors and procrastinations

Fig. 6.3.2: Time wasters

6.3.3 Time Management Building Blocks
An average person can gain at least 2 hours per day by practicing time management
techniques. Perpetually rushing to meet deadlines, or worrying too much creates stress. The
added flexibility one enjoys through time management helps reduce stress. The building
blocks for effective time management are as follows:
x

Goals

x

Task list

x

Time management tool

x

Scheduled planning session

Fig. 6.3.3: Time management building blocks
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UNIT 6.4: Problem Solving
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
x

Understand and demonstrate effective problem solving skills

x

Identify, understand and demonstrate benefits of problem solving

x

Demonstrate formula for solving problems effectively

6.4.1 Types of People
There are fundamentally two types of people:
x

The first who ‘know’ how to think. Such people are aware that they need to examine any
problem with an open mind to reach a creative solution. Therefore, when they come
across a problem, their intellectual thinking quickly leads them to a solution. Hence, such
people live in the domain of "ideas" and are the ‘critical thinkers’ of modern societies.

x

The other type of people are the ones who are not ‘critical thinkers’ themselves but are
idea-shoppers.

6.4.2 Benefits of Problem Solving
Following are the benefit of problem solving:
x

It will help a sales person to increase his self-reliance index, and eventually this will
become his second nature.

x

In solving the problem himself, he may be the first to find an original or more efficient
solution to an intractable problem, therefore improving his reputation in the chronicles
of human knowledge.

x

While solving the problem on its own, he will place his personal stamp on the end product,
thereby creating a personal expression, which time will not be able to erase easily.

x

By solving the problem himself, he will gain self-confidence, interact with others as equals
and will not have to excessively depend on any external agency, authority or expert.

6.4.3 Formula for Problem Solving
Following is the formula for ‘Problem Solving’:
Define the problem and the expected results
x

State the problem as specifically as possible.

x

Clarify the expected results by asking:
o What is expected solution?
o What are the parameters I need to work within?
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o
o
o
o
o
o

What is the real problem?
How have I confirmed that it is a real problem?
Is the problem a situational issue or a personal reaction?
Am I thinking of defining the problem or am I contemplating solutions?
If there is more than one problem, then what is the core problem?
Have I answered who, what, where, when, why and how to define the problem?

Collect facts and ideas
x

Collect all relevant facts, data, and ideas

x

See fact-finding as one step which may not give all the data available at this time or
perhaps ever. Let the ideas and facts incubate and ask:
o Are all the facts available at this time?
o What facts are pertinent in moving toward a solution?
o What are the facts?
o Have I forgotten specific, accurate facts?
o Do I have facts or opinions?
o Have I been objective or impersonal?
o Am I considering all facts or only those pointing to a preconceived solution?

Generate solutions
x

Truly brainstorm all possible solutions. Let the creative mind work.

x

Involve others to get best possible ideas. Develop solutions without personal bias or
opinion, ask:
o Have we recorded everything said? Did we eliminate any solutions before writing
them down?
o Were suggestions ignored due to the source of idea?
o Have we used all parts of our imagination?

Pick the best solution
x

Determine which one is likely to produce expected result(s)

x

Compare the best solution to the specifics identified in the problem, ask:
o Are we meeting the expected results?
o Does this solution resolves the issues defined in the problem?
o Are there any other potential solutions that can be woven, with the ones identified?
o When can the solutions be implemented?

Implement the solution
x

Start acting on the solution.

x

Create a timeline and act accordingly, ask:
o Do I fear the results?
o Am I procrastinating?
o Am I fearful of others reactions?
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o
o
o

Do I lack confidence in the solution?
Are we willing to take the risks involved in the solution?
Are we willing to change?

Evaluate the solution
x

Check how well the solution is working in accordance to the expected results.

x

Modify the solutions to improve it

x

Set the date of the next checkpoint, ask:
o What were the expected results? How does the solution compare against expected
results?
o What was working well?
o How could we improve this?
o Has this been an adequate test period?

Exercises
1. For a professional appearance and a healthy mind and body, it is essential that we:
a. Have good eating habits
b. Are early to bed
c. Keep ourselves, neat, clean and well groomed
d. None of the above
2. It is essential that our uniform is:
a. Complete in all respect
b. Absolutely brand new
c. Neat, clean and absolutely complete in all respects.
d. None of the above
3. While receiving instructions from our supervisors it is important:
a. That we understand quickly so that he does not get offended
b. We should not interrupt
c. Listen attentively, without interruption and towards the end check our understanding
d. None of the above
4. Written communication is best used in:
a. Taking instructions from the supervisor
b. Prioritising the day by capturing pending tasks
c. Reporting & Documentation
d. None of the above
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5. People who listen attentively:
a. Lose on important aspects in life
b. Are able to understand much better and hence their performance increases
c. Are more respected in society
d. All of the above
6. While communicating at work it is important:
a. That we are serious
b. We smile appropriately and make affirmative sounds/gestures
c. That we stand in a disciplined manner with our hands folded
d. All of the above
7. While communicating at work we should be careful about our:
a. Words
b. Body language
c. Pitch and tone
d. All of the above
8. While communicating at work we should:
a. Be keen to finish the process quickly
b. Have clear thought and speech
c. Understand that time is of utmost importance to us
d. None of the above
9. Effective communication at work place results in:
a. Less confusion
b. Proper understanding of the tasks and expectation
c. Better environment, coordination and team work
d. All of the above
10. Effective communication at work place means:
a. That words, both written and spoken are extremely important
b. That more than words the tone and body language play an important role
c. Written communication only
d. None of the above

Tips
x

Wear anti-static clothes at work

x

Focus on the task at hand
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